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Kurzfassung

Die Erlangung präziser Kontrolle über die einzigartigen Strahlparameter von laserbeschleu-nigten Ionen aus relativistischen Ultrakurzpuls-Laser-Festkörper-Wechselwirkungen ist ein we-sentliches Ziel der letzten 20 Jahre. Während die räumlich-zeitliche Kopplung von Laserpuls-und Targetparametern transiente Phänomene auf Femtosekunden- und Nanometerskalen er-zeugt, die für den Beschleunigungsprozess entscheidend sind, waren diese Skalen der expe-rimentellen Beobachtung bisher weitgehend unzugänglich. Computersimulationen von laser-getriebenen Plasmen liefern dabei wertvolle Einblicke in die zugrunde liegende Physik. Den-noch mangelt es noch an Vorhersagemöglichkeiten aufgrund des massiven Rechenaufwands,um Parameterstudien in 3D mit hoher Auflösung für längere Simulationszeiten durchzufüh-ren. In dieser Arbeit wird die optimale Beschleunigung von Protonen aus ultradünnen Foliennach der Wechselwirkung mit einem ultrakurzen Ultrahochintensitäts-Laserpuls unter Einbe-ziehung realistischer Kontrastbedingungen bis zu einer Pikosekunde vor dem Hauptpuls un-tersucht. Hierbei ermöglichen neu implementierte fortschrittliche Ionisierungsmethoden fürden hoch skalierbaren, quelloffenen Partikel-in-Zelle-Code PIConGPU von nun an Studien die-ser Art. Bei der Unterstützung zweier Experimentalkampagnen führten diese Methoden zueinem tieferen Verständnis der Laser-Wakefield-Beschleunigung bzw. des Schmelzens kollo-idaler Kristalle, da nun experimentelle Beobachtungen mit simulierter Ionisations- und Plas-madynamik erklärt werden konnten. Im Anschluss werden explorative 3D3V-Simulationen ver-besserter Laser-Ionen-Beschleunigung vorgestellt, die auf dem Schweizer Supercomputer PizDaint durchgeführt wurden. Dabei veränderte die Einbeziehung realistischer Laserkontrast-bedingungen die Intrapulsdynamik des Beschleunigungsprozesses signifikant. Im Gegensatzzu einem perfekten Gauß-Puls erlaubte eine bessere räumlich-zeitliche Überlappung der Pro-tonen mit dem Ursprung der Elektronenwolke die volle Ausnutzung des Beschleunigungspo-tentials, was zu höheren maximalen Energien führte. Die Adaptation bekannter analytischerModelle erlaubte es, die Ergebnisse qualitativ und in ausgewählten Fällen auch quantitativ zubestätigen. Trotz der in den 1D-Modellen nicht abgebildeten komplexen 3D-Plasmadynamikzeigt die Vorhersage erstaunlich gut das obere Limit der erreichbaren Ionen-Energien im TNSA-Szenario. Strahlungssignaturen, die aus synthethischen Diagnostiken von Elektronen, Proto-nen und Bremsstrahlungsphotonen gewonnen wurden, zeigen, dass der Target-Zustand beimaximaler Laserintensität einkodiert ist, was einen Ausblick darauf gibt, wie Experimente Einbli-cke in dieses bisher unbeobachtbare Zeitfenster gewinnen können.Mit neuen Freie-Elektronen-Röntgenlasern sind Beobachtungen auf Femtosekunden-Nanometerskalen endlich zugäng-lich geworden. Damit liegt ein Benchmarking der physikalischen Modelle für Plasmasimula-tionen bei Festkörperdichte nun in Reichweite, aber Experimente sind immer noch selten,komplex, und schwer zu interpretieren. Zuletzt werden daher in dieser Arbeit die ersten Start-zu-End-Simulationen der Pump-Probe Wechselwirkungen von optischem sowie Röntgenlasermit Festkörpern mittels des Photonenstreu-Codes ParaTAXIS vorgestellt. Darüber hinaus dien-ten die zugehörigen PIC-Simulationen als Grundlage für die Planung und Durchführung ei-nes LCLS-Experiments zur erstmaligen Beobachtung einer durch nah-relativistische Kurzpuls-Laserpulse getriebenen Festkörper-Plasma-Dichte, dessen Auflösungsbereich gleichzeitig bisauf Femtosekunden und Nanometer vordrang.
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Abstract

Establishing precise control over the unique beam parameters of laser-accelerated ions fromrelativistic ultra-short pulse laser-solid interactions has been amajor goal for the past 20 years.While the spatio-temporal coupling of laser-pulse and target parameters create transient phe-nomena at femtosecond-nanometer scales that are decisive for the acceleration performance,these scales have also largely been inaccessible to experimental observation. Computer simu-lations of laser-driven plasmas provide valuable insight into the physics at play. Nevertheless,predictive capabilities are still lacking due to the massive computational cost to perform thesein 3D at high resolution for extended simulation times. This thesis investigates the optimalacceleration of protons from ultra-thin foils following the interaction with an ultra-short ultra-high intensity laser pulse, including realistic contrast conditions up to a picosecond before themain pulse. Advanced ionization methods implemented into the highly scalable, open-sourceparticle-in-cell code PIConGPU enabled this study. Supporting two experimental campaigns,the new methods led to a deeper understanding of the physics of Laser-Wakefield accelera-tion and Colloidal Crystal melting, respectively, for they now allowed to explain experimentalobservations with simulated ionization- and plasma dynamics. Subsequently, explorative 3D3Vsimulations of enhanced laser-ion acceleration were performed on the Swiss supercomputerPiz Daint. There, the inclusion of realistic laser contrast conditions altered the intra-pulse dy-namics of the acceleration process significantly. Contrary to a perfect Gaussian pulse, a betterspatio-temporal overlap of the protons with the electron sheath origin allowed for full exploita-tion of the accelerating potential, leading to higher maximum energies. Adapting well-knownanalytic models allowed to match the results qualitatively and, in chosen cases, quantitatively.However, despite complex 3D plasma dynamics not being reflected within the 1D models, theupper limit of ion acceleration performance within the TNSA scenario can be predicted remark-ably well. Radiation signatures obtained from synthetic diagnostics of electrons, protons, andbremsstrahlung photons show that the target state at maximum laser intensity is encoded,previewing how experiments may gain insight into this previously unobservable time frame.Furthermore, as X-ray Free Electron Laser facilities have only recently begun to allow observa-tions at femtosecond-nanometer scales, benchmarking the physics models for solid-densityplasma simulations is now in reach. Finally, this thesis presents the first start-to-end simu-lations of optical-pump, X-ray-probe laser-solid interactions with the photon scattering codeParaTAXIS. The associated PIC simulations guided the planning and execution of an LCLS ex-periment, demonstrating the first observation of solid-density plasma distribution driven bynear-relativistic short-pulse laser pulses at femtosecond-nanometer resolution.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

When in the early 2000s, the first dedicated experiments demonstrated the acceleration ofions to several 1–10 MeV of kinetic energy per nucleon[1–3] by focusing ultra-high intensity(UHI) laser pulses onto thin foil targets, many research groups around the world set out toreplicate these results and a new and fast-evolving research field was opened. About 20 yearslater, the first record for themaximum observed energy of 58 MeV by Snavely et al. [1] has onlybeen improved by less than twofold[4, 5]. While this is true for the class of kilojoule long-pulse(several 100 to1000 fs) lasers, the progress for the nowmore readily available joule-class short-pulse (10s of fs) laser systems[G1] has been more significant. Since they were continuouslydeveloped to reach petawatt (PW) laser powers[6, 7], they now reliably produce ion beamswith energies of several 10 MeV[8–10, G2]. However, none of the available systems has sofar been able to push into the regime beyond 150 MeV, as they would be required for, e.g.,medical applications in radiation oncology[11–13].Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of a typical laser-ion acceleration experiment.A UHI laser pulse is produced by means of chirped pulse amplification[16], is recompressed,shaped and transported in the optical beamline that eventually focuses it onto the target whereit ionizes matter into the plasma state. The interaction region typically measures only a few cu-bic micrometers and the relevant physics of plasma heating, particle– and energy transport,charge separation and ion acceleration take place within a short time window measuring onlyseveral femto- to picoseconds[13]. The interaction with the target is highly sensitive to its den-sity and thickness, pre-formed plasma conditions as well as the laser pulse duration, temporalshape and maximum intensity. Over the years, many different acceleration mechanisms havebeen identified in elaborate simulations, promising that higher energies are in principle possi-ble[1–3, 17–20]. However, unambiguous separation of mechanisms in laboratory experimentsis usually not possible since diagnostic methods do not provide the simultaneously temporaland spatial resolution that is needed to observe the characteristic signatures of the dynamicsat play. On the other hand, numerical simulations usually employ simplifications and idealizedparameter combinations, particularly with regard to the driving laser pulses, that cannot bematched by current experiments.Especially with the increasing onset of instabilities for acceleration mechanisms operating atlaser intensities ' 1021 W cm–2[21–23] it seems that a barrier has been reached that cannotbe overcome by just a raw increase in focused laser energy. At the same time, using availablemethods for temporal intensity contrast cleaning with ever more laser energy would cause
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Figure 1.1.: Schematic overview over the stages, quantities and processes of interest in a UHI laser-ion accelerationexperiment in the target-normal sheath acceleration (TNSA, center image) scenario. Depending on laser-target parameters and their spatio-temporal coupling a variety of other ion acceleration mechanisms(in circles above, see Sec. 2.2.1 for their disambiguation) can be dominant. Adapted from [14] and [15].

the target to ionize increasingly early before the arrival of the main pulse maximum, potentiallyresulting in a degraded target state that is not fit for efficient ion acceleration, anymore. Rather,the level of understanding about the intricate dynamics of laser-solid interactions needs to beimproved and exploited like in the lower density counterpart of laser-electron accelerationfrom gas targets[24–27]. There, a promising degree of control[G3, 28] has been establishedthat begins to put the long-standing vision of tabletop laser-electron accelerators as drivers[29]for next-generation high-brilliance light sources in reach[30].
To overcome current limitations in laser-ion acceleration, it is of vital importance to establishunderstanding and control over every aspect of the interaction shown in Fig. 1.1. One ofthe most crucial factors is the temporal intensity evolution of the laser pulse that drives theinteraction. Figure 1.2 shows a so-called laser contrast curve of a UHI laser pulse, here theDRACO PW[G1] laser system at HZDR which creates ultra-short (∼ 30 fs) pulses with peakintensities of I0 = 5.41 · 1021 W cm–2. It has a characteristic shape with features that do notjust include the ultra-short (a few 10 fs) main pulse but also incoherent background light (∼ ns),pre-pulses (at 10s of ps), intensity pedestals (∼ ps) and the final ramp up to the peak intensity.Especially the influence of this last picosecond intensity ramp preceding the pulse maximumis one of the least explored parts of the interaction. That is due to the fact that the laserpulse is usually already intense enough to shape plasma densities that are opaque for opticalprobe light while the laser-driven plasma itself is also strongly emitting radiation in a broadspectral range that can easily outshine regular probing techniques like shadowgraphy[31, 32]or interferometry[33–36]. Only few works exist that begin to shed light on this interactioninterval and what its effect is on the pre-plasma formation[37–39] and eventually on the finalproton energies[40–42]. Additionally, the laser intensity is increasing by orders of magnitudewithin several hundred or even only tens of femtoseconds and the regions of interest measureonly fractions of a micrometer. Resolving dynamics and substructures on such small scales isvery challenging for many of the available (active and passive) plasma diagnostics since they.
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Figure 1.2.: Example temporal intensity contrast curve of the DRACO Ti:Sa laser system at HZDR. Measurementswere taken onMarch 12th, 2019 with a scanning third-order autocorrelation (TOAC) device (SequoiaHD)by Ziegler et al. [10].

On the other hand, the numerical description of processes driving the acceleration of ionsfrom solid-density plasmas is just as troublesomewithin the region of the last picosecond inten-sity ramp. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, while widely used to describe the non-equilibriumplasma dynamics during the laser main pulse interaction, are computationally extremely de-manding which usually limits the simulated time to only a few hundred femtoseconds sur-rounding the maximum intensity of the laser pulse. Additionally, they cannot exclusively betrusted to model the earlier parts of the interaction at lower intensities (< 1017 W cm–2) wherethe plasma just begins to form since they are unsuitable to describe all the occurring physics.Here, collisional and radiative effects dominate but especially the long-term stability of algo-rithms, general time-to-solution as well as modeling the multitudes of atomic excitations andother transitions remain challenges that usually limit the region of validity for PIC codes. Whilethe lower intensity ranges are better represented by plasma fluid simulations, they rely heavilyon equilibrium models and are only valid up to intensities of around 1015 to1016 W cm–2. Thisleaves a gap in both numerical modeling as well as experimental data.Especially for highest ion energies following optimal acceleration, well-known theories[43–45] predict that ultra-thin solid-density foils at the threshold to transparency are required.Such targets are particularly sensitive to the laser contrast conditions and it is hypothesizedthat the last picosecond before the main pulse plays a decisive role for the acceleration per-formance. Recent experiments at the DRACO laser system at HZDR regarding optimum ionenergies from controlled temporal pulse shaping1 further motivated the project of this thesis.
At the same time, novel pump-probe experiments using optical UHI drive lasers in combi-nation with recently developed X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (XFELs)[46–48] can provide simul-taneously high resolution in space and time, promising to unlock the ability for observationsat the femtosecond-nanometer level. Recently constructed XFEL facilities produce ultra-short(∼ 1 –10 fs), hard 2 X-ray pulses that contain up to 1012 photons at very narrow spectral band-

1Early results motivated this work and during the time of this thesis the thorough experimental studies that fol-lowed were eventually published by Ziegler et al. [10].2photon energy Eph > 5 –10 keV
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width, classifying them as ultra-brilliant. Like the European XFEL[48, 49], modern machinesare 104 to1012 times brighter than the best conventional X-ray sources and can deliver peakbrilliances of up to 1033 (photons / s / mm2 / mrad2/ 0.1 % bandwidth). Thus, they are able topenetrate optically opaque solid-density material, outshine laser-driven plasma self-emission,resolve nanometer structures due to wavelengths of a few Ångströms and produce strongsignals from direct imaging or scattering[50, 51]. While XFELs seem to be the perfect tool forperforming studies on laser-driven solids with unprecedented resolution, the novelty of suchexperiments introduces several caveats. X-ray Free-Electron Lasers are still very new, and withonly a few machines available, experiments are also rare. However, the highest spatial reso-lution is achieved with X-ray scattering from structures in the irradiated targets. As a result,detector images contain signals in Fourier space that would elude straightforward interpreta-tion, mainly because the dynamics from relativistic laser-solid interactions are violent, transientand complex in nature. Multiple scattering, the loss of depth information, temporal integrationof the signal as the plasma evolves and as the X-ray pulse traverses the target, all including theinfluence of the plasma state by the high-intensity X-ray probe pulse itself, further complicatethe analysis. For these reasons, novel methods and workflows need to be developed that cannumerically predict the expected plasma dynamics but also the results of its probing to guidethe planning, execution, and analysis of these new experiments.

1.2. Content of this thesis

This thesis contributes to the deeper understanding of the interaction between ultra-high in-tensity (UHI), ultra-short laser pulses with solid density matter through numerical simulationand theory. In particular, this work sheds light on the acceleration of ions from ultra-thin (sub-micrometer) foil targets and how the acceleration process and performance are affected bythe shape of the intensity ramp that a realistic UHI laser pulse is preceded by. Numericalsimulations and analysis work were mainly performed using the particle-in-cell (PIC) codesPIConGPU[52] and PICLS[53, 54] on the supercomputers Hypnos and Hemera (HZDR3), Tau-
rus (ZIH4), and Piz Daint (CSCS5).
The interaction of a solid-density target with a laser (main) pulse (i.e. during a few ∼ 10 fs) ishighly sensitive to target density and thickness, pre-plasma conditions, pulse duration, shapeandmaximum intensity. After an introduction into the theory of laser-plasma acceleration pro-cesses and their theoretical modeling (Secs. 2.1 – 2.2), existing experimental and numericalsimulation work on the influence of laser pre-pulse and contrast features is briefly reviewed.The few existing works that are reviewed in this section investigate only very narrow slicesthrough the multi-dimensional laser-target parameter space. Furthermore, only 1D or 2D sim-ulations are employed, the results of which cannot simply be adapted to the 3D case for rea-sons later explained in Sec. 2.3 where the numerical modeling of plasmas is described. Whilefully 3D PIC simulations are extremely costly and simulations of lower dimensionality remaina valid approach to study qualitative trends, the existing literature falls short of a methodicalapproach to cover and also cleanly separate the various influences of the above parameters.The highly scalable, open-source, fully-relativistic, particle-in-cell code PIConGPU iswell suitedto shed light in this unsatisfactory situation with its fast time-to-solution which allows for broad3D parameter scans which are needed for in-depth studies of realistic systems and quanti-tative predictive capabilities. PIConGPU is introduced in Chapter 3 and the technical details
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regarding the advanced ionization framework enabling this thesis work are described in Sec.3.1. Fully three-dimensional PIC simulations of laser-driven solid-density plasmas require enor-mous computational resources to resolve physics at the nanometer level with a temporal res-olution of only a few attoseconds for tens of billions of particles. As such, large-scale numericalcampaigns require careful planning but also compromises with respect to available resources(see Sec. 3.2) even on the largest supercomputers available on Earth. Especially explorativesimulations will produce massive amounts of raw data as workflows only become more effi-cient when it becomes clear what to focus virtual diagnostics on. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describethe methods used to overcome the challenges that the production, management, transportand final storage of several petabytes of data presented. As a result, new workflows have beenestablished between the high-performance computing centers that the data was created, an-alyzed and archived at.
Before the main results of this thesis are presented, a brief excursion in Section 4.1 showshow the improved ionization framework in PIConGPU is used to support two experimentalcampaigns with simulations that provide more detailed insight into the temporal evolution ofelectron densities following ionization processes from specific atomic levels. The first cam-paign studies Laser-Wakefield acceleration (LWFA) of electrons from gas-jet targets in a Self-Truncated Ionization Injection (STII) setup[55] for the optimization of both the acceleratedbunch charge as well as its maximum energy[G3]. Especially the second campaign, however,which concerns laser-inducedmelting of colloidal polystyrene crystal targets[G4], is vital for themain study of this thesis work since it presented the test bed for the advancement of modelingcapabilities towards laser-solid density interactions via the implementation of new collisionalionization methods. Section 4.2 encompasses the main result of this work. The large-scalesimulation campaign regarding the influence of the last picosecond leading intensity ramp onlaser-ion acceleration performance from ultra-thin foil targets is motivated. Both the underly-ing theoretical models as well as recently obtained experimental results from DRACO at HZDRjustify the promising expectation to find the highest proton energies in this parameter region,and the particular role that the leading pulse edge plays with respect to these findings. Itwill be shown how optimum proton energies are achieved from harnessing the full accelerat-ing potential for protons that benefit from being injected into the very origin of the rear-sidecharge separation (sheath) field of the foil target after the interaction with the leading pulseramp. The achieved maximum energies are higher than in the case of a perfectly Gaussianshaped laser pulse and, as such, the results are in contrast to the common expectation thatthe most ideal laser pulses deliver the highest proton energies. In the wake of discussing theunderlying detailed plasma dynamics, the well-known 1D analytic model by Schreiber et al. [44]is slightly adapted to explain the results qualitatively and compare quantitative predictions tothe results.
In the third section of Chapter 4, novel diagnostics are discussed that finally promise toshed light on the nanoscopic ultrafast processes of laser-driven solid interactions. In the firsthalf, radiation diagnostics of electrons, protons and bremsstrahlung photons from the large-scale simulation campaign described above are displayed. The results at hand show that theintricate interaction dynamics and to an extent also the state of the target at the instance ofpeak laser intensity are encoded in these radiation signatures, emphasizing the need for moredetailed studies of these “passive” probes.
Finally, the second half presents a preparatory simulation campaign that paved the way for aclass of novel pump-probe experiments using infrared-laser-irradiated surface-structured foiltargets that are probed with X-ray Free-Electron Laser (XFEL)-generated pulses. Studies likethis are an essential first step towards measuring the plasma conditions in a laser-ion acceler-ation scenario in their full complexity by generating a clear and predictable signal from a target
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with a pre-inscribed grating structure. This way, the plasma surface expansion, a key processin the Target-Normal-Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) of ions, can be directly characterized. In theexperiment that followed, the first nanometer-femtosecond resolution measurement of thespatial density distribution of an expanding near-relativistic laser-driven solid-density plasmawere performed. The simulation campaign furthermore revealed non-linear dynamics leadingto a hitherto unexpected transient, but periodic, plasma structure for which the experimentalresults gave first evidence. The simulation work accompanying this campaign contributed alsoto the European EUCALL project, in particular first start-to-end simulations for optical-/X-raylaser pump-/probe experiments with a tool-chain connected by a single simulation framework.As such, the particle-in-cell simulations provided input for Monte-Carlo photon scattering sim-ulations using the code ParaTAXIS[56], completing the forward-simulation chain of the virtualexperiment which was also demonstrated and reported on here by the author.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results that were achieved, concluding consequences in Ch. 6.In the outlook in Chapter 7, a brief view into ongoing work regarding temporal pulse shapingfor optimized proton acceleration is given.
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2. Theory of Laser-Ion Acceleration
From Thin Foils

In this chapter, the relevant quantities that describe the interaction of high-power ultra-shortlaser pulses with solid density matter are introduced. Laser-ion acceleration is an indirectacceleration process that relies on the transfer of laser energy to free electrons. It is first re-viewed how free electrons are produced via ionization in the laser field and a plasma is created.Then, the motion of a free electron inside a laser field of relativistic strength is described. Withincreasing density, the laser pulse cannot penetrate into the target anymore and collectiveelectron motion inside a plasma gains importance for the transfer of energy. Among these,plasma waves effect the further heating of the target while collisional ionization causes thesolid target to turn into plasma in regions that cannot be reached by the laser.
This general introduction is followed by the most common acceleration mechanisms forions from a laser-driven plasma, with particular focus on thin (µm) and ultrathin (nm) foil tar-gets. Since the main aim of this work is to study the influence the last picosecond leadingintensity ramp has on laser ion acceleration, the known influences of typical features in thetemporal contrast of a high-power laser system are reviewed. The mainly used tool for theauthor’s studies are highly scalable particle-in-cell simulations with PIConGPU. Therefore, thekinetic plasmamodeling with PIC is introduced and extensions to the basic PIC-cycle which areneeded to describe the physics of solid-density plasmas are presented. Finally, the influenceof the simulation dimensionality is portrayed which gives motivation for the need of fully 3D ex-plorative simulations to reach quantitative predictive capabilities of the laser-ion accelerationprocess.

2.1. Laser-Created Plasmas

The first section briefly describes the single and the collective motion of charged particles inthe laser field and how ultra-high intensity (UHI) lasers create plasmas. Relevant terms andprocesses for field ionization, plasma waves and electron heating are introduced which arethe basic concepts necessary for all relativistic laser-solid interactions, especially the laser-ionacceleration processes that are described in the following section 2.2.
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2.1.1. Charged Particles in a Laser Field

To accelerate any type of charged particles in a directed beam by focusing a UHI laser pulseonto a so-called target, a transfer of energy from the pulse to the particles is necessary. Parti-cles of charge q in electromagnetic fields are subject to the Lorentz-force ~FL.
~FL = q

(
E + ~v × ~B

) (2.1)
Due to energy andmomentum conservation in the interaction of a plane wave laser field with afreely moving charged particle in vacuum the net gain of energy is zero, however. The chargedparticle performs oscillations mainly due to the electric ~E = E0 exp (i(kx – ωLt)) ~ey field com-ponent of the laser pulse. With increasing laser intensity IL, the magnetic component of theLorentz-force causes the particle to also oscillate in the propagation direction of the wavewhich, in the rest frame of the oscillation center, yields the famous figure-8 motion[57].
Single Particle Motion

Integrating the equation of motion for an electron in the electric field yields the oscillationvelocity vosc = eE0/meωL. When vosc approaches the speed of light, i.e. vosc/c ≈ 1, the electronmotion becomes relativistic within a single half-wave. Such a laser pulse is often just dubbed
relativistic and the transition into the relativistic regime is described by the normalized laseramplitude a0.

a0 = (vosc
c

)
non–rel. = eE0

meωLc (2.2)
= 0.85

√
IL
[1018 W cm–2] · λ2L[µm2] (2.3)

The conversion between laser intensity IL = 12cε0E20 is given by Eq. 2.3. In UHI laser-matterinteractions, the light waves also exert a significant pressure on the plasma that can easilyexceed 1 GPa. This radiation pressure originates in a non-linear force that is caused by the ~v×~B-term of the Lorentz-force and from evaluating the ~E-field at the current position of the particle
during its trajectory. The first effect leads to a push in ~k-direction, resulting in a constant drift of
βdrift = a20/(4+a20) overlaid with a longitudinal quiver motion of frequency 2ωL, while the seconddirects particles towards regions of lower field strengths when the field is non-uniform. In acycle average, the net force on a single charged particle is given by

~fpond = –14
e2

msω2L
~∇E20 . (2.4)

This force is called the ponderomotive force[58] and Eq. 2.5 denotes the expression for anensemble of electrons in a plasma
~Fpond = –ω2p

ω2
L

~∇〈ε0E
2〉

2 . (2.5)

Collective Electron Motion

Equation 2.4 shows that the ponderomotive force is proportional to the gradient of intensity.As it depends inversely on the mass of the particle species ms, it immediately follows thatthe ponderomotive force is much weaker for ions than for electrons with a factor of me/mi.
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Therefore, ions cannot be accelerated efficiently to MeV energies in the direct interaction witha super-intense laser pulse of currently up to 1022 W cm–2 and the transfer of energy via theplasma electrons is needed.
2.1.2. Plasma Waves

When an electromagnetic wave interacts with a plasma, a wave is excited whose frequencydepends on the number density of electrons ne and ions ni. Due to the much larger mass,and therefore higher inertia of ions, the situation can be reduced to electrons moving in frontof a positively charged ionic background. In the picture of a hydrodynamic electron fluid with-out thermal motions and in absence of a magnetic field, the plasma frequency ωp can be de-rived[59]. As stated before, the low-frequency ionic oscillations are typically neglected and ωpis just expressed with respect to the density of electrons ne

ωpe = √ nee2
γemeε0 (2.6)

In the interaction with ultra-high intensity lasers, electrons quickly reach relativistic velocitiesand therefore Eq. 2.6 contains the relativistically corrected mass γeme which leads to loweredplasma frequencies. Collectively, the oscillating electrons radiate and whether the laser lightcan penetrate into the plasma or not depends on the capability of the particles to follow thethe electric field synchronously. This capability is density- and wavelength-dependent whichmakes plasma a dispersive medium and is usually expressed in the ratio of laser frequency
ωL = 2πc/λL and plasma frequency ωp. For ωL/ωp > 1, the wave can fully penetrate and themedium is called underdense. In the reverse ωL/ωp < 1, or overdense, case a part of the lightwave can penetrate into the plasma evanescently as its intensity is exponentially damped whileanother part is reflected. The threshold at which these two regimes meet is defined by the so-called critical (electron) density nc.

nc = γemeε0
e2 ω

2pe (2.7)
Free electric charges only affect the plasma locally since they are shielded by other chargecarriers around them. Plasmas are characterized by the property of quasi-neutrality that isexpressed by the so-called Debye-length that describes the radius around an electric charge atwhich its electric field is damped by a factor of 1/e.

λD = √ε0kBTee2ne (2.8)
Eq. 2.8 assumes a local thermal equilibrium and again neglects the influence of ion motionand their temperature.In the underdense case, a direct consequence of the ponderomotive force is self-focusing.Electrons are pushed down the spatial intensity gradient, vacating the central region aroundthe beam axis and populating the surrounding volume. Accordingly, the plasma frequency inthe center decreases while it increases on the outside. The index of refraction n = √1 – ωp/ωLbehaves inversely which acts as like a convex lense, channeling and focusing the laser beam.Self-focusing can also occur due to the decrease of ωp with the growing relativistic mass ofelectrons γeme (see Eq. 2.6) or due to local heating, expansion and further heating by the laser.The beneficial effect of self-focusing is deliberately exploited in laser electron acceleration.1
1A recent work by Levy et al. [60] used the increase of laser-intensity on target also for laser-ion acceleration byintroducing tailored pre-plasma when the steel target was put into stream of a helium gas nozzle.
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Laser Electron Acceleration

The acceleration of electrons from laser-driven plasmas is a field of research that has seentremendous successes in recent years which lead to the development of well-controlled, table-top accelerators that readily produce ultrashort (fs) electron beams with kiloampere peak cur-rents and tunable energies up to the GeV range[61]. The main concept is that transient ac-celerator structures are created inside an underdense plasma which allow for accelerationgradients exceeding the conventional accelerator cavity degradation threshold of 100 MV/mby three orders of magnitude and more. Typical targets are gas jets or gas cells with electrondensities of 1017 cm3 (kJ long-pulse lasers) and 1018 cm3 (1 to10 J short-pulse systems).

Figure 2.1.: Plasma cavities in a laser-wakefield accelerator (LWFA) simulated in 3D with PIConGPU and renderedwith ISAAC. Transverse electric fields of the driving laser pulse and the accelerated electron bunchare shown as red and blue contour plots. Electron densities larger than the initial plasma density aredisplayed as blue and green clouds. Image originally in [62].
Laser-Wakefield Acceleration Themost famous technique relies on the excitation of a plasmawave that forms in the wake of a UHI laser pulse which displaces the plasma electrons pon-deromotively from the center of the beam propagation axis. A positively charged region re-mains due to the inert, mostly stationary ions. As the electrons relax back towards the beamaxis they close the accelerating cavity that follows the laser pulse as it propagates throughthe plasma, just like the wake behind a motorboat. The electrons overshoot their initial posi-tion and multiple accelerating cavities can form. A part of the displaced electrons reaches therear side of the plasma cavities with the right initial momentum conditions to be injected intothe structure. These are subsequently accelerated quickly towards MeV energies upon whichthey co-propagate behind the laser with close to the speed of light. This mechanism, dubbed
Laser-Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA) was proposed by Tajima and Dawson in 1979[24] and wasdemonstrated experimentally for the first time in 1994 by Nakajima et al. [63].In 2004 the next breakthrough was achieved with the demonstration of the blow-out regime(or “bubble regime”)[25–27] that had previously been proposed by Pukhov and Meyer-ter-Vehn[64]. With the expulsion of all electrons from the center region of the laser pulse, a stableplasma bubble can form which offers both extremely high longitudinally accelerating fields aswell as focusing transverse fields that confine the accelerated electrons. For the first time,quasi-monoenergetic high-energy electron bunches could be produced which opened up avariety of novel applications, ranging from the generation of secondary radiation in laboratory-sized experiments towards possible drivers for new free electron laser facilities (FELs) that
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produce X-ray beams of unprecedented brightness. The latter has very recently been demon-strated in a proof-of-principle experiment by Wang et al. [30].A multitude of experimental methods has been developed in the past 20 years that deliveron-shot diagnostic data of both the wakefield structures as well as the electron beam qual-ity[65]. A great benefit to these techniques is that the plasma cavities, with their average sizeson the order of ∼ 10µm, are still accessible to optical probing for which the plasma is stilltransparent. Most laser-ion acceleration processes, however, take place on scales that are stilltoo fast (fs) and too small (nm) such that the interaction region is inaccessible to most diag-nostic techniques. As mentioned earlier, ions are accelerated indirectly in plasma structuresthat are created by energetic electrons and therefore the efficient transfer of laser energy intoelectrons is vital.

2.1.3. Laser Absorption and Heating

Fast electron generation and electron bulk heating are two crucial prerequisites for the ac-celeration of ions from solid density targets. Both effects require the efficient absorption oflaser energy which first leads to the acceleration of electrons. The term heating refers thesystem moving towards a state of local thermal equilibrium (LTE) where all electrons or a sub-population can be described by a temperature Te. Especially in the interaction of ultrashortUHI laser pulses with matter, the plasma dynamics are highly non-linear and much faster thanthe typical electron-electron collision timescales (τee = 1/νee) that lead to thermalization. Theinteraction duration and laser intensity as well as the plasma density distribution and directionof the electric field with respect to gradients of the latter play a deciding role in which of themultitude of mechanisms is dominantly causing the absorption of laser energy into the target.2
The main focus of this thesis are the interactions of ultrashort (τL ∼ 10 fs), super-intense(IL > 1018 W/cm2, i.e. a0 > 1) laser pulses with ultra-thin (d ∼ 10 –100 nm) overcritical (ne >

nc) targets. The two main absorption mechanisms for these laser pulses are Brunel (vacuum)heating[67] and ~v×~B-acceleration[68, 69]. The former relies on an electric field component E⊥that is perpendicular to the target surface which pulls an electron layer into the vacuum regionwhere they are accelerated and pushed back into the over-critical region of the target. Underthe condition that the excursion length vosc,⊥/ωL is larger than the front-side plasma densityscale length L, these electrons transport energy to the regions that are screened from the laserfield behind the skin layer (Ls = c/ωp) where they cannot be pulled back. That is in contrastto resonance absorption[70–72] where underdense plasma waves are excited in the regionbetween the critical density surface and specular reflection depth (at which plasma permittivitybecomes εr = sin2 θ) and are subsequently dampened, a high quiver velocity is needed for theprocess to be efficient. However, Brunel heating requires an obliquely incident pulse and isstrongly suppressed for θ = 0°. In a head-on irradiation scenario, it only gains importanceonce the target surface is significantly indented by radiation pressure such that E⊥ increases.Otherwise, ~v× ~B-acceleration is the most dominant absorption mechanism in the ultra-highintensity short-pulse regime. The ponderomotive drift constantly pushes electrons into theplasma, creating a charge separation zone which can lead to a steepening of the density gradi-ent. The electric potential at the front side effectively hinders electrons from passing into theoverdense plasma region. But the quickly oscillating part of the ~v × ~B-force creates directed,high energy electron bunches at a frequency of 2ωL that have their origin close to the ne = nclayer. These, often called hot or prompt electron bunches, exhibit a broad, 1/γe energy distri-
2A concise overview of the most important heating mechanisms can be found in the thesis of Klimo [66], particu-larly Tab. 2.1.
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bution that is peaked at the end (see [73]). When multiple bunches with different maximumenergy, resulting from the temporal intensity envelope of the laser pulse, are superimposedthe collective exhibits a Boltzmann-like energy spectrum for which a temperature value is oftendefined3. Kluge et al. [74] report
T

prompte = ( π

2K(–a20) – 1
)
mec2, (2.9)

where K(–a20) is the complete elliptical integral of the first kind. In cases of a0 � 1, Eq. 2.9
converges against the usual ponderomotive electron scaling Te = mec2

(√1 + a202 – 1
)
[75].

While the time-averaged spectrum of the 2ωL–bunches is exponential, the tail of a relativis-tic Maxwellian is not and using the term “temperature” remains incorrect, even though it is stilldone quite often in the literature.
Even though ultrashort laser pulses convey almost all of their energy within the few 10 fsof their main pulse duration τL, the temporal pulse contrast on the nanosecond-ASE and pi-cosecond pedestal phases can significantly determine the later interaction. Even prior to thecreation of a plasmawith intensities above the ionization threshold (see 2.1.4), perpetually highlaser intensities, e.g. an unsuppressed ASE nanosecond-background at 1012 W/cm2, can causethe melting and evaporation of the target, possibly creating an underdense pre-plasma whichchanges the absorption. Typically, metals and dielectrics exhibit a different behavior due totheir electronic structure and resulting heat conduction properties. The radiant fluence (time-integrated irradiance) is the central quantity that decides if a laser pulse is ablating a target sur-face. To ablate the target to a certain depth, short pulses require higher intensities than longerpulses and already for femtosecond pulses of 1013 to1014 W/cm2, the differences between di-electrics and metals vanish[76]. For such sub-relativistic pulses, Gamaly et al. [76] derived ananalytic expression for the electron temperature Te in the skin layer of a pre-expanded target.

Te = 4
3
ηI0τL
Lsne exp

(
–2 x
Ls
)

(2.10)
η ≈ 4π Ls

λL (2.11)
The absorption coefficient η is in general material-, intensity- and density-dependent. It is veryimportant for analytic models that predict final energies of laser-accelerated ion beams (see2.2.1) but, unfortunately, very challenging to measure in a laboratory experiment. Equation2.11 gives a general expression for η in the sub-relativistic short-pulse regime. Here, I0 is the(pre-) pulse intensity, τL its duration, x is the coordinate along the plasma gradient and Ls theskin depth.
2.1.4. Ionization

A prerequisite to laser-ion acceleration is that the laser pulse transfers energy to free electronswhich in turn transfer their energy to the ions in the target. Free electrons in solid density tar-gets are first produced from ionization processes that are caused by the direct influence ofthe electric field of the laser pulse and later mainly by collision processes inside the plasma.
3Note however, for 30 femtosecond UHI pulses the laser intensity changes much faster than the typical electronthermalization time. During every laser period there are two prompt electron bunches but with a quickly chang-ing laser envelope each bunch is imprinted with a different spectral shape but a clear preference direction suchthat the concept of an overall temperature is not justified for such non-equilibrium dynamics.
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In this section the most dominant field ionization processes are introduced and the main ion-ization regimes for the laser-target conditions in this thesis are identified. During the courseof this thesis, the author continued the development of the ionization implementation in theparticle-in-cell code PIConGPU[15, 52] (see 3.1) that was started in the author’s Master’s thesis[G5] prior to this work.
Field Ionization

The ionization of atoms under the influence of a strong external electromagnetic field dependsmainly on the laser frequency ωL, the ionization potential Eip of the specific atom charge stateand the magnitude E of the electric field. To best determine the regime of ionization and withthat the simplified picture for the process and the model to describe it, it is customary toexpress all relevant quantities in so-called atomic units (for an overview, see Tab. 7.1 in [77]).This unit system describes typical mass-, length-, time-, and derived quantity scales inside anatom and its use simplifies the equations for atomic processes significantly. The base units arethe electron mass MAU = 9.109 · 10–31 kg, the first Bohr radius LAU = 5.292 · 10–11 m, and theclassical electron orbit period in hydrogen reduced by 2π, TAU = 2.419 · 10–17 s, respectively.Some important derived units are the ones for energy EAU = 27.21 eV, electric field EAU =5.14 · 1011 V/m, and intensity IAU = 3.51 · 1016 W/cm2.

Figure 2.2.: Schematic visualization of field ionization regimes (left) and –mechanisms (right). Shaded areas markthe regimes known from Keldysh theory[78], where the Keldysh parameter γK = ω
√2Eip/E = √Eip/2Upseparates the quasi-static (γK < 1) and the multi-photon (γK > 1) pictures. More recent considerationsof Reiss [79][80] regarding the unsuitability of the Keldysh parameter especially in the low-frequency,high-intensity regime (γK → 0) were marked with orange lines. Mainly, neglected influences of the laserfield magnetic component and radiation pressure can lead to substantial electron energies (quiver– Upand longitudinally kinetic Eradpkin ) as well as excursion amplitudes (β0) that violate the assumptions of theknown quasi-static models described in this section. The mechanisms shown in the right column andthe blue lines in the left panel are drawnwith respect to the hydrogen atom (quantities in AU). The quasi-static picture contains (i) tunneling ionization and (ii) barrier suppression ionization. In themulti-photonpicture, (iii) multi-photon ionization (MPI) and (iv) above-threshold ionization (ATI) are distinguished.

Field ionization is caused by the interaction of an external laser field with an electron and
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the ionic potential it is bound to. In the established field ionization theory, two main ionizationdomains are usually distinguished, the quasi-static and the multi-photon domain. The earliestseparation between the two was defined by the Keldysh parameter[78] γK = √
Eip/2Upond (inatomic units) as the shaded areas above and below γK = 1 in Fig. 2.2) show. The ponderomo-tive potential Upond = IL/2ωL describes the coupling of a plane-wave laser field to a chargedparticle and signifies the average quiver energy of this particle. If the oscillation period of thelaser field is much longer than the typical atomic time scale of TAU = 150 as/2π, the field im-posed on the atom is viewed as quasi-static. The atomic potential well is tilted such that thepotential on one side is steepened while a barrier of finite height is created on the oppositeside. Electrons can tunnel through this barrier quantum-mechanically. The ratio of a concep-tual tunneling time τtunnel and laser period τL is another way to interpret γK. The early Keldyshtunneling ionization rate (Eq. 2.12)[78, 81] allowed to describe the time-dependent ionizationof atoms in an external laser field already with reasonably good accuracy.

ΓK = (6π)1/2
25/4 Eip

(
E

(2Eip)3/2
)1/2 exp(–2 (2Eip)3/23E

)
(2.12)

The KFR–Theory (Keldysh [78]-Faisal [82]-Reiss [83]), also often called strong-field approximation(SFA)[84], is the basis for most strong-field ionization models today. The most prominent fieldionization model for the tunneling regime, however, was formulated in 1986 by Ammosov,Delone and Krainov (ADK)[85] and has proven to be very accurate for the prediction of chargestates.
ΓADK = √3n∗3E

πZ3︸ ︷︷ ︸lin. pol.

ED2
8πZ exp

(
– 2Z3
3n∗3E

)
(2.13)

D ≡
(4eZ3
En∗4

)n∗
n
∗ ≡ Z√2Eip (2.14)

In the Keldysh description, tunneling ionization is dominant as long as γK < 1 and when theKeldysh parameter approaches unity, the physical picture changes to the multi-photon do-main. Rather than tunneling through a quickly oscillating, externally perturbed potential well,the average binding energy of an electron is overcome via energy transfer of one or multiplemutually arriving laser photons of energy Eph = ωL (̄h = 1). The cross section σ(n) for n-photonionization is strongly enhanced for Eip = nEph at which the process becomes resonant. Ifsubstantial initial momentum is transferred to the electron, the multi-photon process is oftencalled above-threshold ionization (ATI). Generally, the multiphoton ionization (MPI) rate scaleswith Γ (n) = σ(n)InL .
Within the last thirty years, the widely accepted quasi-static picture has repeatedly beenquestioned by Reiss [86] (one of the fathers of the KFR-theory) due to the increasing impor-tance of the magnetic field component of the Lorentz force with relativistic laser pulses andespecially at low frequencies[80, 87]. The criticism is based on the fact that the Lorentz in-variant ~E2 – ~B2 (in Gaussian units) equals ~E2 for quasi-static electric fields but 0 for plane-wavelaser fields, respectively[79]. Fig. 2.2 shows related limiting conditions past which the quasi-static picture becomes questionable. First, the dipole approximation4 is clearly violated whenthe ponderomotive potential becomes as large as the electron rest energy 2Up = mec2 (solid

4Dipole approximation: the laser field is treated as a purely electric field that does not vary spatially becausethe wavelength λL, e.g. 800 nm is large compared to the first Bohr radius a0 = 0.05 nm. The electron movesclassically in it, instantaneously following the field change with no inertia.
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orange line) because the interaction is already strongly relativistic. For reference, the usuallaser-plasma quantity of a0 = 15 (see Eq. 2.3) is shown (orange dashed line).Additionally, radiation pressure can be non-negligible for ionization under these conditions.Modern attosecond spectroscopy methods are promising tools to research the sub-cycle ion-ization dynamics of UHI laser pulses. However, the additional influence of a highly overdensemedium and a strongly damped laser field in the vicinity of the critical density remain unavail-able to direct experimental observation.Common modern UHI short-pulse laser systems used for laser-ion acceleration operate atcentral wavelengths of λL = 800 nm (Ti:Sa), or 1053 nm (Yb:YAG) which have photon energiesof roughly 1.6 to1.2 eV. This is much lower than the lowest ground state ionization energiesand the laser period is also much longer than typical atomic time scales. Therefore, the mainionization physics important for this thesis are situated in the quasi-static regime. In case thatthe laser intensity is very large, the corresponding electric field suppresses the potential barrierof the atom below the energy level of the bound electron, which can therefore leave classically.
EBSI = E2ip4Z∗ (2.15)

This effect is called barrier suppression ionization[88] (BSI) and the analytical description in Eq.2.15 provides a threshold field strength EBSI that serves well as a useful, quick estimate forthe highest abundant charge state, given that a laser pulse intensity surpasses the so-called
appearance intensity Iapp = E2BSI. The quantity Z∗ is the residual charge state of the ion after theionization process.
Collisional Ionization

In the early stages of laser-ion acceleration, field ionization dominates the creation of free elec-tron density. An ideal plasma would contain intertial point particles that are exclusively domi-nated by long-range electromagnetic forces. In reality, only underdense laser-driven plasmasor astrophysical low-density plasmas fulfill these conditions very well since their long-rangeinteraction time scales are much smaller than the typical two-body interaction times scales.The average collision frequency νpp = nσppvrel between charged particles increases with theparticle density n but decreases with higher average energies since the interaction cross sec-tion σ decreases for higher relative speeds vrel. For the overdense targets studied in this the-sis, however, collisions can play an essential role while the laser intensities are still moderate(IL = 1014 –1017 W/cm2) and then the ionization is quickly dominated by electron-ion collisions,especially where the laser cannot directly penetrate. The electron-ion collision frequency is cal-culated via[77]
νei = 4

3(2π)1/2
(

Ze2
4πε0m

)2(
m

kBTe
)3/2

ni ln Λ (2.16)
νei

[s–1] = 3.6× Zne [cm–3](Te[K])3/2 ln Λ (2.17)
The term ln Λ in Eq. 2.16 is the Coulomb-Logarithm that is a measure for the average numberof ions Ni = ND/Z∗ in the so-called Debye sphere (see also Sec. 2.2.1)[89], that describes thevolume in a plasma outside of which a point charge is shielded by surrounding charge carriers.It is usually identified with the ratio of the Debye-length λD (Debye sphere VD = 43πλ3D) and the
5Attention: not in atomic units! aAU0 = a0/α ≈ 137a0, where α is the fine structure constant.
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impact parameter for a 90° deflection, b⊥, as
ln Λei ≡ ln λD

b⊥
= ln 9ND

Z
(2.18)

Typical values for ln Λ are between 2 to5. A plasma is dominantly collisional if νei/ωp ≥ 1 andcollisionless for νei/ωp � 1. Themajority of Coulomb collisions results in small angle deflectionsand τei is the average time for a single electron to experience a net direction change by 90°.One of the most simple ways to describe collisional ionization is via the Thomas-Fermi (TF)model which delivers a prediction for an average charge state 〈Z∗〉 based on the mass densityof ions ρ and the electron temperature Te of the ion species with base charge Z under LTEconditions.
〈Z∗〉 = Zx

1 + x +√1 + 2x (2.19)
Here, the function x is a composite of the aforementioned input quantities and 9 fitting pa-rameters to approximate the free electron density from the distribution of ion boundaries ina statistical average-atom model[90]. As such, the TF model neglects any inner structure ofthe atoms but provides a quick estimate of charge states based on local conditions. A betterway to evaluate the frequency of impact ionization processes under conditions that have notyet thermalized is the treatment with a binary collision operator. But these calculations areusually performed numerically in kinetic plasma simulations of the particle-in-cell scheme thatalso account for the momentum change of individual representatives of the various particledistributions[53, 54, 91–94]. The approach requires to form pairs between colliding particlespecies and calculate the ionization probability P = 1 – exp(–vrelσnΔt) based on the relativeparticle velocity vrel and ionization cross section during a discrete time step Δt.

2.2. Laser Ion Acceleration

The previous sections explained how a laser pulse creates free electrons through ionization,how particles move individually and collectively in the laser field and how laser energy is trans-ferred to electrons via acceleration and heating. These are all prerequisites to the accelerationof ions from laser-driven plasmas. In this section, themost important accelerationmechanismswith a particular focus on ultrathin overdense targets are introduced.
2.2.1. Ion Acceleration Mechanisms

Target-Normal Sheath Acceleration

The most robust and well-researched ion acceleration mechanism to this day is called Target-

Normal Sheath Acceleration[1–3] (TNSA). It depends on a capacitor-like field structure that iscreated during the expansion of plasma into vacuum. The laser pulse impinges onto the target,ionizing its surface and heating the up the freed electrons. Due to the large mass differencebetween electrons and ions, only the electrons are gaining a significant amount of energy inthe laser field as was described in Sec. 2.1.3. This higher average kinetic energy 〈Ekin〉 of theelectrons cannot be transferred to the ions instantaneously. In case of a0 > 1 electrons arepushed directly into the target which they traverse ballistically. As a result of both effects,electrons expand faster into the vacuum than the ions and an electron cloud forms at thesurfaces of the target. This so-called Debye sheath is created at both the front (facing the laser/ upstream) and the rear (facing away from the laser / downstream) surface. The front surface
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sheath is usually suppressed compared to the rear surface sheath for as long as the laser pulsestill exerts substantial light pressure on the plasma. The capacitor-like charge separation fieldat the rear surface ionizes the surface-near atoms. The strength of these fields can reachseveral 10 to100 TV m–1 which is 6 orders of magnitude larger than the typical breakdownfield strength in conventional accelerator machines, i.e. 100 MV m–1[95, 96]. Due to symmetryreasons, i.e. the electrons and ions separating at approximately the cold target surface, thedirection of the electric field is strongly aligned with the surface normal. As such, TNSA allowsto accelerate short, well-collimated[97], highly charged bunches of ions to MeV energies overdistances of only several microns whichmakes them very attractive for applications. Of all ions,the acceleration of protons is most effective because they have a normalized charge overmassratio of q/m = 1.TNSA was extensively researched in both experiment and simulation and as targets metal orplastic foils are often used. Research for modern target systems is ongoing, aiming to increaseshot repetition rate and decrease debris that is harmful to the optical elements close to theinteraction region. One of these recently devised and successfully tested targets producesa solid jet of cryogenic hydrogen [8, 98–102]. Even from metal foils, protons can be acceler-ated due to always present organic surface contaminants that will usually survive the vacuumconditions inside the target chamber.
Plasma Expansion into Vacuum A simple description of the expanding plasma sheath startsfrom the situation where a thermalized, i.e. Maxwell-Boltzmann-distributed, electron popula-tion of temperature Te is in electro-static equilibrium with a step-like population of immobileions[103, 104]. The electron density ne and electro-static potential Φ are given by the followingrelations:

ne = n0 exp(eΦ/kTe) (2.20)
ε0∂

2Φ
∂x2 = e (ne – Zni) . (2.21)

For times t > 0, ions are allowed to move and numerical integration of the Poisson equa-tion, assuming quasi-neutrality (overall ne = Zni is fulfilled), reveals that a self-similar solutiondescribes the expansion well. The electron density evolves as ne = ne,0 exp(–x/cst – 1) withthe ion sound velocity cs = √
ZkBTe/mi. The ion density front then moves with the velocity

vi,front = 2cs ln(ωpit)[43] where ωpi = ne,0Ze2/miε0 is the ion plasma frequency. These solutionsare valid when the local Debye-length λD = λD,0
√
ne,0/ne = λD,0 exp[(1 + x/cst)/2] is smaller thanthe density scale length cst since this translates into ωpit > 1 for which vi is well-defined. Onlya small region on the order of λD at the ion front exhibits local charge separation. While theoriginal models assume a semi-infinite plasma reservoir with a sharp gradient on one side, themodel works reasonably well for short (ps) and ultra-short (fs) pulses and thin (∼µm) foils.

Plasma expansion model A very successful model for the prediction of final ion energiesis the 1-dimensional, isothermal, self-similar, plasma expansion approach developed by Mora[43]. It was the first to reproduce the exponential shape of the spectrumwith the characteristicenergy cutoff that is observed in experiments. The model predicts
Emax = 2E0 [τ +√τ + 1]2 (2.22)

where τ = ωpitacc/√2e (e is Euler’s number) is the acceleration time normalized with the ionplasma frequency ωpi = ne,0Ze2/miε0 and E0 = ZkBTe. The result in Eq. 2.22 does not converge
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic image of the target normal sheath acceleration process from a foil coated with organic con-taminants. Originally in [105])

for infinite times and has to be cut off with, e.g. the empirical acceleration time found byFuchs et al. [106] of tacc ∼ 1.3 τL. The aforementioned semi-infinite reservoir of plasma withthe constant electron temperature Te is the reason for the infinite expansion and the energydivergence. While no laser pulse interaction is described in the model, its success lies in thesimplicity of its equations and the good agreement with experimental observations of protonenergies and 1D particle-in-cell simulations.Mora [107] later refined the original model for targets of finite width d for which he assumedadiabatic cooling of the electron fluid. In the case of non-relativistic electron temperature(Te � 1 MeV) the temporal dependence of the model reproduces the scaling Te ∝ t–2 thatwas widely found by other works[108–113]. The ultra-relativistic case (Te � 1 MeV) exhibitsa scaling of Te ∝ t–1 [107]. Additional considerations about the two phases of Te-increase,then –decrease, two electron temperatures and final ion density gradients were made in [114,115]. Reliable analytic models, accounting for 3D effects, and with predictive capability areunfortunately still not existing and numerical methods like particle-in-cell simulations (see 2.3)remain the best tool available to deliver quantitative trends a priori to laboratory experiments.

Quasi-static sheath model The model of Schreiber et al. [44] includes the laser-target in-teraction in a simple 1D analytic model for the prediction of final ion energies. As input pa-rameters, only the laser pulse duration τL, power PL = EL/τL, spot radius rL and the target foilparameters Z, ne and thickness d are required. It describes how a fraction of electrons fromthe target front side Ne = ηEL/kBTe is accelerated as a bunch of length L = cτL through the tar-get with a divergence θe, such that it spreads over a rear side source volume of πB2λD, where
B = r0 + d tan θe. The positive surface charge induced by the quasi-static electron sheath isthen the driver for the ion expansion. No explicit distribution function for the electrons has
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to be assumed which keeps the number of parameters low. However, the transverse spatiallimitation B of the sheath keeps the potential finite and thus the final ion energies Ei,∞ finite,whereas they diverge in the model that was previously described.
Ei,∞ = 2qimic2

√
η
PL
PR (2.23)

PR = mec
r3e (2.24)

Here, η is the total absorption efficiency into hot electrons and PR is the relativistic power unit(PR = 8.71 GW) with the classical electron radius re (see also Sec. 4.3.2). In contrast to themodel of Mora [43], time is implicit and the evolution of ion energies is instead analyticallyaccessible via the ion position as it travels down the accelerating potential.The energy an ion gains after traveling down the accelerating potential partially is describedby
E(ξ) = Ei,∞s(ξ). (2.25)

The proton energy evolves asymptotically towards Ei,∞ with the function s(ξ) = 1 + ξ –√1 + ξ2,where ξ = z/B is the normalized, longitudinal coordinate along the electron sheath expan-sion direction. The maximum ion energies at infinite distance and after infinite accelerationtime, Ei,∞, are further limited via the finite laser pulse duration that defines the length of theenergetic electron cloud to be τL as well[44, 116].
τL
τ0 = X

(
1 + 1

2
1

1 – X2
)
+ 1
4 ln

1 + X
1 – X (2.26)

Eq. 2.26 is the solution to the non-relativistic equation of motion
dξ
dt = vi(ξ)

B
= √2Ei(ξ)

mi . (2.27)
and describes how a limited pulse duration τL limits the acceleration process with respect toreal laser system parameters. There, τ0 = B/vi(∞) and X = (Em/Ei,∞)1/2. Since the maximumpulse energy at any laser facility is limited but the maximum intensity and pulse duration arecoupled but in theory variable, the follow-up work of Schreiber, Bell, and Najmudin [116] re-ported the existence of an optimum pulse duration for the TNSA process which achieves themaximum attainable Em.
Ultrathin Foils Typically, laboratory laser ion acceleration experiments as well as PIC simula-tion studies show an optimum target thickness for highest proton energies. This can readilybe understood from simple equations following Schreiber et al. [44]. In TNSA, ions gain theirkinetic energy from the charge separation fields between themselves and the expanding elec-trons in the plasma sheath. The more electrons are within that sheath and the smaller theits volume is, the higher the accelerating fields become that the ion front experiences. Sincethe targets are usually highly overdense, the laser field, which transfers its energy to free elec-trons at the target front side, can only efficiently interact with the first plasma layer. It is as wideas the spot size w0 and as deep as a few skin depths Ls = c/ωpe (electron plasma frequency
ωpe = √

nee2/(ε0me)) over which the laser intensity decreases exponentially with 1/e2. Thissituation is schematically depicted in figure 2.4a. The skin depths for typical plastic or metal
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(a) Electron source and sheath geometry in target-normalsheath acceleration (TNSA).

(b) Geometrical considerations implying the existence ofan optimum target thickness dopt for maximum ion en-ergies in TNSA. The area shaded in green is where doptis suspected based on the maximized sheath density
ne,S ∝ d/ (w0 + d tan θe)2. For typical metal or plastictargets and current 10 J short-pulse (τL ∼ 10s of fs) lasersystems, this means on the order of 10 to100 nm.

Figure 2.4.: TNSA modeling schematic and geometry implications following [44].

targets with total electron densities of ne,0 between 200 and upwards of 700 nc are on theorder of 10 down to 1 nm. Prompt electron bunches that the laser expels from the surfacelayer with a frequency of 2ωL travel through the target ballistically under an angle usually be-tween θe = 15 to30° with respect to the surface normal. As the target thickness grows linearly
with d, the sheath volume grows with Vsheath = π

(
w0 + d tan θmre)2 λD. The number of laser-accelerated electrons that can be spread over the sheath volume is furthermore limited by thelaser pulse duration and follows Ne ∝ ηIτL. While with increasing target thickness Ne first alsoincreases, it is capped and with further increase of d, the possible electron density ne,S in thesheath rapidly decreases with growing sheath volume. Hence, the existence of an optimumthickness dopt for TNSA logically follows. With existing short pulse laser systems (τL ∼ 30 fs,

Imax ∼ 1021 W cm–2), this optimal foil thickness is expected to be in the 10s of nanometerrange[45, 117, 118].
Relativistically Induced Transparency The fact that the optimum thickness for TNSA is likelyin the regime of ultrathin foils consequentially means that the target front- and rear-sidesare not as disconnected as the ideal description would demand. Real laser pulses do nottransfer their energy instantaneously (see later in Sec. 2.2.2) and early electron heating aswell as evanescent penetration can lead to substantial rear-side ion gradients that have beenshown to decrease the maximum attainable ion energy[119, 120]. Some earlier[121] and laterworks[122] couple the optimal target thickness dopt and electron density ne to an optimal arealelectron density σe,opt = dopt · ne. In the study of Mishra, Fiuza, and Glenzer [122], a relationis given to predict the optimum target parameters for an enhanced TNSA variant where thetarget becomes relativistically transparent just when the intensity maximum arrives:

ne,0
nc L0 ≈ cτL

√
a023/2

Zme
mI (2.28)

As such, relativistically induced transparency (RIT) can supply the electron sheath with addition-ally heated electrons, leading to an increase in maximum proton energies[123, 124]. However,
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Figure 2.5.: Schematic figure of the radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) mechanism.

conditions like these are challenging to control with ultrathin targets where too early trans-parency could render the acceleration process completely ineffective. Additionally, other com-peting acceleration mechanisms complicate a possible diagnosis in laboratory experiments.These are briefly reviewed in the following part.

Radiation Pressure Acceleration

So far, only the acceleration of ions away from the target surface has been discussed. In amore direct manner, the laser pulse can also accelerate ions from the target front surface. Ifsufficiently high, the radiation pressure, Prad = (1 + R – T ) Ic = (2R + A) Ic (where R + T + A = 1 arethe coefficients of reflection, transmission and absorption, respectively), depletes the front sur-face region of electrons[117]. A compression region of high electron density is created towardswhich ions from the electron-depleted region are accelerated. The electric field is directed anti-parallel to the surface normal and ions are initially well-directed but increasing indentation ofthe critical surface upon longer interaction adds divergence to the accelerated beam. RPAstrongly accelerates front-side ions but can occur in combination with the aforementionedTNSA. Which process dominates Depending on the target thickness, a further distinction be-tween two variants of radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) is usually made.

Hole-Boring vs Light-Sail RPA The literature distinguishes between two different regimes ra-diation pressure acceleration (RPA), i.e. hole-boring (HB)[125–127] and light-sail (LS) RPA[17].For the former, the target is usually only slightly overdense but of the order of or thicker thana laser wavelength. The surface at which the accelerating electric field is constantly createdmoves with a velocity vHB as the laser pulse literally bores a hole through the target. In thelight-sail regime the target is very thin such that the target moves as a whole entity[20]. Re-portedly, quasi-monoenergetic ion bunches can be produced in such a scenario with higherenergies than in the HB scenario since the there is no background plasma to shield the ionsfrom the accelerating field. Many theoretical works have been performed under idealized,one-dimensional conditions, or been supported by 1D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. Inhigher dimensions, the occurrence of surface instabilities, such as the Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-ity, quickly broaden the proton spectrum and make this acceleration mechanism much moreunstable.[21, 22, 128].
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Conditions for RPA to be dominant Both previously discussed RPA mechanisms rely on thecondition that the electrons at the front are pushed collectively as a dense slab. Therefore, themost efficient acceleration occurs with circularly polarized (CP) laser pulses for which the~j× ~B-force provides a constant push. As discussed in 2.1.1 for linear polarization, the oscillatingpart of the ~j × ~B-force causes strong absorption and the creation of the high-energetic 2ω-bunches which can seed instabilities that break up the critical density surface. Furthermore, a0◦ incidence ensures that no electric field components are perpendicular to the critical densitysurface which would also result in increased heating and expansion of the electrons. In 2D and3D, the indenting of the target surface still causes electric field components pointing alongthe target surface normal and reduces the efficiency of the acceleration process again. It isreported that the ideal condition for LS RPA is at the threshold of transparency [20, 129] where
a0 = ζ , when ζ = π

ne
nc

l

λ
.

Speed of the density front / light sail A relativistic treatment of the momentum balance ofthe ions and the laser pulse at the charge separation interface in its inertial rest frame [130]yields an expression for the hole-boring velocity.
vHBc = √

Ξ

1 +√Ξ (2.29)
Here in 2.29, Ξ describes the dimensionless pistoning-parameter Ξ = I/minic3. The final protonenergy for a constant intensity is then

E = mic2
[ 2Ξ
1 + 2√Ξ

]
(2.30)

Hole-boring RPA is similar to the so-called Collisionless Shock Acceleration (CSA)[19, 131] in theregard that the pistoning ~j × ~B-force drives a sharp density gradient into the target. Here, theMach number M = vsho/cs, i.e. the ratio between shock velocity vsho and ion sound speed
cs (see 2.2.1), of the moving density front determines if an electromagnetic shock dominates(M ≤ 6.5) or if pure pistoning (M > 6.5) drives the acceleration. In both cases, ions are viewedto be reflected from the moving density interface and gain double its velocity. While in princi-ple the light-sail velocity can grow asymptotically towards c, the hole-boring velocity is due tothe balance of radiation pressure and thermal pressure of the unperturbed plasma, i.e. thecombined momentum change of the accelerated plasma portion[13].
Other Mechanisms

Themost relevant accelerationmechanisms for thework performed in this thesis are TNSA andRPA. Other mechanisms exist and are also widely being researched as possible ways to con-stantly improve maximum ion energy and overall beam quality. The most promiment othermechanisms are briefly mentioned here. In Directed Coulomb Explosion (DCE), all the elec-trons are completely expelled from the (usually mass-limited) target, which can be a micro–/nanoscopic cluster or foil, and the remaining ions repel each other strongly due to theirCoulomb-interactions, causing the target to explode. The ions are accelerated in all direc-tions but with a preference for the direction of the removed electrons, yielding a broad energydistribution.The aforementioned CSA, while sometimes confused with hole-boring RPA in literature, ismore dominant in under– to near-critical targets. Another mechanism that is active in thisdensity regime is calledMagnetic Vortex Acceleration (MVA)[132]. It relies on a toroidal magnetic
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field at the exit of a plasma channel that is created by escaping laser-accelerated electronsand returning less-energetic electrons. Its pressure expels low-energy electrons, thus forminga charge separation zone that accelerates and collimates ions from the ion density filamentin the plasma channel. A mechanism that was proposed to still lead to very high ion energiesafter TNSA and RPA break down once the target has been turned transparent by the laserpulse is the so-called break-out afterburner (BOA) scheme[133–136]. It harvests the relativisticBuneman instability[137] which is believed to facilitate an efficient energy transfer betweenvolumetrically heated electrons and expanding ions in the former TNSA sheath region.
2.2.2. Influence of Temporal Laser Pulse Shape on Ion Acceleration

Figure 2.6.: Typical temporal contrast curve of a modern 10 J–class Ti:Sa short-pulse laser system, contrast-enhanced by a plasma mirror[138], such as DRACO at HZDR[G1]. Six different regimes and featureshave beenmarked in the schematic: Mainly there are the (I) nanosecond ASE region, the (II) picosecond“shoulder” / pedestal, and the (III) ∼ 10 fs main pulse. Furthermore, distinct (IV) pre-pulses can alreadycross ionization thresholds 10s to few picoseconds prior to the main pulse arrival. The main pulse itselfcan show features such as (V) skewness and chirps on the “linear” intensity scale within the few FWHMaround the peak. Prior to that, the (VI) intensity ramp from 1015 to1018 W cm–2 on the “logarithmic”intensity scale can influence and shape the target during the early stage of the main pulse interaction.Several dashed lines mark the BSI appearance intensities (see Eq. 2.15) of selected atom species whichmark the abundance of charge states in a classical field ionization treatment.
Ultra-high intensity, ultra-short laser pulses produced by current state-of-the-art 10 J classTi:Sa laser-systems typically exhibit a temporal intensity contrast with three qualitatively differ-ent temporal regions and can have additional features which may all be of significance to thelaser-ion acceleration process. These three regions along with three main feature types aredisplayed in a schematic laser contrast curve in Fig. 2.6. Not only the relative laser contrastbut also the absolute intensity values and when, with respect to the arrival of the peak of thepulse, these intensities are reached is of vital importance to the dynamics of a laser-plasma
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interaction. The work in this thesis (in particular Sec. 4.2) aims to shed light particularly on re-gion VI, the last picosecond intensity ramp, and its ramifications for the laser-ion accelerationperformance from ultra-thin foils.

Nanosecond ASE

Not only the laser contrast I(t)/I0 in general is of importance but also the absolute intensi-ties that are reached determine the character of the interaction. A laser pulse, such as theDRACO laser system at HZDR[G1] produces, consists of a nanosecond-duration base inten-sity (I) caused by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). With λL = 800 nm (Ti:Sa) or ≥ 1054 nm(Yb-doped diode-pumped) laser wavelengths the significant part of the ionization processesare predicted to occur in the quasi-static regime (see 2.2). However, at the ASE intensity of
IASE = 109 –1011 W/cm2 is still too low to cause substantial tunneling ionization before theintensity increases further. Potentially, multi-photon ionization could free the lowest chargestates but this process still requires on the order of 10 simultaneous photon interactions6 andas such the MPI ionization rates are low. A study of how non-ionizing ASE can cause evapora-tion and early expansion of a target was conducted by Wharton et al. [139]. If the ASE doeshowever surpass the ionization threshold, the target can be transformed into a near-criticaldensity plasma by the time the laser maximum arrives[132, 140].
Experimental evidence obtained by Kaluza et al. [141] showed that a longer ASE durationincreased the optimum thickness for maximum proton energies of aluminum foils irradiatedwith a I0 ≥ 1019 W/cm2, τL = 150 fs laser pulse and ASE durations varying between 150 ps and6 ns. If the ASE creates a density shock that reaches the target rear well before the main-pulse-driven acceleration process starts, the sharp rear-side density gradient can degrade whichwas shown to be detrimental for TNSA[120]. Energy absorption, on the other hand, is likelyincreased at the target front side for metallic targets due to their partially quasi-free electronsin the interatomic band structure as opposed to insulator targets. Using analytical calculations,MHD and PIC simulations, Esirkepov et al. [142] already showed that an ASE and the “unclean”pre-(main)-pulse features of a finite contrast laser pulse can be beneficial in creating a pre-plasma from a “clean” µm–target that results in better laser energy absorption and possiblyeven self-focusing. When long pre-plasma gradients (Lp � λL) are created, vacuum heating

loses significance in favor of resonance absorption and ~j × ~B–acceleration, reducing the hotelectron temperature Thote [143].
Hadjisolomou et al. [144] recently examined ultrathin Mylar foils with a combined MHD andPIC study for 1 ns ASE and ultra-high main pulse laser intensities (1020 W/cm2, 1021 W/cm2

and 1022 W/cm2). The authors found target density reduction prior to the main pulse, an ex-ponential pre-plasma gradient shape and increased indenting towards thinner foils from theASE interaction leading to patterns in the transverse proton profile and proton beam diver-gence increase. Initially the MHD simulations assumed a partly ionized plasma even thoughthe intensities were 109 W/cm2 and 1010 W/cm2. While melting and evaporation of the targetcan take place[142], with the advent of plasma-mirror techniques that increase the laser con-trast prior to the PM trigger point by 1 to2 orders of magnitude, the ASE is now often seen asnon-ionizing.
6Taking hydrogen as an example, between 9 (800 nm) and 12 (1054 nm) photons are necessary to ionize theground state.
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Picosecond Shoulder

Uncompressed coherent light leaking around the optics in the laser’s compressor chamberis usually the cause of a picosecond “shoulder” (II) in the laser contrast. With absolute inten-sities between 1012 to1015 W/cm2, this region is the cause of the first substantial cascade oftunneling and barrier suppression ionization processes. It can be cut away partly when con-trast enhancement techniques like Ultrafast Pockels Cells and Cross-Polarized Wave Generation(XPW) are used which also reduce the ASE and possible pre-pulses[13, 143]. This part of thepulse can already significantly shape the target with ionization, heating and pre-expansion asdescribed in Sec. 2.1.3 and above. With a duration between several 100 ps and a few 10 psspanning several orders of magnitude in intensity, the ps-shoulder’s exact influence on the ionacceleration process is still a topic of active research. This research is also complicated by thefact that it creates the state of warm dense matter (WDM) which is rich in atomic– and molec-ular physics where an exact equation of state (EoS) description would be required but is oftenunavailable. If the target was previously unperturbed, the ps pedestal can create a very short(Lp � λL) density gradient that was found have a beneficial effect on electron heating[145–147]. Flacco et al. [143] furthermore reported on the basis of MHD simulations that the rear-side plasma gradient of ultrathin targets can be degraded if energetic electrons and photonstrigger an expansion earlier than 50 ps prior to the laser peak intensity. A completely missingpicosecond shoulder, however, was shown to cause a similar expansion of target front– andrear sides, leading to comparable upstream and downstream proton expansion and final en-ergies[148]. The latter is true for a long as the maximum laser amplitude does not significantlyexceed a0 = 1 and TNSA dominates since otherwise RPA effects would break this symmetry.Experimentally, the optimum target thickness and proton energy have been widely observedto shift with contrast settings that change the picosecond shoulder.
Ultrashort Main Pulse

The laser main pulse (III) is the shortest and most energetic part of the laser pulse contrast.Its duration is often given as the FWHM of intensity and for this thesis, ultrashort τL < 100 fsare the main focus. It has only become possible to produce such short pulses with intensitiesexceeding I0 ∼ 1021 W/cm2 with the advent of chirped pulse amplification (CPA)[16]. Nowadays,commercial tabletop CPA laser systems are common but the technique has continuously beendeveloped over the years to push past contemporary intensity limits. Two representative sys-tems are the double-CPA DRACO[G1] system at HZDR and the optical parametric CPA (OPCPA)J-Karen-P laser at the Kansai Photon Science Institute (KPSI)[149, 150]. While both are relativelysimilar Titan:sapphire laser systems, their characteristic laser contrast differs already due tothe final amplification method, giving the latter an inherently better contrast on the ASE levelwhile the former has a slightly steeper contrast on the last few hundred femtoseconds.Most of the available theoretical, experimental and numerical work regarding accelerationperformance and proton energy scalings (e.g. in [106]) is concerned with changes to the mainpulse, namely τL and I0, that is often assumed to be either Gaussian– or sinc–shaped in intensity.Naturally, said scalings exist for each of the aforementioned acceleration mechanisms (seeSec. 2.2.1) and for the sake of brevity here, the reader is referred to the excellent reviewsof Daido, Nishiuchi, and Pirozhkov [13] and Macchi, Borghesi, and Passoni [117]. Fuchs et al.[106][151] have identified a robust scaling law for the TNSA mechanism which is based onthe isothermal plasma expansion treatment explained before (see Par. 2.2.1) but that limitsthe acceleration time both due to energy transfer from electrons to ions in the sheath aswell its divergence-related rarefaction. Vitally, very long pulses strongly influence the rear-sideplasma expansion relatively directly as they constantly feed in laser-heated electrons which
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relates the acceleration time tacc linearly to τL. But for very short pulses (τL < 150 fs), theenergy transfer time from electrons to ions seems to approach a constant value, ttransfer, suchthat tacc = α(τL + ttransfer). The authors of [151] determined empirically that ttransfer = 60 fs and
α = 1.3 .. 3 varies linearly between I0 = 3 · 1019 W/cm2 and 2 · 1018 W/cm2. Concerning themaximum achievable proton energy Emax, most works have found a dependence that scaleswith between the square root of the laser power PL up to its linear proportion. . However, Zeilet al. [152] showed that even for 30 fs short, relativistic pulses, the intra-pulse phase plays asignificant role in the accelerated proton spectrum and especially their spatial distribution asthe sheath in a TNSA scenario is supplemented with highly directed, prompt electrons, thusbreaking with a purely isothermal description of the process.
Pre– and Post-Pulses

A variety of other features in the laser temporal contrast can lead to plasma dynamics thatsubstantially alter the acceleration process. One of these are well-separated pre– and post–

pulses (IV) that originate in partial reflections of (e.g. within the amplifier chain) and possiblesubsequent non-linear coupling with the main pulse[153]. If pre-pulses ionize the target veryearly, already the ASE or picosecond shoulder can drive a shock through the target that leadsto large rear-side gradients and a reduction of target density from early expansion[143]. Thiscan even turn the priorly overcritical target into a near-critical one where the dominant acceler-ation mechanism was changed from TNSA to directed Coulomb explosion DCE.[154, 155]. Onthe other hand, nanosecond to 100 femtosecond pre-pulses were also reported as a meansto shape the front-side density gradients to enhance absorption of micron-sized targets irradi-ated by picosecond kilojoule-class laser pulses[156, 157]. Currently, this degree of control hasnot yet been reported for nanometer-scale ultrathin foils and femtosecondmain pulses whereshot-to-shot fluctuations are all the more critical and time-resolved diagnostics of the state ofthe plasma are very challenging to come by. A special case of a pre-pulse scenario is one whereone or multiple pre-pulses are on the same order of intensity magnitude as the main pulse.Such pulse-pairs or –trains were reported to produce distinct peaks in the proton spectra[158],increase conversion efficiency[159] and even increased proton energies[160, 161].
Main Pulse Asymmetries

Unlike the common simplification of a Gaussian- or Sinc-shape, themain pulse itself can exhibittemporal asymmetries (VI).7 Two categories that asymmetries can be classified into are skewnessand chirp. Skewness describes a difference between the leading and trailing pulse envelopeswhile a temporal chirp introduces a varying central wavelength along the laser propagationdirection. In the relevant literature both categories are still illuminated to very little extent.
Skewness In the TNSA regime of micron-sized targets with absolute laser intensities of I0 =1 –2 W/cm2, previous works study the influence of skewness on the proton acceleration per-formance by means of 1D[40] and 2D[42] particle-in-cell simulations. Both studies treat over-dense targets similar to cryogenic hydrogen with initial electron densities of ne = 12 nc and20 nc and similar laser pulse duration τL = 34 fs and 40 fs, respectively.Souri, Amrollahi, and Sadighi-Bonabi [40] find that slow-leading8 pulses have a beneficial
7Naturally, a real laser pulse has also spatial and angular irregularities. As before, this chapter mainly focuses onthe temporal aspects of the laser contrast curve.8slow-leading means that the leading pulse edge is shallower than in the symmetric case. Vice versa, fast-leadingtranslates to a steeper edge.
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effect on proton acceleration, as they observe an initial pile-up of front-side electrons withoutsubstantial rear-side expansion due to the lower penetration depth of the laser pulse. The laterpart of the pulse strongly heats the piled-up density to a larger depth and pushes electronsto the rear-side. An increased number of protons is accelerated to high energies. The fast-leading pulses led to a similar proton cutoff energy as the symmetric case but with a decreasein accelerated proton number. Different a0 between 8 and 14 all show the same accelerationbehavior.Kumar, Gopal, and Gupta [42] performed 2D PIC simulations of asymmetric pulses interact-ing with a foil target and additionally varied between a steep density gradient and a long, under-dense pre-plasma ramp. Contrary to the findings above, the best acceleration performance isobserved for fast-leading pulses, whereas slow-leading pulses performed substantially worse.The results are explained with a stronger ponderomotive force from the strong intensity gra-dients of the fast-leading pulses that, especially in combination with a pre-plasma, acceleratemore electrons to high energies which directly translates to the electron density in the sheathand accelerating electric field for rear-side protons. Fits to electron spectra show significantlylarger electron temperature values as well as larger electron numbers for fast-leading pulses.Both studies, however, do not show an evolution of proton energies over time and evaluate
Emax relatively early after the peak interacts with the target. In reduced dimensions, the ac-celeration process takes longer than in 3D and since the probe time is well within 1 to3 laserperiods in both works, the acceleration process might still be qualitatively different before thereal quantitative effect of the asymmetric pulses shows. However, it becomes clear the dynam-ics of ponderomotive steepening[72, 162] differ which can conceivably lead to altered protonacceleration with asymmetric pulses.
Chirp In their work, Souri, Amrollahi, and Sadighi-Bonabi [40] also investigated a chirp ofthe form ωL(ξ) = ω0 + bξ (with the retarded time ξ = t – x/c) and kept a symmetric electricfield envelope. A chirp such as that results in an asymmetry of instantaneous a0 between therising and trailing flanks of the pulse. The authors observed an increased sheath field strengthfor positively chirped pulses where lower ωL arrive earlier, leading to higher cutoff energies.Negatively chirped pulses were reported to turn the target transparent too early, which led tosub-optimal heating, a lower sheath field and less proton energy.The same authors studied the influence of chirped, circularly-polarized pulses in numeri-cal 1D3V PIC simulations[41]. Mainly, RPA was the dominant ion acceleration mechanism andboth positively as well as negatively chirped pulses were found to be beneficial for the spectralquality of the proton beams. While themaximum energy did not change substantially, clear en-hancement to the energy spread and number of accelerated protons was found especially forthe negatively chirped pulse. These effects were attributed to better phase matching betweenelectric field and protons, higher initial heating and suppressed self-induced transparency.Tayyab et al. [163] found experimentally that with a constant laser pulse energy of 2.1 Jthere is an optimum pulse duration between 25 to500 fs for the acceleration of protons from0.4 to1.5µm metal foils. Even higher energies were observed when the pulse is positivelychirped which manifested in a slow-leading edge. The enhancement is attributed to longerpre-plasma expansion, better absorption and an increased acceleration time.
Last Picosecond Ramp

A last and largely unexplored region of the laser contrast is the intensity ramp towards themain pulse maximum on the logarithmic contrast scale between 1016 W/cm2 and 1019 W/cm2.For an ultra-short UHI laser pulse this means the last picosecond intensity ramp (V). The origin of
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its shape is typically to be found in temporal chirps that have different wavelengths arriving atdifferent times, thus broadening the pulse and possibly introducing distinct pre-pulses. Typi-cally, the electric field of a laser pulse cannot be directly measured. Instead, the spectral phase
Φ(ω) and the spectral intensity I(ω) are recorded and with reconstruction methods the electricfield E(ω) = A(ω) exp(–iΦ(ω)) and via Fourier transform the temporal intensity contrast is recov-ered. The several existing methods deliver a dynamic range, temporal resolution and possiblyartifacts that depend on the specific physical measurement process and often come at theexpense of one another. As such, reconstructing the full laser contrast with a high degree ofcertainty and femtosecond resolution is very challenging.A laser pulse of limited bandwidth Δω and a so called flat phase (meaning Δφ(ω) = 0 in thefocal plane) creates a Fourier-limited temporal envelope that signifies the shortest possiblepulse for a given spectrum. The analytical description of the spectral phase can be Taylor-expanded as follows

φ (ω – ω0) = φ0 + φ1 · (ω – ω0) + φ2 · (ω – ω0)2
2 + φ3 · (ω – ω0)3

6 + . . . . (2.31)
In order, the terms signify a constant phase offset φ0, a temporal delay φ1, the so-called group
delay dispersion φ2 or group velocity dispersion9 (GVD), and the third order dispersion (TOD) φ3.In particular the GVD and TOD terms can introduce significant alterations from the Fourier-limited pulse. The former, adding a chirp to the pulse, symmetrically stretches the pulse whilethe latter adds an asymmetry, effectively tilting the rising and falling ramps as Fig. 2.7 shows.The TOD effectively also stretches the pulse and reduces the maximum intensity but, addi-

Figure 2.7.: Examples of spectral phase changes Δφ(ω) applied to a laser pulse with initially 30 fs Gaussian mainpulse constructed from a Supergaussian spectral intensity. Left: Applying ΔGVD broadens the laserpulse symmetrically. This effect is independent of the sign of ΔGVD, as long as the initial spectral phase
φ(ω) is constant (i.e. flat). Right: Applying positive ΔTOD also broadens the main pulse, reduces theintensity (steepens the edge) and pulsed envelope structure leading ahead of the main pulse and shiftsit to the trailing pulse where more pronounced post-pulses are created. Reversing the sign of ΔTODreverses the effect with respect to time, creating pronounced pre-pulses and a steeper trailing edge.In both cases, such phase terms lead to non-ideal compression of the pulse and reduction of peakintensity which instead shifts to leading and trailing flanks.

tionally, changes features like the intensity ramp steepness while also introducing or reducingpre-pulses and shifting the main pulse away from a Gaussian or sinc-shaped form. The large-scale simulation campaign in chapter 4.2 of this thesis focuses especially on the the steepnessof the leading intensity ramps based on measurements taken at the DRACO laser system. For
9since the φ1–term is inversely proportional to the group velocity vg = dω/dk
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long pulse lasers and micron-sized targets, Schollmeier et al. [164] already studied the influ-ence of an intensity ramp on the 10-picosecond scale experimentally and with simulations,concluding that especially this time scale defines the main pulse interactions and needs to beincluded in modeling as well since shot-to-shot proton acceleration performance fluctuationsare a direct result of contrast fluctuations in the ramp. Furthermore, modeling of a realisticpre-pulse and pre-plasma scenario were found to be crucial to achieve predictability in kineticplasma simulations where maximum energies were not only exceedingly high for the idealizedGaussian pulse but only the realistic pulsematched the experimental findings also with respectto the proton transverse profiles and electron spectra.

2.3. Numerical Plasma Modeling with Particle-in-Cell Codes

Numerical modeling of laser-particle acceleration experiments has been an extremely helpfultool for the understanding and prediction of the detailed dynamics involved in its real-life coun-terpart. Two main approaches are so far capable of reflecting the processes in sufficient detailwhile also allowing to simulate the full regions of interest on the computer resources that areavailable today. These are namely the kinetic descriptionwithparticle-in-cell (PIC) codes and the
fluid description withmagneto-hydrodynamic MHD codes. Naively, two interaction types haveto bemodeled to describe a plasma numerically which are the action of external electromagnetic
fields on every single particle in the plasma and the particle-to-particle interaction between all ofits constituents. Following through with this thought, N(N – 1)/2 interactions have to be com-puted. It becomes clear that very quickly extreme computational resources are necessary asthe problem size increases since the number of computations grows with N2. For this reason,so-calledmolecular dynamics (MD) codes are usually limited to setups of only a few thousandparticles (millions on the most powerful machines). They do, however, provide understandingand very accurate predictions of complex materials since they perform ab initio calculations(i.e. from first principles) that cannot be covered to this degree of detail in MHD and PIC.The naive kinetic description needs to be optimized to be able to tackle the problem sizesof relevance for laser-particle acceleration applications. These applications range from LWFAscenarios in a volume of (0.1× 0.1× 10) mm with particle densities of & 1018 m–3 to TNSAscenarios with micron-sized metal foils in an active volume of (15× 30) µm and densities inexcess of 1030 m–3. Thismeans one can easily have anywhere from 108 to 1015 particles directlyinvolved in the interaction. The collective ensemble of all particles in a plasma is represented bythe 7D distribution function f (~r, ~v, t) in phase space (position ~r, velocity ~v, time t). The Boltzmann
equation (Eq. 2.33) expresses the time evolution of such a generalized distribution function.

df
dt = ∂f

∂t + ~v
∂f
∂~r +

~F
m

∂f
∂~v = (∂f∂t

)
collisions

∣∣∣∣ωpe/〈νe–i〉 . 1 (2.32)
≈ 0

∣∣∣∣ωpe/〈νe–i〉 � 1 (2.33)

When the force ~F is replaced with the Lorentz-force ~FL = (
~E + ~v × ~B

), one receives the Vlasov
equation. For sufficiently high laser intensities and low densities the plasma can be treatedas collisionless and the right side of Eq. 2.33 becomes zero. In practice, this applies to laser-electron accelerators and their gas targets with very good approximation. For laser-solid inter-actions, long (> 100 fs) interaction times and especially for targets of micron-scale thicknessor more, the plasmas become increasingly collisional and the right side of Eq. 2.32 cannot beneglected, anymore.
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Fluid modeling Further analytical treatment of the first two moments of the Vlasov equa-tion, i.e. the average density n
(
~r
) = ∫

f (. . .)d3r and the average velocity ~u
(
~r
) = ∫

f (. . .)~vd3r,
leads to the full set of 14 MHD equations for the 14 unknowns ρ,p, ~u,~j, ~E, and ~B. Of note hereare the collective quantities charge density ρ, pressure p and current density ~j. An importantprerequisite for the fluid approach to be valid is the assumption of local thermal equilibrium(LTE) throughout the whole plasma. This implies “long” interaction time scales (t & ps), lo-cal transport models (IL . 1014 W cm–2), quasi-neutrality, and linear laser-matter interaction(
ILλ2L < 1017 W cm–2 µm2). These restrictions limit the maximum laser intensity for the applica-tion of MHD codes.The UHI laser pulses used for producing the currently highest ion energies are operat-ing with peak intensities between 1021 and 1022 W cm–2. They are, however, not perfectlyGaussian-shaped in time but have a non-trivial pulse shape that transitions through manydifferent intensity-regimes on picosecond and nanosecond ramp-up phases for which fluidmodels are applicable. The very steep ramps and overall highest intensities around the peakionize localized regions of the target in a matter of femtoseconds and the free electrons thatare produced become strictly non-thermal. That is because these processes do not leave thetime necessary for inter-particle collisions to drive the distribution to a more Boltzmann-likestate. This means that averaged quantities of pressure, charge- and current density cannot becalculated directly, anymore and a fully kinetic treatment becomes necessary. Naturally, this re-quires a larger compute effort since the momentum coordinates of individual representativesof the particle distribution are needed, instead of purely spatial information. Particle-in-cellsimulations are able to describe plasmas in a fully kinetical way and in the following section itskey concepts are introduced.It remains to be noted here that usually only the few 100 fs around the peak of the mainpulse can be treated with PIC simulations. This is, on the one hand, due to the extreme com-putational cost but also because the system quickly leaves the region of applicability again.Additionally, there is a gap between the conditions where a plasma can be fully described inthe fluid approach and the region of fully kinetic treatment where neither of these methodsapplies to the full system. So-called Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) codes are promising to bridgethis gap[89]. Regions where N-body collisional processes at solid density dominate and be-gin to matter on distances within the Debye-sphere (ωpe/νe–i � 1) the plasma is treated bythe Fokker-Planck part, whereas the regions of already expanding, close to fully-ionized, HEDplasma (ωpe/νe–i � 1) is treated by the Vlasov part. For almost 40 years, these methods havebeen studied and the field is still very fertile with new developments[165, 166] Until now, how-ever, no single code can universally describe a short-pulse laser-plasma system with few as-sumptions while covering all relevant physical aspects and so the VFP method remains mostlyreserved to specialized problems in, e.g. inertial confinement fusion.

2.3.1. Kinetic Plasma Modeling: PIC Method

As described earlier, the sheer number of particle-particle interactions rules out the treatmentof each individual electron and ion for realistically sized laser-particle acceleration experiments.To alleviate this problem, so-called macroparticles (also super-particles) are introduced. Theyeach represent a patch dN = f
(
~r, ~v, t)d3r d3v of the 6D particle phase space, i.e. within the

discrete element [~r,~r + d~r]× [~v, ~v + d~v]. This reduction in particle number is possible since theLorentz-force acts the same way on all particles that have the same charge to mass ratio q/m.Furthermore, the electromagnetic fields are discretized on a grid that defines a cell as itssmallest structure. Macroparticles move within these cells and all interactions between theexternal electromagnetic fields and the fields of the particles are mediated by grid-operations
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(the particle-mesh method). Each macroparticle represents also a certain number of real par-ticles, i.e. its weighting. This number typically ranges between several 100 to 10 000s. Amacroparticle is a marker within the phase space distribution and has only one momentum
~p but spans over a finite spatial volume. While computational effort is reduced, the artificiallyincreased granularity can cause cause numerical noise. A weighting function (or alsomacropar-
ticle shape) of higher degree can reduce this noise but spreading the macroparticle to morecells also requires more computational resources.The basic particle-in-cell algorithm consists of four distinct steps that are performed in cyclesand each completed iteration advances time in the simulation for one finite time step ΔtPIC. Thegoverning set of equations is in principle the full set of Maxwell’s equations.

~∇ · ~E = 1
ε0
∑

s
ρs (2.34)

~∇ · ~B = 0 (2.35)
~∇× ~E = –∂~B∂t (2.36)
~∇× ~B = μ0

(∑
s
~Js + ε0∂~E∂t

)
(2.37)

However, Gauss’ laws for electric (Eq. 2.34) and magnetic fields (Eq. 2.35), ~E and ~B, arenot explicitly enforced. Specifically, close-range Coulomb interactions between particles areneglected this way on the inter-cell level. Particle-in-cell codes are valid for plasmas where allcollisions are accounting for only small-anglemomentumchanges and their effect results in thecollective compensation of external fields and dynamic shielding of single particle charges ona scale the Debye length λD. Faraday’s law of induction (Eq. 2.36) and the extended circuital lawof Ampère (Eq. 2.37) combined with the Boltzmann equation make the set of Vlasov-Maxwellequations which are computed within PIC.

Figure 2.8.: Chart of the explicit particle-in-cell cycle for electro-magnetic PIC codes. Each iteration starts with theinterpolation of the Lorentz-force to the macroparticle positions. Its effect in terms of position andmomentum changes for each particle is then calculated in the so-called particle push. Afterwards, theresulting electrical current of each particle is deposited onto the grid. As a result of these currents, theelectric and magnetical fields are finally updated.
Figure 2.8 shows the explicit PIC-loop and the essential equations for each step.

1. Calculation of forces The Eulerian representation of electromagnetic fields on a meshstores values for E and B on specific points of a cell (corners, sides, ...). At first, the electric
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and magnetic fields have to be interpolated to the positions of the individual particles theyare acting upon. Particles, while represented by their continuous position and relativistic mo-mentum coordinates in a Lagrangian frame of reference, are assigned their fields and forcesunder consideration of their macroparticle– or cloud shape[167]. It describes the degree bywhich the macroparticles are spread out spatially. In the cloud assignment scheme, the parti-cles are weighted for each cell by their overlap, i.e. the amount of charge that is contained bythat cell. In a different approach, a so-called assignment function is evaluated at the position ofthe center of a cell.
~FL = q ·

(
~E + ~v × ~B

) (2.38)
From the electromagnetic fields, weightedwith the correct assignment for each cell, the Lorentz-force (Eq. 2.38) that moves the particles is calculated.
2. Moving the particles In a second step, the forcesmove the particles and their newpositionand changed momentum values are obtained by a discrete integration of the equations ofmotion (Eqs. 2.39, 2.40).
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~r = 1
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(
~E + ~v × ~B

) (2.39)
.
~r = ~p

γms (2.40)
Here, γ is the relativistic Lorentz-factor (1 – v2/c2)–1/2 andms denotes the mass of the particlespecies. Very common is the leap-frogmethod[168] which uses finite-difference calculations toadvance position and momentum with second order accuracy, but shifted by half a time stepagainst each other, since these quantities cannot be known at the exact same time. Force andposition are time-centered to full iterations t = 1, 2, 3 . . . ΔtPIC and velocities are calculated inbetween at t = –12 , 12 , 32 . . . ΔtPIC from forces adjusted to these times.
3. Current Deposition Then, the electrical current from each particle motion is calculatedand deposited onto adjacent grid points. Again, the extended macroparticle shape Δρs de-mands that the charge density needs to be integrated for each overlapped cell boundary andeach macroparticle, which usually makes this step the most expensive and time-consumingone in the PIC-loop. .

ρs︸︷︷︸depends onparticle shape
= – ~∇ · js︸ ︷︷ ︸depends onfield discretization

(2.41)

This step implements the continuity equation and implicitly also fulfills Gauss’ law2.34 self-consistently on a local cell level. In addition to that, initial conditions and boundary treatmenthave still to be chosen to explicitly enforce a scenario where both Gauss’ laws (2.34, and 2.35)are fulfilled.
4. Electromagnetic field update One full iteration concludes with the update of electric andmagnetic field from the accumulated particle current. As the step before, the field updatedepends on the specific discretization scheme. Typically, the method of Yee[169] is chosen,where next-neighbor finite differences are employed to explicitly solve the laws of Faraday(2.36) and Ampère-Maxwell (2.37). There, E and B are shifted by half a time step, ΔtPIC/2, andthe discrete positions for their components are staggered by half a cell. This choice allows forsecond-order accuracy in the finite-difference time domain field-solver methods.
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Stability Conditions and Rules of Thumb

Solving the equations of motion with the finite difference time domain (FDTD) solvers like Yee’smethod is affected by numerical errors which scale quadratically with the length of the timestep Δtpic and the grid resolution Δ~rPIC = (Δx, Δy, Δz)PIC. To fulfill Gauss’ law implicitly and avoidhaving to solve a global Poisson equation, it is necessary to limit the size of each cell suchthat particles can only reach neighboring cells within one PIC iteration. But also the explicitsolutions for the curls of the electromagnetic fields, Eqs. 2.36 and 2.37, place a restriction onthe time and grid resolution to achieve numerical stability [170]. This is the Courant-Friedrichs-
Levy (CFL) condition which takes a different form depending on the discretization scheme andMaxwell solvers that are used. In the Yee scheme it reads

c0Δt ≤
(∑

i

1
x2
i

)–0.5
(2.42)

With Eq. 2.42 the cell size of the spatial grid becomes coupled with the temporal resolution viathe length of the time step.Furthermore, it is easily comprehensible that if the PIC-simulation is meant to predict thedetailed trajectories of particles inside the electric field of a laser pulse, the laser wave hasto be sampled sufficiently well enough. This concept can be generalized to the statementthat the overall fastest oscillation of a plasma system has to be resolved for the physics tobe properly modeled. In underdense laser-matter interaction setups the laser wavelengthmainly determines the spatio-temporal resolution. Especially in laser-propagation direction,the grid spacing needs to be particularly fine to resolve the central laser wavelength λL. At least25 to35 sample points are usually recommended to avoid significant numerical dispersionthat would build up over many iterations. Perpendicular to the laser-propagation directionthis requirement is more relaxed and cells can be made longer. This sacrifice in transverseresolution gains the advantage of less compute memory that can either be used for moresimulations in parallel or a larger, more realistic simulation box.Section 2.1.3 showed that one very important mechanism of energy transfer from the laserpulse to a solid-density plasma can be via electron plasma waves. Hence, the frequency ωpe =
ωL√ne/nc begins to dominate the resolution requirements as soon as ne > nc. Strongly depen-dent on plasma density, plasma waves can propagate in every spatial direction based on thegeometry of the target. Therefore, a grid of cubic cells is often the best choice. In that case,the CFL criterion (2.42) simplifies to c0Δt ≤ Δx (1D), c0Δt ≤ Δx/√2 (2D), and c0Δt ≤ Δx/√3 (3D),respective to the dimensionality of the simulation.Following Tskhakaya et al. [171] (or [172]), a linear harmonic oscillator can be considered inthe leap-frog scheme where the differential equation dx/dt2 = –ω20x turns into

xk+1 – 2xk – xk–1
Δt2 = –ω20xk (2.43)

and plugging in the solution xk = a exp(–iωt) leads to sin(ωΔt/2) = ω0Δt/2. The cumulative
phase error after Nt steps should then be approximately Δ(ωΔt) ≈ (Nt(ω0Δt)3)/24, where Ntdenotes the number of PIC-iterations. Assuming Δ(ωΔt) < π and Nt = 100 000, the often-usedcriterion

ωpdt ≤ 0.1 (2.44)
follows. As section 3.2 will show later, the combination of these restrictions can severely limitthe extent of the possible simulation volume for a full 3D3V PIC simulation in a solid-densityscenario, even on the most powerful supercomputers today.
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2.3.2. Extensions to the PIC-Cycle

To establish control over the intricate processes involved in laser ion acceleration it is necessaryto understand the dynamics at the femtosecond-nanometer level. Being the most used andtrusted tool to study high energy density plasmas numerically, the particle-in-cell method isable to resolve these time and length scales. However, the PIC method by itself describes onlycollisionless plasmas of constant phase space volume and already the physics of how freeelectrons are created are not included. Therefore, it has become commonplace to includephysics extensions that calculate ionization–, collision–, and even quantum electrodynamicprocesses. This section summarizes the modeling extensions to the highly scalable particle-in-cell code PIConGPU, which was the main tool that was used to create the results in this thesis.Additional details about parallel ionization implementations of the author can be found in Sec.3.1.1. It is important to note that state-of-the-art atomic physics modeling in PIC codes doesnot necessarily imply the most recent and exact modeling of an atomic system. Rather, theimmense computational cost of PIC simulations and the statistical representation of particlesthroughmarker-particles demands that the physics extensions are efficient, ideally low-costedin terms of memory consumption and computation time, and well-tested to ensure a versatilePIC framework for various physics setups.

Field Ionization

In underdense gas targets, the laser can interact very directly with the atoms and due to thelow density, each atom can be viewed in isolation from each other when it comes to ioniza-tion. Since the invention of the laser 60 years ago[173], many ionization models have beendeveloped for such a scenario and are constantly being refined (see, e.g. [81] for a briefoverview). For gas targets and laser intensities up to 1018 W cm–2 it was also possible to vali-date these models with specifically designed experiments[174–176]. Recently, it has also be-come possible to deconvolve the sub-femtosecond multi-ionization dynamics of gases like he-lium[177, 178] and neon using the attoclock technique[179–181] and few-cycle optical laserpulses. These works suggest that for the extreme cases of ultra-short, super-intense laserpulses simple rate models are not fully reliable, as sequential ionization events are influencedby the orientation of electron holes in the valence shells of atoms, created by prior ionizationprocesses. Nevertheless, simple rate models are widely employed for modeling ionization inPIC codes since they greatly reduce the resources needed to describe complex atomic physicswhile still delivering reasonably accurate results. For highly overdense targets that are used inlaser-ion acceleration, the same ionization models are used but here experimental validationis basically non-existent. Under such conditions atoms and ions are surrounded closely byothers and the application of models that assume single atoms in a vacuum implies an errorthat is usually treated with parameter scans over different initial conditions. In addition to that,the hope is usually that the ramp phase is so short and steep that any energy distributionsimprinted on the earlier plasma are quickly overwritten by the following laser periods as theintensity increases exponentially. This happens out of the reasonable presumption that theinteraction modeled with the PIC never reaches thermal equilibrium and also for lack of moreprofound methods and diagnostics.
The particle-in-cell codes that were employed in this thesis, PIConGPU[52] and PICLS[54,182], both model field ionization. In the former, a combination of models can be chainedtogether to cover the tunneling and the barrier-suppression regime. The early Keldysh model(Eq. 2.12 , the ADK model as well as BSI variants are available for modular use. In the latter,just the ADK model is implemented.
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Particle Collisions

Collisional ionization in plasmas occurs mainly due to electron-ion impacts facilitated by ion-
ization potential depression (IPD)[183], the lowering of the energy gap between bound and freestates due to the overlapping of atomic potentials under high pressures. The Thomas-Fermi(TF) model[90] is one of the simplest approaches as it predicts an average charge state 〈Z〉that depends on the atomic species, its ionization potentials, the ion density ni and the elec-tron temperature Te. As such, it assumes a local thermal equilibrium (LTE) which is typicallynot the predominant state for a strongly laser-heated solid target. To improve its applicabilityfor relativistic laser interactions, the typical 2ωL-electron-bunches are typically excluded via anupper energy cutoff[182]. These electrons could otherwise skew the local temperature calcula-tion since they exhibit a broad high-energy spectrum but extremely low interaction probabilityas they propagate ballistically through the target with close to light speed. The TF model isimplemented in both PICLS and PIConGPU, the latter of which was done by the author of thisthesis. Further empirical cutoffs, specifically tailored to physical setups, have been introducedin this work and will be explained in Sec. 4.1.2. In the Thomas-Fermi model, atoms of a singleor averaged species are treated as point-like and structure-less, surrounded by an electrongas. Thereby neglecting a more complex atomic structure and atomic excitation effects, itslow computational complexity on the other hand allows for use in large-scale PIC simulationswhile providing good accuracy when compared to external equation-of-state databases[94] oratomic physics tools like SCFLY and FLYCHK[184, 185] (for a comparison, see also Sec. 4.2.3).Another LTE model to calculate the relative charge state populations due to impact ioniza-tion is the Saha ionization equation that is based on the Saha-Boltzmann equation[186]. It isreportedly more computationally expensive than the TF model as it uses iteration cycles to de-termine the final ionization distributionswhile using the same input parameters as the Thomas-Fermi model and both models being in reasonably well agreement with each other[94].In a computationally more demanding approach, the collision frequency between electronsand ions is calculated inside each simulation cell which constitutes to a certain number of col-lision processes per time step. In the binary collision model, an according number of electronsand ions is then chosen randomly to perform these collisions[187]. The ion charge states areincreased and the electrons lose energy equivalent to the ionization potential. Mishra et al.[94] introduced performance improvements by randomly ionizing atoms in a cell as long asthe local kinetic electron energy is still larger than the required ionization energy. Electronscreening of the nuclei in partially ionized plasmas was also considered.A binary collision approach can also be chosen tomodel atomic excitationswithin the plasmaas was recently shown for PIConGPU and published in a master’s thesis by Marré [188]. Keep-ing track of every macroparticle’s atomic state, even in a reduced form, is however extremelymemory intensive and the current implementation does not yet allow for the modeling full-sized laser-ion acceleration setups.The initialization of cold solid-density plasmas can have numerical consequences due to themesh not resolving the local Debye-length (Te → 0⇒ λD → 0, see Eq. 2.8) that lead to artificialheating[189] or unwanted cold plasma instabilities [167]. However, a high resolution and highnumber of particles per cell, randomized particle initialization, field ionization and collisionalmodeling can quickly reduce this behavior drastically.
Bremsstrahlung

A selection of the simulations presented in Ch. 4.2 were configured to produce bremsstrah-lung from the interaction of laser-accelerated electrons with the target bulk material. Brems-strahlung from laser-driven solid-density targets has recently received increased attention as
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it provides a diagnostic capability unaffected by the strong electromagnetic fields in the vicinityof the target[G2, 190–192]. Especially for ultra-relativistic electrons, emitting X-ray photons asa consequence of scattering off atomic potentials can be the dominant process of energy-lossin matter[193]. Thus, bremsstrahlung diagnostics are a promising avenue for immediate ac-cess to the electron energy– and target density distribution during the short phase (mostly thethe temporal FWHM) of highest laser intensity when such electrons are produced.PIConGPU supports dynamic photon creation for bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radia-tion with classical and QED models. The implementation is described in full detail, includingtests and benchmarks, in Burau [194] and is based on the Furry-picture[195] and its applica-tion for particle-in-cell by Gonoskov et al. [196]. Here, the main assumptions and ideas aresummarized from these works to better judge the results in the later parts of this thesis. Thehighly-parallel photon creation was adapted from the implementation described in Sec. 3.1.1and in [G5]. Therefore, photons in PIConGPU propagate as PIC-macro-particles representingmultiple real photons. This approach sets up the possibility for future in-situ modeling of radia-tion transport. The average number of interactions of an electron in the simulation is given by
Nint = nion · velΔtPIC · σ. To avoid the differential cross-section dσ/dω from diverging for ω→ 0,a soft-photon cutoff Wsoft separates low-energy from high-energy photons. Only the latter areexplicitly modeled while the former result in an average energy reduction for the electron. Theangular emission characteristic follows

∂2σ
∂W∂Ωph = dσ

dW
1
2πp(Ekin,W , cos θ) (2.45)

where W is the energy above the soft photon cut-off Wsoft, p is the probability density whichdepends on the azimuthal part θ of the solid angle Ωph. The full expression for the angu-larly integrated Bethe-Heitler cross section dσ/dW of an electron in the vicinity of a Wentzel-model[197] atom can be found in [194]. The polar angle φ is determined randomly under theassumption that the nuclear potentials have no multipole moments. In the ultra-relativisticapproximation, the dipole model for azimuthal emission reads
p(Ekin,W , cos θ) ≈ p(γ, θ) = 3γ2

2π ·
1 + γ4θ4
(1 + γ2θ2)4 , (2.46)

showing that the signal is strongly peaked into the direction of electronmotion. This part is pre-calculated on the CPU-(host-)side for given combinations of electron energy and soft photoncut-off (Ekin,Wsoft), written into lookup-tables and later bilinearly interpolated between duringthe kernel execution. The electron recoil is directed against its propagation direction, not theemitted photon’s to keep the numerical effort manageable. It is modeled as elastic scatteringin the Rutherford picture as[193]
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To achieve a compromise between resources and statistics, there is a weighting ratio betweenmacro electrons and macro photons that allows to customize the number of emitted photonsfor the specific simulation setup.
2.3.3. Influence of the Dimensionality

In the early days of numerical treatment of plasmas with particle-in-cell methods, the avail-able computational power did usually not suffice to simulate full systems in multiple dimen-sions and at full density. However, many problem setups, like plasma expansion from a planar
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surface, exhibit enough symmetry for them to be reduced to a single dimension with goodaccuracy. Even today, where computational resources are exponentially more powerful, low-dimensional simulations are still an important tool to inexpensively observe qualitative trendsfor the existence of optimum configurations in a wide parameter space.

Figure 2.9.: Geometric consequences from 3D and 2D simulations with respect to laser spot and electron currentsthat compensate the removal of particles from the foil by the laser.
2D vs. 3D Preparatory simulations in 2D are a valuable tool to gain insight about how theplasma dynamics are likely going to be in 3D. However, 2D simulations do not make goodquantitative predictors due to an effectively different geometry that results from the periodicboundary in the missing dimension. As Fig. 2.9 illustrates, a laser focus of circular shape be-comes the equivalent of a line focus in 2D. For the same reason, the electron sheath that willevolve behind the target is closer to cylindrical than spherical (or Gaussian) symmetry. Thus,the charge separation fields and electric potentials Φ scale with ~E ∝ r–1 and Φ ∝ ln r in 2D,instead of ~E ∝ r–2 and Φ ∝ r–1. For the acceleration of ions in these fields this has two conse-quences. Ions are accelerated more strongly over longer distances and the time to saturationof the kinetic energies is also longer.Babaei et al. [198] (2017) quantified this effect with an empirical law based on the model bySchreiber et al. [44] that they benchmarked against 2D and3DPIC simulationswith ALaDyn[199].As the two main parameters, the scaling time t∗ and the asymptotic maximum proton energy
E∞ are identified. These take different values between 2D and 3D and the temporal evolutionof the proton energy is defined by them as follows:

Emax(t) = {E∞ log ct

ct∗ , (2D)
E∞
(1 – ct∗

ct

)2 , (3D) (2.48)

The scaling laws given in Eq. 2.48 are valid for times t ≥ t∗. The 2D part, however, does notconverge and the asymptotic maximum energy still remains difficult to determine. In reality,the acceleration process in both 2D and 3D simulations is cut short or altered by particlesleaving the simulation box, be it the electrons that provide the accelerating field or the ionsthemselves. From case to case, the necessary box size needs to be carefully configured toavoid pre-mature termination of the acceleration before any trends have solidified.
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3. Methods and Development for
Highly Scalable Plasma Simulations
with PIConGPU

For the main part of this thesis, the author performed a large-scale simulation campaign inves-tigating the influence of the laser intensity ramp on the ion acceleration performance (resultsin Secs. 4.2, 4.3). This campaign was granted computation time in the 15th PRACE Call for Pro-posals1 as the 2nd largest allocation with 109 million core hours (1.6 · 106 GPU node hours)on Piz Daint[201], hosted by CSCS[202]2, Switzerland. In this chapter, the main “work horse”for this project, the fully 3D, open-source particle-in-cell code PIConGPU will be introduced.Feature characteristics will be briefly explained, in particular what makes the code scalableto the world’s largest supercomputers with a focus on how dynamic particle creation, for e.g.ionization and bremsstrahlung processes, is handled to maintain this efficiency. Following this,the typical conundrum is presented that a computational plasma scientist is faced with whenweighing the choice of simulation parameters against the available resources. A real-world-example, based on a common experimental laser-ion acceleration scenario will be used toshow how limited even nowadays most powerful supercomputers still are in terms of the ca-pacity to resolve the fundamental solid-density laser-plasma dynamics in a meaningfully largespatial volume. This example is the basis for the results presented in Sec. 4.2 where the ad-justments and compromises are briefly discussed that allowed the scenario to fit the computeresources on Piz Daint. Running explorative large-scale PIC simulations on a supercomputerimplies creating raw big data. Therefore, section 3.3 focuses on themanagement and life-cycleof PetaByte-scale data as it was produced in the campaign described Sec. 4.2. Ensuing the ex-planation of the methods used for the creation, the transporting and the later archiving ofscientific data, section 3.4 will be dedicated to big data analysis and reduction.

3.1. PIConGPU

PIConGPU is a fully-relativistic, 3D3V particle-in-cell code developed for many-core architec-tures[15, 52]. It is mainly developed and maintained by the Computational Radiation Physicsgroup at HZDR in a complete open-source and open-access fashion on GitHub[204]. Since
1https://prace-ri.eu/call/call15-for-proposals-for-project-access/ 200.2At the time ranked 3rd highest in the Top500 list of supercomputers.[203]
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it was published under a GPLv3+ open-source license, the philosophy has always been totransparently develop the code in a collaborative way with regular DOI-assigned releases. Theauthors of PIConGPU believe that only such practice serves the open-science paradigm sus-tainably and predictive capabilities can truly be achieved or improved (For more details onthis, see also [15, 205]). When the non-linear plasma response of laser-particle acceleratorsis simulated with particle-in-cell codes, the detailed dynamics are subject to change not onlydue to the variation of physical input parameters. Also the choice of numerical solvers andalgorithms, the specific additional physics models (ionization, etc.), simulation dimensionality(see 2.3.3) and most importantly, the sampling resolution of every physical process can all ei-ther influence the quantitative prediction or even change the qualitative behavior and physicalinterpretation of the virtual experiment. In the past, PIC simulations could take weeks to com-plete and the high computational cost forced plasma physicists to put their trust in rather smallsets of runs. PIConGPU focuses on achieving reliable predictive capabilities by providing fast,highly scalable simulations at high resolution and full geometry. A time-to-solution of days toonly hours was made possible with the use of graphics processing units (GPUs) for scientificcomputation.

Tightly coupled online diagnostics and post-processing modules Many forms of analysisthat can be performed on the particle– and field data of PIC codes are standard procedure,regardless of the physical scenario. Unfortunately, the gap between compute performanceand input/output (I/O) performance of modern supercomputers is also perpetually growing.Additionally, there exists a memory bandwidth disparity between where data is generated (onCPUs & GPUs), local fast memory RAM and the disk to which the data is finally stored, amount-ing to a total bandwidth loss of currently about 1 · 104. The larger the data becomes, themore tedious the analysis is in post-processing and, increasingly, the necessary operationscannot be performed on a single notebook or cluster compute node anymore, because thedatasets are simply too large for the memory of a single machine. It is therefore reasonableand feasible to do as many as possible of the foreseeable computations directly coupled tothe simulation while the relevant data is still in memory. TeraByte-scale data can be reducedto physically meaningful output of energy histograms, phase space arrays and slice images ofonly kiloByte or MegaByte size, achieving data reduction factors of 1 · 106 to1 · 109. A full listof all plugins available in PIConGPU can be found in the respective chapter of its online docu-mentation[206]. PIConGPU also ships with several Python modules to quickly analyze and plotits diagnostic output or judge the computational resources for a new simulation setup.

Programming model An extensive description of the programming model employed inPIConGPU can be found in the dissertation of Huebl [15], chapter 3. PIConGPU is basedon C++14 (as of 2020) and modern programming paradigms like the zero-overhead abstrac-tion technique of template meta-programming[207–209]. As such, PIConGPU follows a single-source approach and therefore retains full functionality on all different architectures and un-der all physics scenarios without loss of features due to a change of platforms or simulatedphysics. The code base is made performance-portable by the alpaka[210–212] library whichabstracts the underlying levels of parallelism of each supported compute architecture (x86,ARM, NVIDIA GPU, ...) to fit PIConGPU’s kernels to each accelerator backend. Of the imple-mented backends, CUDA is the most prominent as it is the parallel computing platform forNVIDIA GPUs. Despite tendencies towards increasing numbers of AMD graphics processors insupercomputers, most notably the next generation exascale machine Frontier[213] (projected
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peak performance > 1.5 ExaFlops), the HPC market is still mostly populated by NVIDIA.3.PIConGPU has already shown outstanding performance and scalability in 2013 and 2015on Titan, the formerly most powerful supercomputer in the world, which also led to a nomi-nation as a Gordon Bell4 finalist. In 2016 and again 2017/18 with the work of this thesis, thecode was again testing the limits of the most powerful supercomputer with GPU accelerators,Piz Daint[214]. The next generation promises to deliver the first ExaScale machines and aspart of the Frontier Center for Accelerated Application Readiness (Frontier CAAR) project[215],PIConGPU is currently being prepared for Frontier[216, 217], the fully AMD-powered upcom-ing supercomputer at OLCF. To achieve this, the code, via the alpaka library, has adopted anadditional backend to enable programming for AMD GPUs, called HIP. PIConGPU, by now, has

Figure 3.1.: PIConGPU community map [218] displaying contributors, collaborators and users worldwide. Map tiles©OpenStreetMap contributors under CC BY-SA license.
users, developers, contributors and collaborators in many groups all over the world as theCommunity Map in Fig. 3.1 shows. A wide range of research subjects has been studied in thepast, ranging from laser-electron and -ion acceleration, laboratory HED plasmas, astrophysi-cal plasmas and radiation signatures as well as secondary radiation sources. Two workshopsfor future users and developers among theoreticians and experimental physicists alike wereheld already at HZDR. The second of these workshops was organized in February 2019 by theauthor and was held under the banner of the WHELMI collaboration[219] between HZDR andthe Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel.
3.1.1. Compute Performance and Consequences

The defining property of PIConGPU that sets it apart from other particle-in-cell codes is itsunparalleled speed and scalability to the largest supercomputers on earth. This is enabled bythe hardware-aware design of the underlying data structures and compute kernels.
Particle species Particles in PIConGPU are created from a generic species description. In thisconcept, two different categories of particle properties are distinguished. Particle attributes(e.g. position, momentum, weighting) are objects that can change at runtime and are storedfor each PIC particle. Particle flags are immutable and define the species as a whole in terms ofthe algorithms and physical processes that these particles take part in during a PIC cycle. Eachparticle species can be tailored to the specific needs of the the simulation and is extensibleby combined observables (for instance the product of velocity and electric field at the particle
3a combined 89 % of the current Top500, according to the June 2020 systems share comparison of Accelerator /
CP Family at https://www.top500.org/statistics/overtime/4The Gordon Bell prize is a awarded each year in the wake of the international Supercomputing Conference (SC)for outstanding achievements in high-performance computing.
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position ~v · ~E) that help study the relevant dynamics in more detail. In particular the resultsdescribed in section 4.1.1 were obtained by heavily relying on the adaptable species concept.There, it was employed to determine at which position and by which ionization mechanismthe electrons in a laser-wakefield accelerated (LWFA) electron bunch were created. Thus, PICparticles in PIConGPU are not only markers in a 6D phase space distribution but can also bemarkers for different physical processes to increase the insight into femtosecond-submicronplasma dynamics. In order to execute algorithms efficiently on the particles and take advan-

Figure 3.2.: Frame lists for adaptable particle species in PIConGPU. Per super-cell in the simulation volume, theindividual particle data of each species is represented by a list of frames (i.e. the storage structure).Different colors represent different generic particle species. Each frame is of constant size and theyare kept contiguously filled, except the last one (per species and supercell) whose fill-level is indicatedby the partial coloring5. Image adapted from [205].
tage of the parallel thread execution in modern accelerator hardware, PIConGPU organizesparticles in so-called frame lists. As figure 3.2 shows, particle attribute lists are stored inside aframe in what is called a struct-of-arrays. However, frame lists in PIConGPU do not reflect parti-cles per cell but rather particles per supercell. A fixed number of cells are grouped together foroptimized SIMD6 processing and caching of field data. As such, per particle species, a list of par-ticle frames is assigned to each supercell. The number of cells in a supercell and also particlesin a frame is chosen to reflect the number of threads in a thread block that operates in parallelon modern manycore (GPU) hardware. The supercell length and particle frame size are fixedand determined before compiling the code. This additional level of abstraction maximizes theutilization of the architecture’s compute performance and avoids global sorting operations.
A very challenging operation for optimized, highly parallel PIC codes, is the creation andremoval of particles at run-time. This is especially true for PIConGPU because it requires tocarefully manage the available memory, in particular on GPU accelerator architectures (wherememory is very limited), to retain the performance advantage that it exhibits over other, CPU-based codes. Both the ionization implemented by the author and the bremsstrahlung modulein PIConGPU require this to happen regularly. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic view of the nec-essary steps at the kernel7 level on the example of ionization. Here, different colors describedifferent types of operation regarding the memory access. The displayed flow of operation isexecuted by each thread (in a thread block) in parallel. First, super-cell-local electromagneticfield information is cached and the kernel begins to iterate sequentially through the list of ionframes. Each thread then calculates the number of electrons to create for an ion in this frame

5The padding in figure 3.2 which is used to align all data to 128 B blocks was recently changed to a smaller sizethrough automatic alignment performed by the compiler. This leads to a very small performance increase.6Single Instruction Multiple Data7A device function that is executed across a set of parallel threads is called kernel.
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Figure 3.3.: Local field data required for ionization is cached. The kernel iterates sequentially over the list of ionframes and executes the ionization model prediction and following particle creation in parallel (see Fig.3.4 below) with vectorized SIMD-like operations for each frame.

Figure 3.4.: A block of threads calculates the prediction for the number of ionization processes in parallel with thelocal cached field data using the configured ionization model (i). If there is a non-zero number n ofelectrons to create, a chunk of thread-local partitioned memory, i.e. an empty frame, is allocated. The
threads derive free electrons from the ions that are ionized and fill the empty frame in parallel (iii). Theprocess is then repeated N times as long as new electrons still need to be created.

according to the ionization model and local field data. Figure 3.4 shows this process in detail.The predicted electron number is accumulated and, if non-zero, a new empty electron frameis created by the coordinating Primary thread. Threads derive8 new electrons from their parentions until the electron frame is completely filled and an additional frame has to be allocatedor until no electrons need to be spawned anymore within this time step. Upon completion ofall electron creation operations the kernel moves on towards the ionization prediction of thenext ion frame (compare Fig. 3.3). In extreme cases, as many as 10 million new particles pertime stepmay need to be created per GPU, requiring fast, well-coordinatedmemory allocation.The example of a solid-density laser-matter interaction scenario later in Sec. 3.2.1 shows thatGPU memory is the most limiting resource for large-scale PIC simulations.9 Only with dynamicallocation and freeing of memory, with the memory manager mallocMC[220], which extendsand adapts the concepts of the parallel memory allocator ScatterAlloc[221], can the avail-able memory be efficiently used, thus avoiding sacrifices in code performance. Less obviousis the fact that if a particle enters (or is created in) a supercell that previously did not containany particles of that species, the memory for a full new frame (usually for 256 particles) is al-
8Electrons are given the same position, velocity (if not otherwise specified) and weighting as the parent ion.9Host-sided RAM is more abundant than the faster memory of GPUs but using it for this purpose would severelyreduce the performance of the code, eliminating almost all benefits from calculating on the accelerated hard-ware.
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located. In physical scenarios like Laser-Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA, see Sec. 2.1.2), wherethe full simulation volume is often homogeneously filled with particles from the very beginning,the consequences are barely noticeable. However, in laser-ion acceleration simulations, whichare prone to high load imbalances due to the geometry of localized foil targets, this side-effectof PIConGPU’s efficient data structures can lead to unforeseeable crashes of the simulationeven though on average the GPU memory load is far from its limit. Particles are initially highlyconcentrated to a small region but upon laser irradiation many new particles are produced viaionization processes. When the resulting plasma is expanding, further particle concentrationoccurs in a ring-like structure (see Fig. 3.5) around the laser beam axis due to the ponderomo-tive force (given that a0 > 0). Both of these effects can overload thememory capacity of a single

Figure 3.5.: Schematic of GPU subdomains at risk of failure during plasma expansion. The laser propagates in posi-tive y-direction, displaces particles from the center of the laser spot on target and causes accumulationin a ring or ellipse around. Additionally, the expanding electron and ion clouds also possess a diver-gence, further populating these sub-domains. This has a high risk of overloading the local subdomainof a GPU causing the failure of the whole simulation.
GPU, causing the crash of the whole simulation. This behavior is very challenging to predict andwith the implemented static load balancing methods, it can only be averted by reducing thesub-domain size around the initial target. This inevitably means that less overall volume canbe computed, the grid resolution has to be lowered or when other GPUs are compensating bycalculating larger regions, they become more prone to crashes if the plasma behaves differ-ently than expected. Modern dynamic load-balancing methods exist[222–225] but PIConGPUcurrently tries to minimize communication overhead by maximizing its subdomain volumes(i.e. a cuboid for each GPU) and benefits strongly from its fixed buffer structures without therequirement of reallocation. Implementing dynamic load balancing requires deep infrastruc-tural changes since each accelerator’s subdomain would be subdivided further to account forthe local load imbalances. Changing to dynamic buffer structures and keeping track of all thecommunication is a very challenging task within PIConGPU for which dedicated developmentis necessary and planned for the future. A more detailed discussion on the consequences ofthe current implementation on the calculation of numerical resolution and simulation size ofthe scenarios used in this thesis can be found in section 3.2.2.

3.2. Planning a Large-Scale PIC Simulation

For particle-in-cell simulations to accurately portray the detailed kinetics of charged particlesunder the influence of high-intensity laser fields, a certain set of fundamental conditions haveto be fulfilled. In section 2.3, these conditions were physically motivated and introduced. Thissection shows how these rules are employed in practice for a real-life laser-ion acceleration
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scenario. Using one of the simulation setups from the main study of this thesis (see Ch. 4.2)the staggering computational expenses of simulating real-world-scenarios in full-resolution3D are calculated. Since the necessary resources for such simulations are not commonly avail-able, solid-density PIC simulations are often performed in 2D. A brief discussion highlights theimplicit assumptions and possible effects that reducing the dimensionality can have on thephysical outcomes. The exploratory nature of the study described in section 4.2 of the nextchapter required as few initial assumptions as possible and gaining high-quality 3D data was avaluable goal in itself for this regime where literature is still scarce and contradictory (compare2.2.2). Finally, the trade-offs between available computing resources, physical resolution andlimitation of the simulation volume are discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.
3.2.1. Real-world Example

The main contribution of this thesis is concerned with answering the question how the in-tensity ramp of the optical drive laser on the last picosecond prior to the pulse peak shapesthe ensuing acceleration of ions from ultrathin solid-density foil targets. The most extensivelysimulated setup contained copper foils of thicknesses ranging from 10 to300 nm. First, thenecessary resolution on a cell- and time step-level needs to be calculated. At solid density androom temperature, copper has a mass density of ρCu = 8.96 g cm–3. Fully ionized, this corre-sponds to ne,0 = ZCuNAρCu/MCu = 1414 nc. where, ZCu = 29, MCu = 63.546 g mol–1 are theatomic number and molar mass of copper, and nc = 1.74 · 1021 cm–3 is the critical electrondensity for laser light of λL = 800 nm wavelength, respectively. While the oscillation of the laserwave has to be resolved in underdense setups, this is usually implicit for optical drive lasersin overdense setups where the electron plasma wave determines the numerical resolution.Using Eq. 2.44 and Eq. 2.6 the simulation time step ideally measures
ΔtPIC ≤ 0.1

ωpe = 0.1
2π Tpe = 0.1

2π TL
√
nc
ne (3.1)

= 0.1
2π · 2.67 fs ·

√ 1
1414= 1.13 as.

Here, Tpe and Tpe are the periods of the laser– and the electron plasma wave, respectively. Asexplained in Sec. 2.3, temporal and spatial resolution are coupled via the CFL criterion. For a3D3V solid-density PIC simulation with a Yee scheme Maxwell solver, cubic cells are employed.Following Eq. 2.42, they ideally measure Δxi ' √3c0ΔtPIC = 5.87Å. In fact, with attosecond-Ångström grid resolution, the simulation is also already pushing far into atomic time- andlength scales, leaving the validity of the often LTE-based or quasi-static atomic physics modulesimplemented in particle-in-cell codes questionable[G6]. The simulation box needs to comfort-ably fit the laser pulse spot size as well as have enough vacuum in front and especially behindthe foil target to allow for the accelerated ions’ energies to stabilize. If the first conditionwas notsatisfied, significant effects from laser radiation reflecting off the absorbing transverse bound-aries could turn the whole simulation dynamics unphysical. So-called Perfectly Matching Layer(PML) boundary conditions[226, 227] can reduce unwanted boundary effects significantly andthereby relax the transverse simulation size requirements. While such PMLs were not yet im-plemented during the time of the simulation campaigns described in this thesis, PIConGPU’smost recent release 0.5.0[G7] now offers this feature.For laser-ion acceleration with a short-pulse laser, the lowest estimate on the accelerationtime is at least the laser pulse duration τL but well adapted is the empirically obtained value of1.33 τL by Fuchs et al. [106] (intensity FWHM). Assuming that the main acceleration starts with
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the peak of the laser pulse on target when the largest electric fields are at the center of thelaser spot, it is extremely undesirable that fields reflected off this point travel to the boundariesand back within this acceleration time. In the campaign on Piz Daint, 30 fs laser pulses with
a0 values ranging between 20 and 63 are simulated. The main pulse length is 10µm and soat least 5µm outside of the laser spot should be added to each side in transverse direction.Besides the reflection, the normalized amplitude a0 is still equal to unity at 3.67µm away fromthe laser axis if the spot size is w0 = 3µm. Ideally, the particle dynamics should be fairly weakin the border region to avoid too much artificial transition radiation from particles running intoabsorbing layers. As a result, it is best to make the transverse size large enough such that
a0 < 1 is reached.The full length of the laser pulse does not need to fit into the simulation box, since thepre-vacuum can be stacked with more absorbing layers to smoothly compensate the back-reflection. If the rear-side vacuum region does not extend far enough, however, the accelera-tion process is cut short by a significant part, possibly resulting into misleading trends of theactual acceleration performance. The above conditions are comfortably met by a box of, e.g.(15× 30× 15) µm with 25000 × 50000 × 25000 cells. To model laser-target interaction overthe last picosecond preceding the laser-pulse maximum as well as up to 300 fs afterward, 1.15million steps are required.
During this thesis, the author contributed a Python memory_calculator utility to the pack-ages shipped with PIConGPU to help determine the necessary computing resources10. Esti-mating the necessary total memory required for the fields, (2 × 3 + 1 × 3) scalar values needto be reserved for the components of ~E, ~B and ~j (or Δρ), respectively. Furthermore, if there isany field data output desired, the memory for a temporarily stored field of one scalar valueper cell has to be reserved. Another temporary field is necessary to compute the collisionalionization prediction within the Thomas-Fermi model by having electron energy density andion density available at the same time (see 2.3.2). With 32 bit precision per scalar value, thefields alone require 1377 TB of memory. Not only fields but also particles have to be stored inthe directly accessible memory (RAM / VRAM) of the computing devices. A representative of abasic particle species in PIConGPU requires 7 scalar values for ~x, ~p and w, the position, momen-tum and particle weighting, respectively. In the simplest case, electrons and photons can beexpressed with just these, while ions need additional charge state information that is stored inanother scalar value. In the simulation campaign, copper foils ranging from nanometer to mi-cron scale thickness are studied. Taking dCu = 1µm as the most extreme example – all thinnerfoils should then easily fit the resources – and distributing only one copper ion alongside its 29electrons per cell, the target would be represented by 3.2 · 1014 particle markers, accountingfor 994 TB of fast memory.
A very important feature of the study of the last picosecond intensity ramps was the inclu-sion of dynamic ionization of the target. The probabilistic nature of the ionization processesrequires that also the state of a random number generator (RNG) is stored at all times. Withan initial seed and the RNG state, a new random sample can be generated and subsequentlythe state is changed. In PIConGPU, there are several available random number generatorsimplemented and the one with the smallest state size, XorMin, requires 6× 4 bytes per simu-lation cell, adding 750 TB to the memory requirement. In total, the required memory amountsto 3121 TB.
As of June 2017, the five most powerful supercomputing systems were hosted by China,Switzerland and the United States[228]. Table 3.1 shows these systems and their rating basedon the High Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark[229]. Notably, the Top500 list purely

10A usage example can be found in the online code documentation at https://picongpu.readthedocs.io/en/
0.5.0/usage/workflows/memoryPerDevice.html#usage-workflows-memoryperdevice
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Table 3.1.: World’s fivemost powerful high-performance computing systems as of the Top500 list in June 2017[228].The first publicly available system is the Swiss hosted Piz Daint supercomputer at CSCS where the large-scale simulation campaign described in 4.2 was performed.

shows a ranking according to the maximum compute performance Rmax which does not re-veal anything about the available memory. Particle-in-cell codes are mainly memory transfer-bound, however, and while landing in the top 10 fastest supercomputers is a tremendousincentive for investments, increasing the available memory accordingly is not. The most pow-erful publicly available system at the time was Piz Daint at CSCS with 5704 Cray XC50 computenodes. Each of these nodes has 64 GB of RAM and contains an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU with16 GB of VRAM. To distribute the simulation setup described above to these resources wouldrequire about 200 000 GPUs or 50 000 CPU nodes. While PIConGPU can technically run onboth hardware systems, the required resources to barely fit the problem exceed the availablecapacity easily by 1 to1.5 orders of magnitude.
In reality, the mismatch is even more severe due to the planar geometry of the target. Mostparticles are initially concentrated on a comparably thin region with respect to the vacuumaround it. In the 1µm copper foil example, the target would only be contained by 1700of the 50 000 cells in longitudinal (y in PIConGPU) direction. The extremely high spatiotem-poral resolution is only needed for the most dense regions of the simulated plasma andcould theoretically be reduced in the outer regions. Approaches to better distribute avail-able compute resources to the most compute-heavy regions, combined with adaptive meshrefinement (AMR)[230, 231] exist, but are increasingly challenging to implement for GPUs andcome with their own numerical caveats. These methods of dynamic load balancing are inter-esting and worth to be studied as they have the potential to further exceed the capabilities ofPIConGPU where static load balancing is implemented. Unfortunately, the very concept thatmakes PIConGPU scale so well on any hardware with alpaka[211], i.e. the execution hierarchyof grid, block, thread, and element that distribute the work– and memory load to architecture-specific chunks, as well as the many compile-time optimizations of the code, are antagonalto the idea of dynamic, heterogenous load balancing. Neighboring subdomains of the simu-lation volume are, furthermore, close together in memory to reduce the communication andboundary-treatment overhead. A major overhaul of the current memory management wouldvery likely be necessary to evolve past static load-balancing[232] in PIConGPU. Within the com-munity, dynamic load balancing for GPU-accelerated PIC codes is being actively researchedand progress is being made[233].
The estimate for particle and fieldmemory from before left out another factor that increasesthe overall memory requirements, i.e. the resources required for communication between
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nodes or GPUs. It increases with the overall bordering surface between the sub-domainscontained by the compute units. At least one supercell layer is reserved for the guard region(sometimes ghost region) around each sub-domain which stores duplicates of the particle- andfield data of the neighboring sub-domains. All things considered, the currently most powerfulsupercomputers of the Petascale era still do not possess the fast memory capacity to handlelaser-solid PIC simulations of micron-sized copper (or similar density) metals in full-size, full3D setups. The capacities to deal with these setups without further restrictions or simplifica-tions will likely be available in the future generations of top 5 supercomputers belonging to the
Exascale era.Nevertheless, nowadays compute facilities can still be used to perform novel, physically rea-sonable 3D PIC simulations of solid-density laser-plasma interactions. In the following it isdescribed by which additional considerations this was made possible, eventually enabling thesimulations described in chapter 4.2.

3.2.2. Simulation Volume vs Resolution vs Available Resources

How can the (always) limited computational resources be used to simulate as much of a physical

region of interest while sacrificing as little as possible of the spatiotemporal resolution that is vital to

capture all the relevant plasma dynamics?This is a dilemma that researchers in computational plasma physics have always been facedwith. Historically, 1D and 2D simulations were employed because computers were much lesspowerful than nowadays and, on the other hand, some numerical algorithms take a simplerform or are free of numerical artifacts in lower dimensions, which is not necessarily true fortheir full 3D description[234, 235] (e.g. very prominently Numerical Cherenkov radiation[236]).Some of these methods, like fully dispersion-free Maxwell solvers and the directional splittingmethod[168, 237] for 3D are still an active field of research. Later it became feasible to sim-ulate Laser-Wakefield accelerators in 3D due to their low density and thus, lower resolutionrequirements. In the case of LWFA it has also been shown that the cylindrical symmetry of theproblem can be taken advantage of by employing quasi-3D PIC codes with rotational symmetry,such as FBPIC[238], that allow for extremely wide-ranged parameter scans at simultaneouslylow cost. These codes work remarkably well within their suitable class of setups and only forquantitative predictions of some parameters, such as electron bunch charge, or dynamics likethe hosing instability a higher dimensionality is required.In laser-solid interactions, the underlying plasma dynamics are far less understood and sym-metry arguments often do not apply. More and more, full 3D3V simulations show that theplasma evolution and final outcome of a laser-particle acceleration simulation can reach com-pletely different results, when compared to their 2D counterparts. This can be seen in recentworks at near-critical plasma density[155, 239], that are less restrictive in terms of resolutionwhile still requiring some of the largest supercomputers. Concerning the simulation campaignof Sec. 4.2, several adjustments to the setup described before in Sec. 3.2.1 were possiblethat allowed to run fully 3D simulations even with solid copper targets, while still resolving therelevant plasma physics.An especially strict requirement is the criterion for long-term stability of the second-orderlinear Maxwell solvers ωpΔtPIC ≤ 0.1 (as shown before for Eq. 2.44, this stems from a phaseerror of π after 100 000 steps). This means, that the smallest occurring wave of the system,i.e. the electron plasma wave is temporally resolved with 2π · 10 ≈ 63 sample points. Whilethe heating of the target depends strongly on resolving the electron plasma oscillation, theactual regions in the simulation volume where densities are close to or in excess of 1414 ncare actually very small. Since the simulated targets are ultra-thin (between 10 and 300 nm), the
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plasma waves cannot travel very far. Furthermore, the temporal overlap between these highdensities and the locations where protons are accelerated is also not extensive since the ex-treme electric fields at fully ionized copper plasma edges are quickly removing protons fromthose regions. Therefore it is reasonable to relax the resolution and, as chosen in Sec. 4.2,only resolve the plasma wavelength spatially by Δx = λpe/8 which translates to a larger time
step according to the CFL criterion. The new cell size is larger by a factor of 2π/8√3 ≈ 4.5,which, when applied to each dimension, leads to an overall reduction of cells by nearly twoorders of magnitude. This is the largest adjustment since it not only reduces the number ofcells but also lowers the total number of particles, if the number of particles per cell is keptconstant. Before every large-scale 3D simulation campaign, 2D simulations are still a very im-portant tool to estimate themaximum particle energies and determine the temporal evolutionof the plasma dynamics. Especially knowing how the plasma evolves and expands can help toprepare for events that threaten the stability of the full-scale simulation, e.g. from local loadimbalances (see Fig. 3.5). An overview of the 2D simulation results can be found in section4.2.4. Another advantage of 2D simulations is that different grid resolutions can be tested be-fore to see if the overall dynamics are robust against their change. However, a full-resolution2D laser-solid simulation might already exhaust the computing capacities of a university scalecluster. From the full-scale simulation pre-runs it was assessed that reducing the simulationbox to (10× 10× 10) microns is very likely enough to have ions be accelerated up to 90 % oftheir final energy. It was observed that the transverse box size is still large enough to excludepossible boundary effects of the reflected laser. As will be motivated more extensively in sec-tion 4.2.3, reasonable pre-ionization of the copper ions allows to free up additional memoryby representing multiple initially free electrons with a single higher-weight macro-particle.

3.3. Management and Sustainability of Data

Large-scale Dataset Creation A large part of the analysis of particle-in-cell simulations in-volves workflows that are similar for every simulation run. Among these are the creation ofparticle counts, particle histograms and the continuous checks for total particle and field en-ergies. Such common operations on particle and field data have already been incorporatedinto the plugin package of PIConGPU (compare Sec. 3.1). Nevertheless, when performing ex-plorative simulations, not all types of analyses can be prepared beforehand and therefore theintuitive perception pertains that: Large-scale simulations create large-scale data.Between a laptop, a university-scale cluster and one of Top 5 supercomputers on earth(Tab. 3.1), the attention required towards how to perform I/O increases manifoldly. There areseveral pitfalls to avoid when doing high-performance I/O. On HPC systems, persistent storagespace is a shared resource and writing out toomuch datamight result in exceeding the systemquota which puts a stop to the work of all the other users of the system, if there is no userquota system in place for the specific partition to automatically prevent this. The $SCRATCHfile system at CSCS’s Piz Daint imposes a limited lifetime on its data, rather than a fixed userquota. It is for fast data production and procession, while their $PROJECT partition is intendedfor longer storage. Equivalently, writing out too many small data files in the range of kB toMB with deeply nested directory structures may cause the index server to overload and canslow down the whole system and I/O for all other running jobs and users. As a best practiceon parallel HPC file systems (FS), aggregating the data in only very few file handles and writinglarger files is generally recommended. HPC systems are optimized to increase data bandwidth,not read-write operations per second which are always required when new files are created. Itis also generally better to write out binary files instead of ASCII files and avoid global re-orderingand synchronization operations.
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The PRACE simulation project described in chapter 4.2was one of the first large-scale projectson the Piz Daint supercomputer at CSCS after it received itsmajor hardware upgrade in Novem-ber 2016. With this upgrade, it became the number one most powerful GPU-accelerated su-percomputer in the world. Closely in collaboration with the technical staff of CSCS, the scalableI/O of PIConGPU was optimized for Piz Daint’s Lustre[240, 241] FS, HPC workflows were imple-mented that were vital for the success of this thesis and will also benefit future HPC projects atCSCS. Unlike the computer at home, the parallel FS of a supercomputer not only manages one

Figure 3.6.: Schematic of the Lustre file system, as present on the Piz Daint supercomputer at CSCS. The sharedfast storage of the latter attributes to one Cray Sonexion 3000 and one Sonexion 1600 system, offering6.2 PB and 2.5 PB memory capacity, respectively. Figure originally from Lustre Software Release 2.x -

Operations Manual [242].
or two hard disks, but has several servers, which in turn contain several hard disks. As Fig. 3.6portrays, in a Lustre file system these servers are called Object Storage Servers (OSS) and theirdisks are called Object Storage Targets (OST). Via management and metadata servers the OSSsare interconnected to the Lustre clients, i.e. the compute nodes. Even though these clientsmake the total of Piz Daint’s $SCRATCH, snx3000 and snx1600, Sonexion storage partitions lookhomogeneous, it is important to be aware of the underlying hardware structure.

3.3.1. ADIOS and Compression

Together with the data science team at ORNL and shortly prior to this thesis, the ADIOS11library[243] was implemented as an MPI-I/O backend into PIConGPU next to the already avail-able HDF5. ADIOS, and by now its successor ADIOS2[244], are being developed with dedi-cated focus towards parallel, asynchronous I/O, automatically employing the best performingstrategy depending on the underlying file system parameters. A schematic overview of effi-cient ADIOS I/O on a Lustre FS is displayed in Fig. 3.7. Processes can concurrently read fromand write data into binary sub-files, which are created by so-called ADIOS aggregators. Themetadata of the complete output iteration is stored in an XML-file and can be created offline
11Adaptable Input Output (I/O) System
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after the simulation has completed. Creating the metadata file post-mortem is also generallyrecommended for maximum optimization of a highly parallel simulation with large datasets,many sub-files and rather high output frequency, since this is a serial operation that wouldotherwise stall the system unnecessarily. These ADIOS-BP files12 are self-descriptive and al-low local buffering which increases I/O speeds by streaming large chunks of data. In addition

Figure 3.7.: Schematic view of efficient parallel I/O (of a single data-set written by a single simulation) as is possiblewith the ADIOS library on a Lustre file system. To harness the full I/O bandwidth of an HPC file system,ideally all or most OSTs are engaged. This can be achieved by file striping which splits them betweenmultiple OSTs (hard drives). Keeping all OSTs at approximately the same fill level helps to maintain theperformance of the whole file system. Bottlenecks like conflicting write locks are largely averted withADIOS’ subfiles (gray). These are created by so-called aggregators (blue-bordered green circles) thataccumulate the data within their aggregation groups that consist of multiple compute nodes (greencircles). The data is then chunked and locally buffered, thus enabling faster, stream-like writing. For fulloptimization, the serial operation of creating the self-descriptive ADIOS metadata BP-file (yellow) canbe performed post-mortem.
to that, the Lustre file system also allows for the striping of files which essentially splits the filebetween several OSTs. In doing so, the occupation of each OST can be kept to a similar level.Highly asymmetric distribution of data can cause single OSTs to be filled close to their limitwhich harmfully affects the performance of the whole system. Only if all (or most) OSTs of afile system are engaged in parallel can the maximum I/O bandwidth be reached. For the fastscratch partitions of Piz Daint the manufacturer specified this maximum with Ttotalmax > 100 GB/s.Another knob by which the file output performance of large-scale I/O can be optimized is
compression. The work of Huebl et al. [245] quantifies the concept that data reduction in theform of compression prior to its writing to file is the most feasible if the additional compres-sion step does not slow down the effective I/O throughput past the uncompressed outputperformance. In essence, any data reduction algorithm must fulfill the following inequality.

TR × (1 – fR)
1 – TR > Tout (3.2)

Here, TR, Tout are the per-node data throughput with reduction, and without reduction, re-spectively. The reduction ratio fout describes the efficiency of compression and takes valuesof 0 < fR < 1. Compression in PIConGPU is efficiently enabled by the high-performance com-pressor blosc[246] which is optimized for binary data. Since PIConGPUmainly uses the GPUs
12File extension *.bp for binary-packed
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for computation and usually one CPU for scheduling, the spare CPU cores (11 on the Piz Daintnodes) are tasked with the multi-threaded chunking, bit-shuffling13 and compression of data.

Figure 3.8.: PIConGPU ADIOS I/O weak scaling runs performed on Piz Daint with varying compression and numberof OSTs and aggregators. The efficient throughput was measured as the ratio of uncompressed outputsize and the combined duration for compression and writing of the whole data dump. The blue-labeledmarkers show a dedicated weak scaling run using the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) setup in prepa-ration for the PRACE application one year prior to the start of the project described in this thesis. Inmid-2017 Piz Daint received a file system upgrade that reportedly quadrupled the performance due tothe use of burst-buffers. The update reduced the number of available OSTs from 200 to 40. The hori-zontal dotted and dashed lines mark the peak performance before and after the upgrade as given bythe manufacturer. The yellow-labeled data points mark weak scaling tests performed by the author inDecember 2017. In contrast to the KHI scenario, the production run setup contained the foil target and,initially, the majority of space was filled with vacuum. Therefore, the compression with blosc+zstd wasparticularly effective and fast, resulting in an efficient throughput that is much larger than the systemspecifications.
In a study on Piz Daint prior to its file system update, the effective I/O performance wasmeasured and is shown here in Fig. 3.8. Most of the displayed data was taken in 2016, inpreparation for the application to the PRACE project that started one year later. With an inter-mediate layer of burst-buffers[247] between compute nodes and OSTs, the peak performanceof the file system was reportedly quadrupled[214] from ∼ 30 GB/s to ∼ 125 GB/s. Due to thefile system changes and a reduction of the number of OSTs from 200 to 40, the author sparselytested theweak scaling again during the first computation quarter of the project. Together withthe I/O team of CSCS an excellent configuration was quickly identified. As a rule of thumb, thefile system was observed to perform best if the following relation is satisfied:

#Agg = #OST · 4 · x, x ≥ 1. (3.3)
There, x is an arbitrary positive scaling factor such that the number of MPI ranks ideally be-comes a multiple of the number of aggregators. However, the number of aggregators should
13random rearrangement of typed data into data blocks that enable more efficient compression
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be equal or less than the number of MPI ranks. In practice, 32 (not fixed but varying) of 40 avail-able OSTs were used to write 128 or 256 collectively aggregated sub-files per raw data outputfrom the 2400-GPU jobs on Piz Daint. Using this technique and the blosc library with the
zstd[248] compressor, it was possible to regularly size down the raw data outputs from 13 TBper iteration to 1.2 to2.1 TB and write them to disk within 30 to45 s, thus reaching effectivebandwidths exceeding ∼ 400 GB/s.

3.3.2. Computation Time and Data Management

In total, but not persistent at one time during the simulation campaign, an estimated 4 PB ofdata were produced. The largest amount present on one partition were 2.2 PB at the endof the first simulation quarter. The initial data management plan, however, did not foreseethe production of such a large amount of raw data at the same time. This section explainswhich circumstances made changes of the plan necessary and which new challenges had tobe solved in its wake.To fully make use of the 1.6 million GPU node hours that were awarded by PRACE for usewithin one year, the whole system needed to run for a total equivalent of 11.7 days with allnodes. The maximum resources per simulation run that CSCS allowed were 2400 of the 5704compute nodes for 24 consecutive hours (the “large” queue offered 4400 nodes, but for 12hours and by arrangement only). The computing year at CSCS is furthermore split into fourquarters. All of the compute budget that is allotted for one quarter has to be completely usedor it is irretrievably lost. As explained before, the massive scale of the simulations and theunfavorable target shape made the setup a balancing act between a crash and a successfulcompletion of a run. Therefore, it was originally planned to split the compute budget irregu-larly over the year, especially with less node hours during the first quarter. This is reasonablebecause the first quarter is usually needed to install the software, run stability checks and thepreparatory 2D simulations to judge the temporal evolution of the target and identify the mostinteresting points in time for large-scale raw data output.However, several factors influenced this plan unfavorably. While the application for the com-putation time was prepared and sent in one year in advance, the successful outcome of it be-came known to the group only one week before the start of the first quarter. At the same time,the yearly budget was split evenly between the compute quarters and 400 737 node hourswere allotted to the first quarter. During this first quarter, the simulation code had to be com-piled and run successfully on the updated system, first 2D simulations had to be performedand the necessary data analysis pipeline had to be brought into place. The accompanying chal-lenges and possible solutions are also discussed and general conclusions for HPC systems aredrawn later in this chapter. A detailed view on the possibilities of analyzing large-scale data willsubsequently be given in Sec. 3.4. This section also focuses on data reduction strategies (see3.4.2) that can help lower the amount of data that has to be transferred or stored permanently.While it was still possible to usefully employ all of this compute time to the first parameter scanon copper foils, roughly 2.2 PB of raw data were also created at the same time.Especially, structures for efficient analysis and local transport of datawere not initially presentand could not be implemented during the first quarter. The situation became more criticaldue to the 30 day grace period of data on the fast $SCRATCH partitions. Upon expiry of these30 days, data was to be automatically deleted. The project resources also included 400 TBof persistent project storage which only expire 90 days after conclusion of the project. This
$PROJECT partition was, however, not reachable from the compute nodes and data had to beon $SCRATCH for analysis. Additionally, the internal data mover was a SLURM queue with onenode that only allowed for sequential file transfer. Not only did this make it highly overbooked
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by other users as well, but it also limited the transfer bandwidth severely. Only with assistanceof the CSCS support groups and the unconventional use of the external GridFTP data-mover,as well as local data reduction jobs could the situation be handled.

3.3.3. Open Standards

One of the major principles of good scientific practice states that from the data and methodsthat are described in a publication, the described experiment must be reproducible for otherresearchers. This principle also counts for virtual experiments, and gradually the awareness foropen access and open science seems to increase throughout the laser-plasma community.More and more open-source particle-in-cell codes are being advertised at conferences[249],experimental results are collaboratively and openly compared[250] and open research poli-cies are increasingly supported, for instance with by the Horizon 2020[251] and Horizon Eu-rope[252] initiatives of the European Commission.There still remains an issue of comparisons between different particle-in-cell (and other)codes that is almost considered a taboo topic because at the moment it is likely both a titanicbut also unrewarding effort for any single group of researchers. However, with the Particle-

in-Cell Modeling Interface (PICMI[253]) and Accelerator Modeling Interface (AMI[254]) as well asthe Open Standard for Particle-Mesh Data Files (openPMD[255] and openPMD-api[256]), the firststeps have been taken to facilitate such efforts. These standards aim to establish conven-tions for input files of PIC and particle accelerator simulations, and their various output data,respectively. As these are increasingly adopted by the community[257], regularly scheduledbenchmarks between codes based on standard plasma physics problems, as well as code-interchangeability based on physical scale, available hardware resources, and used numericalalgorithms will become easy best-practices of computational plasma physicists.So far, and especially with respect to laser-ion acceleration simulations, real predictive capa-bilites are not only lacking due to missing analytical solutions of the calculated problems butalso because no single numerical code can typically describe thewhole range of physics in laser-matter interactions. Also with this issue the aforementioned standards are of great benefit, asthe example of simex_platform in chapter 4.3.2 shows. Different photon science researchgroups concerned with laser pulse creation, light-matter interaction, beam propagation anddetector technology have already joined forces within the EUCALL[258] (now PaNOSC[259])project to combine simulation codes into full start-to-end simulations. Thereby, the work inthis thesis has also contributed that virtual experiments can now be performed with less as-sumptions and insteadmore realisticmodeling of laboratory experiments. Even though file for-mats might differ and all of the involved codes are underlying constant development, agreeingon a common standard about how particle- and/or mesh data is stored significantly facilitatesscientific exchange.

openPMD

The Open Standard for Particle-Mesh Data Files - openPMD[255] is one of the first standardsthat aims to unify meta data and naming schemes for increased data portability between ap-plications. Apart from HZDR-born codes like PIConGPU and ParaTAXIS other PIC codes likeFBPIC[238, 260], Smilei[224], WarpX[261, 262] and OSIRIS[263] have adopted openPMD fortheir raw data outputs, already. Any hierarchically organized, self-describing data formats aresuitable to be expressed with openPMD flavor. Two among these, namely HDF5[264] andADIOS BP[243] are produced by PIConGPU. The main concepts of the standard include thatany physical quantity that describes a particle or a field on a mesh is stored as a record. Multi-
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dimensional records have components (e.g. x, y, z of the record position). A minimal set of at-
tributes is required for each record, consisting of a conversion factor to the SI system, the di-
mensionality in SI units, stored as a length-7 array of exponents in a fixed order, and the iteration(time step) within the simulation.By now, several other projects have evolved around the openPMD standard[257]. Amongthese are tools to explore PIC datasets using Jupyter (openPMD-viewer, see 3.4.1), a plugin forthe scientific visualization suite VisIt (openPMD-visit-plugin), and the openPMD-api whichis replacing the legacy library libSplash in PIConGPU this year, to unify the data output com-pletely.
3.3.4. Transport of Big Data

During the first quarter of the one-year-long PRACE computation project, the massive amountof 2.2 PB of data was produced. Due to the 30-day purge-period on the fast $SCRATCH partitionthe lifetime of the raw large-scale data was very limited. This meant that only data that wasactively used in analysis could stay on the partition. At first, the output iterations had to bepre-screened quickly to identify important points in time that could then be marked for keep-ing. For this purpose the synthetic diagnostics output of the PIConGPU plugins was vital. Eachsimulation run’s parameter set as well as all the output except the raw particle and field datadumps and checkpoints were also immediately duplicated on the $PROJECT directory. Thepre-screened raw data outputs that were judged less important were deleted from disk. Evenwith the thinning-out of the data, massive amounts of them had to be moved. The internal filetransfer queue xfer only allowed for sequential transfer via rsync. This was sufficient for thesmall diagnostics and parameter sets but not the large datasets. Even though they were com-pressed, as described earlier in Sec. 3.3.1, each output iteration still measured between 1.2and 2.1 TB. For the same reason that smaller numbers of large files are more efficient duringthe initial I/O, they are also more efficient during transport. Still, parallel data transfer is nec-essary to increase the data rates enough to avoid automatic deletion via the 30-day protocol.Together with the data transfer team of CSCS, several MPI-based tools were tested. Amongthese were dcp (distributed file copy)[265], bbcp (a peer-to-peer network file copy spawnedwithin the BaBar collaboration at SLAC)[266], and parsyncfp (a parallel wrapper for the usual
rsync utility). Unfortunately, with thesemethods the transfer rates could also not be improvedsufficiently.A short calculation example illustrates the challenges of moving the data. Without the re-duction techniques that are later described in 3.4.2, the data transfer via the xfer queue at130 MB/s would have taken 210 days. On average, bbcp performed with 250 MB/s. To get thedata to HZDR directly would have used the 1 Gbit/s connection, also taking 214 days. Fortu-nately, the Technical University of Dresden is connected to the internet with 20 Gbit/s, which,if it could be used at full bandwidth, would have brought down the duration to 11 days. Usingthe entirety of the university bandwidth was, of course, not a feasible solution since it is also ashared resource. Eventually, the simultaneous internal transfer to the $PROJECT partition andexternal transfer via GridFTP[267] to the university were the best available methods at thetime by which the data was successfully moved.For high-speed remote data transfer, the CSCS offered a GridFTP14 service[269] that is partof the recently retired Globus toolkit[270]. By now, it has been mostly succeeded by the Globus
research datamanagement cloudwhich continues to offer a data transfer API[271]. GridFTP is anefficient file transfer protocol that uses a control channel opened by a Globus GridFTP Serverto govern the data exchange between two endpoints. These endpoints are specified with a
14FTP – File Transfer Protocol
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Figure 3.9.: Amazon Web Services (AWS) Snow Family. Left: AWS Snowball, a “PetaByte scale” data migration oredge computing device that can either be optimized for computing performance or data storage withup to 80 TB capacity. Right: AWS Snowmobile, an “ExaByte scale” data transfer service that deliversup to 100 PB on an 18-wheeler semi-trailer truck. The container is almost 14 meters long and fullypowered the truck has a power consumption of ∼ 350 kW. It is reportedly designed to offer a transferspeed of 1 Tbit/s on-site which would fill the 100 PB in under 10 days, if such transfer capabilities wereavailable. For comparison, transferring 2.2 PB of simulation data using these services would result ina data transfer rate of 66 GB/s (considering a 9h15min drive between CSCS and HZDR). Image source:AWS[268].

Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), at the TU Dresden and the CSCS, for instance. The controlchannel opens several data channels, thus enabling multiple, encrypted TCP15 streams via thenodes of a global grid. GridFTP was widely adopted as themain protocol for large-scale remotedata transfer employed by various international research facilities, such as the Large HadronCollider at CERN or the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Before it could be used for this thesiswork, it had to be set up at both the TU Dresden as well as HZDR to establish a chain betweenthese data centers. This task was performed in close collaboration with the IT support of allthree involved institutions. Once the GridFTP connection was established, the data transferspeed was first boosted to 400 MB/s and after more optimization with the parallel streams andan upgrade of the connection between HZDR and TU, even 1.5 GB/s were observed. Duringthe critical phase between first and second computation quarter, many different solutions fordata reduction and transport were considered. For comparison, Amazon Web Services (AWS)offers two data transport solutions that involve the physical moving of data storage devices,both of which are shown in Fig. 3.9. With the AWS Snowmobile, an 18-wheeler semi-trailer truckcarrying a 45 feet container, up to 100 PB of data can bemoved with a single trip between datacenters. Transporting 2.2 PB between CSCS and HZDR by car (travel time est. 9 h) would havebeen the equivalent of 68 GB/s transfer bandwidth. For an interesting comparison, cutting-edge research set new transfer speed records via existing optical fiber connections in 2020,achieving data transfer rates between 5.53 TB/s (44.2 Tbit s–1)[272] and staggering 22.26 TB/s(178.08 Tbit s–1)[273], respectively.Unfortunately, the global exploit of system vulnerabilities via Meltdown and Spectre in late2017 affected HPC systems all around the world. Therefore, shutdowns and slow and carefulreopening further delayed the data transfers. Thanks to another grace period of 30 days givenby the CSCS User Engagement & Support team, significant parts of the data were saved fromautomatic purging.Large-scale I/O is expected to grow massively over the next years as more applications areadapting to new andmore powerful compute hardware, whereas the persistent storage spaceis not growing proportionally.[245] Avoiding to write out large-scale data wherever possible
15Transfer Control Protocol
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thus becomes increasingly desirable, since dealing with petabyte-scale data will likely remaincumbersome as it exceeds single-node fast memory capacities. PIConGPU’s plugins take overa significant part of the frequently recurring analysis operations in-situ, without ever having towrite the raw source data to disk. In the case that it still has to be written, the next sectionfocuses on how the analysis of such data can be performed quickly and efficiently using theJupyter framework[274]. Furthermore, basic techniques are described that reduce the outputof PIC simulations without losing physically relevant information.

3.4. Analysis of Big Data and Avoiding of Transport

As HPC systems are addressing the physical limits of chip density by introducing multiprocess-ing and heterogeneous architectures[275], they are surpassing the scaling of Moore’s law[276]by 1-2 orders of magnitude in the last 30 years[277]. Memory capacity and I/O bandwidthincrease at a much smaller rate, creating an increasingly severe disparity[245]. This is a mainincentive to couple analysis and diagnostic workflows very closely to the simulation. A varietyof plugins in PIConGPU offers to do this in-situ while the simulation data is in memory. Forexploratory simulations, however, it is still necessary to write raw particle- and field data todisk. With nowadays supercomputers a single simulation iteration can easily land in the rangeof several 1 to10 TB. Data of this size is naturally challenging to deal with because even clusternodes may not have enough RAM to fit in the total of one particle species or field component.Data management policies that are rightfully aimed at enforcing good conduct and fairness inusing the shared resources on a supercomputer can additionally complicate these matters forusers who are running full cluster-size jobs.

3.4.1. Jupyter: Exploring and Prototyping

A critical prerequisite to explorative simulation analysis is the ability to quickly look at the pro-duced data andmake the first decision if to keep an output iteration or delete it right away. TheJupyter project[274] allows for such a workflow of easy data access with powerful libraries like
NumPy[278] and easy plotting with matplotlib[279] using the production or analysis nodes ofthe supercomputer with the data close to where it was produced. Code is written in Pythonand interpreted as well as executed cell-wise. With the Markdown syntax, code can be doc-umented in a tidy manner and prototype scripts for parallel analysis are easily created andthen ported to pure Python files. Jupyter notebooks are viewed in a browser, either in treemode as separate tabs or with the lightweight jupyterlab GUI. The exploratory workflow resem-bles a scientific lab book and has established itself as the main workhorse in the first analysisof PIConGPU simulations. Jupyter notebooks need a server instance that can be started bythe cluster user, preferably on a compute node. It is necessary that the location of the datais available to the machine the notebook server is running on. With SSH-tunneling and port-forwarding a connection can then be established between the user client computer that runsthe browser and the compute node with the Jupyter server. By now, many research facilitieshave also established a so-called JupyterHub which allows the user to easily run notebookson an HPC machine via a web interface, secured with their login credentials. At the beginningof the compute project described here and in 4.2, such a service was not yet available on PizDaint but was delivered via the Cray Urika XC package in mid-2018[280]. Since the Python orAnaconda environment that contains Jupyter can become quite large with user-specific soft-ware (several 100 000 files and between 5 to10 GB of file space), it is important that the userquota on the file systems take this workflow into account.
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To tackle the issue of large datasets not fitting into the memory of compute nodes, thereare several solutions that work well with Python and Jupyter. Dask and Apache Spark are twoof these solutions that can handle parallel collections of large arrays distributed onto multiplenodes. This is organized by dynamic task schedulers, giving the appearance that the separatememory patches of the nodes make a homogeneous entity. Recently, an impressive cam-paign[281] has used the resources of ORNL’s Summit to accelerate the search for COVID-19therapeutics by using NVIDIA RAPIDS[282] with BlazingSQL[283] on GPUs. With the latter, notonly are query-times of large databases reduced from days or hours to minutes or secondsbut currently there are endeavors to also use the framework for openPMD datasets. Togetherwith the ADIOS2[244] streaming backend, which allows to loosely couple a PIConGPU simula-tion to an analysis program by directly sharing its data, promising new avenues towards fastanalysis and avoiding of large-scale output become possible.

3.4.2. Data Reduction Strategies

Good scientific practice dictates that primary data used in publications should be archivedalongside the analysis results. For PB-sized file outputs this rule can mean a significant mon-etary expense to always keep enough tape drives for this purpose. However, especially soliddensity PIC simulations are often highly over-resolving large parts of the simulation volumeto ensure stability of the algorithms and avoid the accumulation of numerical errors. For theinterpretation of physics results, this resolution is usually not needed since the structures andrelevant dynamics evolve on scales that are often larger by a factor of 10 to100. The follow-ing collection of simple data reduction techniques was used to significantly reduce the datafootprint of output iterations.
In-situ plugins created angle- and energy-resolved histograms with high temporal frequency.Field data was spatially averaged over neighboring sets of cells (2×2×2). Volumes of interest,spanning one quarter of the focal plane, were extracted from the fields, preserving the originalresolution. Particle data was filtered in-situ for their angle θ between the target normal andtheir momentum direction, creating subsets of particles which correspond to the particle yieldthat would be accepted by the aperture of a virtual pin-hole (θ = 4.5°) and Thomson-Parabolaspectrometer (TPS), or a virtual radiochromic film (RCF) stack detector.

3.4.3. Dedicated Resources

The tasks in a data-centered scientific workflow are manifold and can best be described bythe example of the data life cycle. Particle-in-cell simulation data is produced on dedicatedcompute nodes with a high-bandwidth I/O infrastructure. Ideally, the system First analyses areperformed on the data in-place, for which a dedicated (sub-)cluster with so-called fat-nodesis beneficial. These nodes ideally have a large amount of RAM (e.g. 0.5 to2 TB) which allowsnot only the original data set to be kept in memory but also its computation results. Simple,parallelizable analysis operations benefit from many fast CPU cores. The dedicated analysiscluster itself ensures that data analysis does not interfere with production runs of users on atime-limited budget. Access to fast scratch memory should be enabled for both the produc-tion as well as the analysis cluster to avoid unnecessary transfers and file system load. On adedicated and backed-up partition, more persistent data is stored and organized by projectswith access rights for the users belonging to the same compute project. Personal user mem-ory besides the $HOME directory should be available for additional software. The file systemthere should be able to handle large amounts of small files which are usually created duringthe compile processes of software. In the case of longer (one- or multi-year) projects, an effi-
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cient “warm” archiving solution can be used to allow users to store data from the beginning oftheir compute project and compare it again with datasets produced at the end of the project.As such, some facilities like OLCF offer temporary archiving of simulation data with internaltransfer speeds of up to 100 TB/h via fast intermediate buffers. This also acts as a safety netfor hardware maintenance periods that leave only part of the file system active or allow usersto quickly remove data from the fast scratch space to avoid reaching the global quota. Thefinal step of the data life cycle can be long-term archiving after it was used for publication ina scientific journal. The spirit of open science suggests that this data is then also made avail-able upon request or just for download and uniquely addressed with a Digital Object Identifier(DOI). Unfortunately, quick access to the tape drive storage system at Piz Daint was not avail-able at the time. However, after transferring the data from the project described in Sec. 4.2to HZDR via the TU Dresden’s Taurus cluster storage, it was successively archived to the HZDRtape drive library. As of April 2019, the HZDR is running an open-source powered publicationplatform for datasets which assigns a DOI using the HZDR-specific prefix 10.14278 to each ofits entries.
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4. Results

While the understanding about physics of laser-driven underdense plasmas is already quitesubstantial, the intricate details of its overdense counterpart are much less understood. Thislack of understanding stems from the shortage of probing methods that are able to directlyresolve the femtosecond-nanometer dynamics within the target at the time of interaction withthe most intense part of the laser pulse. Furthermore, detailed knowledge about the exactstate of the target as well as the earlier conditions that lead up to this state are typically onlyaccessible up to a few picoseconds pre- and post-arrival of the laser peak. Particle-in-cell sim-ulations are commonly employed to model the physics of the few 100 femtoseconds around
trel = 0 but as the previous chapter showed, the enormous computational cost of laser-solidPIC simulations severely limits the physical resolution and the overall size of the physical vol-ume, or often rule out a fully 3-dimensional treatment of the problem, at all. However, to gainpredictive capabilities, rigorous scanning of the parameter space is necessary and even theninitial conditions like pre-plasma gradients or electron temperature distributions are decisivefor the evolution of the simulated plasma. With increasing control over the temporal pulsecontrast in laboratory experiments, reproducible pulse shapes on the linear intensity scaleare reliably generated but a high shot-to-shot fluctuation of the ion acceleration performanceremains. In addition to the known influence of temporal pulse shape features reviewed in sec-tion 2.2.2, this hints at the increasing importance of the still largely unexplored intensity rampsduring the last picosecond. This work aims to shed light on the influence such intensity rampshave on the target conditions at the time the pulse maximum arrives and how they shape theion beams that are generated from thin foil targets.
This chapter presents the results obtained in the large-scale simulation campaign that wasdedicated to answer this question and performed on the Swiss supercomputer Piz Daint. Sincethe simulations were explorative in nature and massive in size, certain prerequisites had to bemet first to make them possible and ensure that the relevant physics could be addressed.
Efficient absorption of laser energy into free electrons is crucial for later conversion into ionenergy. The absorption efficiency η still remains one of the most challenging parameters tomeasure in experiment and the existence of pre-plasmas can significantly alter it. Since thetemporal structure of the laser determines when and how the target material is ionized, i.e.free electrons are produced, the ionization physics need to be carefully modeled. Expand-ing on the author’s previous works [G5, G6], the ionization framework in the highly scalableparticle-in-cell code PIConGPUwas improved tomeet these requirements. The results of theseimprovements and their application to two other separate studies performed at HZDR, partlyin collaboration with other institutions, are presented in the beginning of this chapter.
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The first application was a study of laser-wakefield acceleration (LWFA) via self-truncated ion-ization injection (STII) supporting an experimental campaign at HZDR that set new standardsfor very stable, high-current tabletop laser-electron accelerators. The intricate dynamics thatlead to such stable operation could only be revealed due to synthetic diagnostics in the simula-tion that relied on being able to distinguish separate electron species by their origin in differentatomic shells. The findings of this campaignwere published by Couperus et al. [G3] and Pausch[62].With the implementation of the Thomas-Fermi (TF) collisional ionization model in the courseof this thesis, PIConGPU is now also applicable to ion acceleration scenarios using solid den-sity targets. The second application studied laser-generated structural changes in colloidalsilicon crystals. The collaborating partners at DESY, Hamburg, performed the supported ex-periment that used time-resolved X-ray diffraction to probe the disintegration of the crystalstructure. Here, the success of the simulation was first challenged by characteristic artifacts ofthe Thomas-Fermi model, specifically low temperature plasma regimes, some of which havebeen the subject of intense discussions in recent literature[284–286]. These were overcomeby additional extensions, resulting in more physical behavior of the TF model, which were alsoimplemented and tested by the author. More detailed results are published in the manuscriptof Mukharamova et al. [G4].
In the second section, the results of the campaign regarding the influence of different lead-ing edge intensity ramp shapes of the UHI drive laser pulse are presented. First, the generaleffect on the pre-plasma development, laser absorption and the ion acceleration process isevaluated for different target types. Then, the main finding of optimum proton energies frommetal targets for non-“ideal” pulses is presented. It was found that laser pulses that deviatefrom a perfect, Fourier transform limited (FTL) Gaussian shape can inject protons into theelectron sheath behind the target at the location and instance of largest accelerating fields.Furthermore, an extension to the analytic ion acceleration model by Schreiber et al. [44] wasfound that describes the ion energy evolution with respect to their origin. These results arediscussed in the light of recent experimental results at the DRACO laser-ion acceleration facilityat HZDR.
In a final section, novel avenues for time-resolved probing and diagnostics of the acceler-ation process are explored. Radiation signatures observed in the large-scale simulation cam-paign of the previous section are discussed as promising candidates to gain information aboutthe spatial and spectral conditions of the electron population during the ultrashort interactionwindow with the laser maximum. Particularly the highest energy part of the bremsstrahlungspectrum is created only during this time and new detector developments at HZDR promiseto give insight into this previously inaccessible but most important part of the interaction on asingle-shot basis.Active, optical probing methods cannot penetrate past the surface of solid-density plasmasandmost existingmethods that characterize the particles or radiation emitted from these plas-mas, like electron calorimetry or Kα diagnostics, are still largely time-integrated and indirect. Anew class of pump-probe experiments promises to give a more direct access to the very fastand very small time– and length scales that are vital for the acceleration of ions from solids.These experiments involve ultrashort X-ray pulses of unprecedented brightness produced innovel X-ray free electron laser facilities (XFELs). Using the method of Small-Angle X-ray Scatter-ing (SAXS), it was predicted that the simultaneously high temporal and spatial resolution, thatother plasma diagnostics are falling short of, can now be utilized to deliver new insights intoshort-pulse laser-matter interactions[50]. Unfortunately, the interpretation of the scatteringimages is not straightforward.Therefore, 2D PIC simulations of silicon grating targets are presented that preceded and
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prepared the first direct measurement of plasma expansion on a femtosecond-nanometerscale[G8, G9]. These targets were designed with the intent for a clear scattering signal that ismore accessible to interpretation. Once the surface grating structure is heated by the laser,the scattering signal changes as the sharp grating edges soften. Thanks to the knowledgegained from the simulations, a parametric model (described in extensive detail in the thesisof Rödel [287]) could be built that allows the direct deduction of the plasma gradient fromthe scattering image. In addition to that, an unexpected expansion signature was found thatexplains why a simple one-grating model is not sufficient for all experimental shots, especiallyat later interaction times and one shot could be identified that shows a strong indication thatthe signature was directly measured.
While ultrathin targets are promising to deliver the highest proton energies, their interactiondynamics are often unstable. Thicker targets above the micrometer range are less sensitive tolaser pulse parameters and show smaller shot-to-shot fluctuations which make them bettersuited for reproducible experiments with SAXS. However, effects like the time structure of theprobe pulse, the temporal evolution of the probed structure and absorption processes makepredictions with simple Fourier transforms challenging. Moreover, multiple scattering cannotbe incorporated at all. This section concludes with a proof-of-concept simulation study of theaforementioned grating targets with ParaTAXIS, the PIC-like photon tracing code developed atHZDR. The opportunities and feasibility of such tools are discussed as they were presented inthe context of full start-to-end simulations with simex_platform, the simulation suite of theinternational collaboration of advanced laser light sources, EUCALL[G10–G12, 288–290].

4.1. Application and Validation of Ionization Methods

Reliable modeling of the spatiotemporal electron density evolution is crucial in the pursuit ofanswering the questionwhat the influence of leading laser pulse intensity ramps is on the accel-eration performance from ultrathin foils. Since the intricate laser-particle acceleration dynam-ics in solid-density plasmas are much less understood than in the underdense case, the lattercan be used as a testbed of the additional physics models that are employed in PIC simulationsof the former where experimental validation is all the more challenging. Laser-gas interactionshistorically provide a valuable experimental validation to field ionization models (see section2.3.2). This is due to the laser’s direct interaction with the atoms without virtually any otherinterfering processes. However, for laser-solid interactions the electric field of the UHI laserpenetrates only the surface and exponentially decreases with the target depth. There, fieldionization effects are much more challenging to validate because the important scales shrinkdown to femtseconds and nanometers while collisional effects also start to play an increas-ingly dominant role. To tackle this issue gain more insight into the origin of electrons createdin ionization processes, the author has developed a modular, adaptable ionization frameworkfor the particle-in-cell code PIConGPU.
Rigorous testing on the verification of model functionality and validation of physical correct-ness preceded the two real-life physics applications described in this section. As such, thestudies presented here involve complex dynamics and therefore serve as additional indirectvalidation since the processes heavily rely on ionization physics. They furthermore show thenecessary capabilities that were developed during this thesis to enable the pursuit of the orig-inal thesis goal.
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4.1.1. Field Ionization: Laser-Wakefield Acceleration of Ionization Injected
Electrons

The first successful large-scale simulation study that utilized the advanced ionization frame-work described in chapter 3 was mainly performed by Pausch [62] and aimed at explainingthe extraordinarily stable production of high-charge electron bunches in an LWFA STII setupthat was experimentally demonstrated at HZDR by Couperus et al. [G3]. The basic mechan-ics of electron acceleration from a gas target in the wake of an ultrashort superintense laserpulse have been explained in chapter 2.1.2. Nowadays, novel accelerators operating with theLWFA mechanism can stably produce beam currents at a magnitude of several 1 to10 kiloam-peres[291, 292]. To qualify as sources of free-electron lasers and other novel light sources itis highly desirable to increase these currents by at least a factor of 100. This entails increas-ing the electron bunch charge captured in the plasma cavities from the picocoulomb to thenanocoulomb level. Unfortunately, at such bunch charges, the self-generated field of the accel-erated bunch is strongly modifying the accelerating field, potentially deteriorating the qualityof the electron beam. This effect is called beam-loading[293, 294].

Self-Truncated Ionization-Injection

Couperus et al.[G3] demonstrated the stable operation of a nanocoulomb-class laser wakefieldaccelerator using the technique of self-truncated ionization injection[55, 295, 296]. The mainidea that allows to meet the optimal loading condition while keeping a high beam quality is totake control over the exact location and amount of injected charge within the accelerator. Thisis done by doping the low-Z main constituent of a gas jet target with a high-Z species whoseatoms not only carry many more electrons but show a steep jump in ionization potentialsbetween charge states. The low-Z component acts as the main carrier of the plasma wavewhile in the high-Z component a specific atomic shell is targeted to become the main sourceof electrons that will be accelerated to high energies with a low spread. As the relativisticlaser self-focuses inside the plasma, only at the center of the pulse the intensity surpasses theionization threshold of the chosen shell (typically the K-shell).There are then three main experimental parameters that allow for precise control of whenand how many electrons are injected into the bubble. Those are laser intensity, spatial gas
density profile and the dopant concentration. The first two determine the general accelerationregime, the degree of self-focusing, and the plasma bubble size. The dopant concentrationinfluences the amount of injected charge during the time the conditions for successful injectionare met. By controlling these parameters, electron injection is allowed to happen only in a well-defined interaction region and then stopped (truncated) due to the tailored gas density profile,thus avoiding too much charge inside the bubble which would eventually lead to beam break-up and filamentation.

Ionization Setup for LWFA STII

The experimental campaign conducted at HZDR is described in full detail in [G3, 297]. Thissection focuses on the application of the ionization framework that allowed to perform thissimulation study and clearly distinguish between the plasma background electrons and thenitrogen K-shell electrons that were targeted by the ionization injection mechanism. The con-tribution of the author lies in the implementation of the methods and the ionization setup forthe simulation campaign. In the following, the simulation strategy is presented after which theresults are also reviewed briefly.
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Figure 4.1.: Helium and nitrogen ionization states with their ionization energies Eion and the respective thresholdfields |~Eion| in units of normalized laser amplitude a0. The threshold fields are calculated from the BSImodel following equation 2.15. Originally in [62].

The gas mixture that was used in the experiments at HZDR contained mainly helium andnitrogen which was doped in with between 0.5 % and 3.0 % partial pressure. This low ratioensures that the overall plasma dynamics are solely determined by the helium density and arenot affected by the amount of nitrogen dopant. Table 4.1 shows the complete list of atomictransitions of both gases and their respective ionization energies Eion. In the column on thefar right the corresponding electric field thresholds |~Eion| = E2ion/4Z∗ for abundance of thecharge state were calculated, using the BSI model (see 2.1.4). The helium He I-II as well asnitrogen charge states N I-V (marked in orange) are completely ionized by the laser pre-pulse.Only the nitrogen K-shell electrons require a laser pulse of relativistic strength. An amplitudeof a0 ≥ 2.2 is only reached within the center of the laser spot as it undergoes self-focusing inthe plasma. With the first simulations featuring initially neutral atoms of both atom species itwas confirmed that the lower charge states are really ionized early on the rising flank of thelaser pulse. Since it was found that the ionization dynamics of these states do not influencethe plasma dynamics during the interaction with the main pulse maximum both atoms cansafely be assumed as pre-ionized. This allowed to combine the electrons from these statesinto a single macro-electron species which reduced the overall number of particles and freedcomputational resources. These resources were then employed to increase the transversesize of the simulation box and model a more sophisticated laser structure, better matchingthe measured profile in the real laser pulse. Both species’ atomic nuclei barely contribute tothe plasma dynamics in the laser blow-out region due to their high mass. For all relevant in-teraction times, the helium atom is fully ionized and its nucleus can thus be entirely neglectedfrom the simulation. The solution of Maxwell’s equations automatically creates stationary mir-ror charges complementing the electrons that are placed on startup. Of prime importanceis now that PIConGPU was configured to produce a separate species of electrons during theionization of the nitrogen K-shells. These electrons behave physically in the same way as theplasma background electrons but remain clearly distinguishable within the simulation and con-veniently produce synthetic diagnostics output separately.In addition to this, three different ionization models and their combinations were tested fortheir influence on the dynamics to ensure that the results are robust against the choice ofmodel.The Keldysh[78] and ADK[298] model both describe ionization in the tunneling regime (com-pare 2.2) while the BSImodel treats the regimewhere the field strength completely suppressesthe atomic potential barrier and frees the electron classically. Currently, most ionization mod-els that qualify for PIC do not cover both regimes sufficiently well[G5, G6]. Thus, a combination
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(a) Ionization dynamics from a LWFA STII simulation with com-bined ADK and BSI model. Upper panel Number of all newlycreated K-shell electrons versus the ones meeting the rightconditions to be accelerated inside the high-energy electronbunch. Lower panel Electron charge density at their pointof creation with respect to longitudinal position along theplasma channel and distance from the beam axis (normalizedthe finite ring volume of 2πrΔr). The upper half shows all K-shell electrons while the lower half just shows the electronsin the accelerated bunch. For chosen time steps, markers de-note the radial extent of the electric field where it exceeds theBSI threshold of +: N7+ and x: N8+ (r = 0 means nowhere).

(b) Upper panel Nitrogen macro-electron num-ber within the moving simulation box in threePIConGPU simulation runs of the LWFA STIIsetup that only differ in the choice of ionizationmodel: ADK, BSI, and Keldysh. Lower panel Finalelectron spectra.

Figure 4.2.: Ionization dynamics in the LWFA STII configuration, with varying ionization models.

of the ADK and the BSI model were employed first to cover the ionization dynamics as best aspossible. Figure 4.2a shows results from this simulation. The upper panel shows the numberof newly created nitrogen K-shell electrons, whose dynamics were tracked1 from the pointsof their creation throughout the rest of the simulation. It becomes apparent that of all K-shellelectrons that are created (blue line) in the focal region of the laser, only a limited number fulfillthe trapping condition for the LWFA process and end up in the accelerated electron bunch (or-ange line). Therefore, one can see very clearly the self-truncation of the injection mechanismas the number of injected electrons stops at a distance of z = 1.2 mm. In the lower panel,a 2D histogram is shown that depicts the charge density of newly created electrons versusthe position along the beam propagation axis and the respective radial distance away fromit. In the upper half, again all electrons are shown while in the lower half only the electronswere counted that ended up in the accelerated bunch. With this filtering and a comparison tothe local electric field at a few chosen time steps (see + and x markers), an otherwise hiddensub-structure in the ionization and trapping dynamics becomes apparent. It emphasizes tworegions of high charge density originating from the two ionization levels of the nitrogen K-shellon a background of electrons produced during tunneling at lower intensities. Within these re-gions, smaller lobes appear where the conditions of electron momenta and in-bubble positionare just right to be trapped and accelerated with the bunch.Additionally, each ionization model was also run by itself and figure 4.2b compares theamount of nitrogen electron macroparticles produced in three otherwise identical PIConGPU
1A subset of particles that were issued an ID upon creation for more detailed information on single-particle tra-jectories.
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simulation runs. In the run with the Keldysh model, significantly less electrons were producedwhich did not result in the acceleration of awell-formed quasi-monoenergetic bunch but rathera broad distribution of energies. Both the bunch-shape, injected charge and peak electron en-ergy measured in the experimental campaign these simulations supported were representedmuch better with either just the ADK or BSI model. Only the shape of the electron energyspectrum was smoother in the setup that used the ADK model due to its probabilistic na-ture. The BSI model, however, is computationally much less demanding since only a thresholdfield strength is considered for the ionization process. While it is generally possible that theexact spatial and temporal ionization dynamics influence the acceleration process’s outcomeeven more significantly, the BSI threshold model was sufficiently accurate in the simulated STIIscenario. This, in turn, allowed for simplifications in the modeling that freed more resources,which could be employed to widen the parameter scan to include other parameters like thelaser focus position.
Results

Experimentally, the new STII scheme was demonstrated to have a very high shot-to-shot re-producibility and to yield electron beams with several 100 pC of charge at simultaneously lowenergy spread. Together with the PIC simulations it could be confirmed that focusing the lasertowards the end of the gas jet led to a long interaction phase during which the laser pulse wasfocused to a spot size smaller than the vacuum spot would have been. This self-focusing in-creased the a0 and upon surpassing the nitrogen K-shell ionization threshold, injection ensuedand continued for about 1 mm while the pulse underwent self-guiding in the plasma. The elec-tron injection was not only delayed but also prematurely terminated by the rapid decrease ingas density due to the tailored laser profile, causing the pulse to defocus and the bubble size toincrease. Careful optimization of the focus position and gas profile resulted in the precise con-trol over the charge of electron bunch and the possibility to optimize it towards the theoreticallimit[293]. Despite 1.5 years of simulations with varying parameters, an exact match for the ex-perimental results could never be reached. This was due to an oversight in the focus positionmeasurement where the defocusing effect of a damping filter led to a later focus than in theactual experiment where the filter was not used. However, the extended simulation campaignprovided much insight into non-linear laser focusing in plasmas. The disagreement between

Figure 4.3.: Electron energy evolution for laser pulses with higher spatial Gauss-Laguerre modes (left) and a Gauss-only mode (right). In the upper panels, the electron energy is depicted while the lower panel showsthe laser electric field Ex (red line) versus the propagation distance (eqivalent to time). The dashed graylines illustrate the ionization threshold for the transition of N5+ to N6+. The black arrow points to thestart of injection which coincides with the time the nitrogen K-shell is ionized. Originally in [62].
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experiment and simulation led to more careful laser modeling and the newly implemented
Gauss-Laguerre profiles showed a much earlier focusing of the pulse inside the plasma. Hence,injection was observed at a much earlier time and since the bubble shape was similar, theacceleration gradient was left unchanged. As a result, the final energy of the electron bunchwas higher than in the Gauss-only case. The direct relation between focus position inside theplasma and final energy, as well as the initial misconception of the experimental measurement,revealed the increased need for a reliable focus diagnostic that could facilitate the comparisonbetween simulation and experiment. Such a diagnostic was developed by Pausch [62] from aunique radiation signature of the plasma electrons.

(a) Electron density slice through the bubble in an LWFASTII simulation near the end of the accelerator. Areasshaded in green mark the nitrogen K-shell electronswhile the plasma background consisting mostly of he-lium electrons is marked in violet and red. Towardsthe left end of the bubble, background electrons haveentered via the downramp injection mechanism whilethewakefield structure is leaving the gas jet and plasmadensity decreases. Originally in [297].

(b) Electron histograms of selected simulations (a–d) withincreasing bunch charge. Green- and purple-shaded ar-
eas are the contribution of nitrogen K-shell electrons.
Orange areasmark the (mostly) helium and (vanishinglyfew) nitrogen L-shell background electrons, respectively.Originally in [62].

With about 5 days per full simulation, it becomes apparent that the virtual experiment isbecoming already as much of an effort in execution as well as analysis, since the amount ofdata from a single 3D LWFA STII run on a university cluster easily exceeds 10s of GigaBytes.Each of the solid-density simulation runs described in section 4.2 created 10s of TeraBytesinstead, showing that it is all the more vital to increase the number of in-situ methods thatallow on-the-fly analysis for explorative simulations.
4.1.2. Collisional Ionization: Structural Changes in Laser-Heated Colloidal

Crystals

In a collaboration with the Coherent X-Ray Scattering and Imaging Group2 of the Deutsches

Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) the author contributed to the simulation modeling and interpre-tation of a pump-probe experiment performed at LCLS at SLAC[299] by providing simulationsetup and support. In the experiment, colloidal crystal samples were pumped by an infraredlaser (λL = 800 nm, IL ∼ 1014 W cm–2) and after a delay of up to 1000 ps the created plasmawas probed by X-ray pulses (photon energy Eph = 8 keV) to deduce structural changes fromthe temporal evolution of the Bragg scattering signal. The experimental methodology of theexperiment (schematic setup in Fig. 4.5) performed by Mukharamova et al. was published in[300]. The subsequent analysis of the experimental results, supported by the aforementionedsimulation work can be found in [G4]. During this campaign, the author extended the freshly
2https://photon-science.desy.de/research/research_teams/x_ray_crystallography_and_imaging/
research_areas/coherent_x_ray_scattering_and_imaging/index_eng.html
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implemented Thomas-Fermi collisional ionization model to counteract unphysical model arti-facts that obstructed the success of this study.

Figure 4.5.: Top: Schematic view of the IR-pump-X-ray-probe setup used to study the structural changes of thepolystyrene sample. Selected scattering images for different pump-probe delays τ stacked on the right.
Bottom left: Representation of the colloidal crystal sample used for 3D simulations with PIConGPU(laser direction here from top to bottom). Middle panels b) – d): Three-stage model developed withresults from the combined PIConGPU + HELIOS simulation study. Adapted from [G4].

Target and Ionization Setup

To explore the dynamics of the IR-pumped colloidal polystyrene (mass density ρPS =1.05 g cm–3), a combined simulation study was performed. The 3D particle-in-cell codePIConGPU (see 3.1) was employed for the direct, short timescale (≤ 1 ps), laser-matter inter-action. The longer evolution (≤ 1000 ps) of the created plasma was modeled using the 1Dradiation MHD code HELIOS-CR[301].The target material consisted of closely-packed spheres (diameter: 163 nm of polystyrene(C8H8)n which is an electrical insulator and translucent for optical light. PIConGPU simulationswere performed at the Hypnos supercomputer at HZDR. Given the structure of the target(see Fig. 4.5 bottom left 3D illustration) a reduction of dimensionality to 2D was inadequateas it would have imposed a cylindrical symmetric on the colloidal crystals. Given that 3D PICsimulations are computationally costly, the simulation volume had to be reduced to a smallregion inside the laser focus with the longest edge along the laser propagation direction. Sucha quasi-1D setup allowed for the simplification to a plane-wave laser and periodic simulationbox boundaries since the lateral size of the box was small compared to the focal spot size.When modeling a target material for high-power laser matter interaction, the effect of theintensity ramp leading to the main pulse is usually modeled by pre-plasma and pre-ionization
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of the target. Initially free electrons are also a good approximation for the electron gas inmetals. For the comparably low intensity of the laser in this experiment and the polystyrenetarget, pre-ionization was not a suitable initial condition.

(a) Keldysh parameter vs laser intensity (i) for differentground state ionization potentials of hydrogen (EH) andcarbon (E1 – E4). Temporal (ii) and spatial (iii)laser in-tensity profiles in the PIConGPU simulations (I1 – I3).Dashed lines represent the appearance intensities forselected lower charge states. The red arrow marks thebeginning of the simulation. Originally in supplemen-tary material of [G4].

(b) Thomas-Fermi average charge state prediction follow-ing [90] for hydrogen and carbon atoms. Regions ofquestionable physical correctness exist for low densi-ties and cold target conditions, which are addressedby cutoffs that are discussed in this chapter.
Figure 4.6.: Ionization prediction of atomic species in polystyrene.

Ionization in the particle-in-cell simulations was treated in two ways: a combined ADK (Eq.2.14) and BSI (Eq. 2.15) model for field ionization and the Thomas-Fermi (TF, see Eq. 2.19)model for collisional ionization. Three different peak intensities I1, I2 and I3 on the order of1014 W cm–2 were used for the simulations. Figure 4.6a shows the Keldysh parameter γK =
ω
√2E/I (in atomic units) for these intensities and the lowest carbon and hydrogen charge statesof ionization energy E. It can be seen that for most of the laser duration γK is smaller than 1and using models from the quasi-static ionization regime is justified. Comparing the appear-ance intensities (see 2.1.4) of these charge states against the intensity envelope shows thatonly charge states up to C2+ and H+ were expected to be saturated. It is important to start sim-ulating the laser pulse already at intensities before it reaches a level where it becomes largeenough to ionize the lowest bound states. This ensures more natural ionization and electronmotion dynamics and avoids that a quick succession of ionization processes creates a sharpelectron density boundary at which the laser is reflected in an unphysical way.
As figure 4.6b illustrates, the Thomas-Fermi prediction of the initial charge states of bothHydrogen and Carbon at plastic density and room temperature (even at 0 K) are non-zero.Double-checking with the atomic population kinetics tool FLYCHK[184, 185] yielded the sameprediction since themolecular structure of polystyrene is not represented in either. This is justone of the cases where the applicability of the Thomas-Fermi model is questionable. Bettermodels like e.g. direct impact ionization (see section 2.3.2) exist but many codes still rely on theThomas-Fermi implementation for its simplicity and general performance. In the specific caseof PIConGPU, more advanced models require finding actual collision partners between thesimulated particles which severely challenges the scalability and compute speed of the codethat is one of its key features. Development regarding these methods is currently ongoing atHZDR.
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Results

First simulations without any TF adjustments showed that plasma was already present at thestart of the simulation with charge states of H+ and C2+. Therefore, the target was immediatelyovercritical to the relatively moderate intensities of the laser pulse. Heating of the target didnot occur in a physical way which affected the later expansion of the target that did not agreewith the measured data.The shortcomings of the Thomas-Fermi model are known within the literature but theirtreatment for more physical results is a rich source of discussion[284–286, 302, 303]. Withinthe scope of this thesis, three distinct, user-configurable thresholds were implemented inPIConGPU to counteract the unphysical behavior in regions where the model is not applicable.
1. A low-temperature cutoff ensures that below a certain free electron average energy

T lowcutoff no collisional ionization is enforced.
2. A low-density cutoff nlowcutoff is motivated by an average charge state 〈Z∗〉 increase thatfollows from the model upon decrease of the ion density at electron temperatures ofalready 10 eV. This is unphysical behavior since a lower ion density results in both lessoverlap of the ion spheres and less likely electron ion collisions.
3. A high-energy cutoff T

highcutoff was introduced to exclude super-thermal electrons that arecommonly produced within the 2ωL-bunches by laser pulses of a0 > 1. These electronshave a much lower interaction time and cross section and move ballistically through thetarget.
These three thresholds were successfully implemented and employed for the PIConGPU sim-ulations of the laser-colloidal crystal interaction. The value of T lowcutoff = 1 eV was chosen toleave the first ionization levels to field ionization processes at the target surface and only allowcollisional ionization once free electrons of significant average energy (that is still below thelowest ground state binding energy value) are present. The density threshold was set to 1 ncbelow which the ionization is dominated by the high-power laser that can directly penetrate
the target. Finally, Thighcutoff was set to 50 keV as is also discussed in [284].

Average charge state 〈Z∗〉 from PIConGPU simulationswith the three different laser intensities I1 – I3 for 80 fs (a–c) and 1000 fs (d–f). Laser propagation direction is fromtop to bottom. Originally in [G4].
Figure 4.7.: PIConGPU simulations of the colloidal crystals being pumped by the IR laser.

After the maximum simulation time of 1000 fs the charge state distribution, ion densityand electron energy density were transversely averaged and extracted. From the latter, theelectron temperature for polystyrene was determined using PROPACEOS (PRism OPACity andEquation Of State code)[301] and SESAME[304] data tables. The temperature was then used
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as an input for the HELIOS-CR hydrodynamic code that simulated the long-term evolution ofthe plasma. This combined simulation was compared to two sets of HELIOS-only simulationswhere 44 meV, the melting temperature of polystyrene, was chosen as the initial condition. Inone of the two sets, the initial 1D mass density was chosen to be the transverse average of theunperturbed colloidal crystals and in the other set homogeneous polystyrene was assumed.As the main result of these sets of simulations a three-stage model, depicted in the middlepanel of Fig. 4.5, was proposed. The Bragg peak analysis of the experiment described in [300]resulted in two distinct time scales. At first, on a short scale of ∼ 5 ps the Bragg peak scatter-ing signal decreased sharply and the radial and azimuthal width increased significantly. On asecond longer timescale of ∼ 300 ps the signal decrease and peak width increase had sloweddown. In the proposed model, the IR laser first (T1 < 1 ps) creates a hot, dense plasma in thesurface layer of the colloidal crystal which then propagates downstream. Since the highly ion-ized layer width only measures a few 10 nm and themoderate laser pressure at∼ 1014 W cm–2
is not strong enough to dent in the surface, the scattering signal from the structure would notchange noticeably at first. Upon the thermalization of ions and electrons after the direct laserirradiation, hydrodynamics dominate the ensuing evolution of the target. The highest temper-atures and highest pressures, exceeding 100 GPa, are still at the target front where the plasmais ablated into vacuum. However, there is also a lower pressure shock front that alreadymovesinto the target. During T2 ∼ 5 ps the high pressure front quickly ablates the target further andcauses the quick drop in scattering signal. It moves along the beam propagation axis until itcatches up with the lower pressure shock front and increases its speed. At this point in timethe energy of the shock has already been depleted such that the disruption of the colloidalcrystal structure is not as severe, anymore. For T3 ∼ 300 ps the shock keeps on propagatingand exponentially loses energy until it cannot surpass the resistance of the bulk material anylonger and is reflected. With higher laser intensities the ionization degree, plasma tempera-tures and pressures increase. This results in more ablation, longer shock wave propagationand greater stopping distance. The shock propagation speed and maximum mass propaga-tion speed were found to be on the order of 5 km s–1 and 2 km s–1 and the resulting changesin the projected scattering signal are in good agreement in both simulation and experiment.
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4.2. Explorative Simulations of Enhanced Ion Acceleration from
Ultrathin Foils with Optimized, Realistic Laser Pulses

Figure 4.8.: Volumetric rendering of electron density (in arbitrary units) from a Gaussian laser pulse of a0 = 63.25interacting with a 32 nm copper foil with rear-side organic contaminant at t = 30 fs after the lasermaximum arrived at the target front surface. Additional parameters the campaign surrounding thissimulation encompassed are summarized in Tabs. 4.1, and 4.2.
This section contains themain results of this thesis on the influence of leading edge intensityramps of the UHI laser pulse on the acceleration of ions from ultrathin foils. These were ob-tained in a large-scale simulation campaign on the Swiss supercomputer Piz Daint hosted byCSCS. These simulations were enabled by the highly scalable numerical and I/O methods de-scribed in chapter 3, the extension of PIConGPU to solid-density plasmas with collisional ioniza-tion that also lead to the results described in the previous section and, of course, preparatorywork and support from the maintainers of PIConGPU at HZDR.
Starting with a brief reminder why the contrast dynamics of the last picosecond are espe-cially interesting for laser ion acceleration, the simulated targets are described and the cam-paign parameters are presented. The general influence of the intensity ramps is discussed fordifferent target materials and the results of preliminary simulations in 2D are shown. Duringthe main campaign, plastic targets behaved rather like expected whereas especially metal tar-gets showed an unexpected increase of proton energies by 50 % due to injection dynamicsthat transport protons from the target front side to the point and time of highest acceleratingfields in the rear-side sheaths. This mechanism is extensively explained and supported withsynthetic diagnostic output of PIConGPU. The well-known maximum energy scaling model ofSchreiber et al. [44] is then adapted to better represent proton energies with respect to theirpoint of origin in the sheath. Recent experimental results obtained at the DRACO laser at HZDR
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are also discussed in the light of the results obtained in this study and conclusions are drawnabout how to proceed with this new understanding of the last picosecond intensity ramp.

4.2.1. Motivation

In laser-ion acceleration from foil targets, already the earliest models have shown that thehighest overall ion energies are to be expected from especially thin targets. Priorly in 2.2.1, itwas motivated that the compromise between the number of directly accelerated electrons atthe front and the rear-side sheath geometry strongly indicates that this optimum emerges fortarget thicknesses close to the skin depth Ls or low multiples of it.Thanks to recent advances in plasma mirror PM technology[305–307], it has become fea-sible to shoot such targets without destroying them long before the main pulse maximumarrives. Employing a single plasma mirror typically improves the laser contrast by 1 to2 ordersof magnitude[138]. As laser development in recent years has inexorably pushed the maxi-mum laser intensities past their previous limits, the nanometer-scale targets are suspectedto become sensitive to other features of the temporal laser contrast. Even with the deliber-ate elimination of defined nano- and picosecond prepulses, a characteristic temporal contrastshape remains which originates in spatiotemporal couplings along the full laser– and amplifierchain and is partly permitted onto the target despite PM operation. For nanometer scale tar-gets, the last picosecond intensity ramp conceivably gains significant importance towards theoverall acceleration performance as the leading ramp that already surpassed the ionizationthreshold is expected to shape the target pre-plasma conditions for the main pulse arrival. Sofar, the influence of this part of the laser on the whole acceleration process has never beensystematically studied before in the regime of 10 J-class PW short-pulse laser-solid interactions.Widely used are initial conditions for particle-in-cell simulations of the main pulse interac-tion, that approximate the history of the nanosecond and picosecond laser-target interactionby setting an initial temperature– (Te,0), and a pre-plasma (sometimes also post-plasma) den-sity distribution often characterized by one or two pre-plasma scale-lengths.While the regionof validity for PIC-simulations lies in the 100s of femtoseconds around the main peak maxi-mum (2.3.1), the detailed example in 3.2.1 clearly shows the computational cost involved witha 3D or even 2D laser-solid simulation that fully resolves the plasma dynamics. Initial tempera-tures and pre-plasma scalelengths can be obtained from, e.g. MHD simulations or laboratorymeasurements. However, the regime of 1016 to1018 W cm–2 is questionable to treat with ei-ther MHD or PIC due to the increased importance of collisional effects while at the same timenon-local transport mechanisms are already at play. For solid targets and these intensities thelocal equilibrium and local transport assumptions of hydrodynamic simulations do not hold. Atthe same time, this regime belongs to the field of warm dense matter where a multitude of colli-sional and atomic effects are occurring which are not inherently covered by the particle-in-cellmethod. Therefore, the accuracy of initial assumptions about plasma temperature and den-sity close to the pulse maximum in PIC-simulations remains problematic, but is often largelyinaccessible by any other means.In section 2.2.2, the known influences the temporal laser pulse shape can have on ion accel-eration performance were already briefly reviewed. It became apparent that the rather steeplyincreasing intensity ramp on the last picosecond prior to the arrival of the pulse maximum isstill poorly explored; experimentally – due to the lack of precise control and knowledge overthe real laser contrast at full intensity, and in simulation – due to the increased time-to-solutionat already immensely expensive computational demand. Existing 2D simulation work reflectsthe whole parameter space only sparsely and suggests contradicting trends[40, 42]. Therefore,the author performed the first ever large-scale, fully 3D simulation campaign that includes con-
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trast features of the last picosecond of laser-solid interaction into the full laser-ion accelerationprocess.

4.2.2. Last Picosecond Intensity Ramp

To study the influence of the intensity ramp of the laser pulse on the last picosecond beforethe intensity maximum arrives at the cold target front surface position (from now trel = 0), therelevant intensity scales and commonly occurring ramp shapes had to be identified. Contrastmeasurements at the DRACO short-pulse laser system[G1] in 2016 revealed two characteristicramp regions. Figure 4.9 displays idealizations of a variety of ramp shapes that were observed.Typically, the shortest UHI pulses are ideally created from a laser spectrum with a flat phase.

Figure 4.9.: Idealized pulse shapes for preliminary 2D simulations preceding the 3D large-scale campaign on PizDaint. The study combined intensity ramp segments in two stages with 3 contrast values each and inall permutations. At trel = –1000 fs the curves start at a contrast of I/I0 = 10–16,10–8and10–6. All meet at10–4 at –300 fs and continue to contrast levels of I/I0 = 10–4,10–3and10–2 where they merge into an FTLGaussian main pulse with 30 fs FWHM. For the large-scale 3D simulations only the second stage wasused in an updated variant (See Fig. 4.10b).
This means a top-hat-like distribution of the phase φ with respect to each spectral component
ω within the measurable window. The resulting temporal shape (i.e. the Fourier transform)of such a distribution has distinct pre– and post-pulses. However, since the decisive quantityfor plasma heating and the following acceleration is the energy flux on average, and to notintroduce additional features into the studies of the ramp, these pulses have been replacedby plain exponential functions. Modifications of the spectral phase terms, namely GVD andTOD, with Acousto-Optic Programmable Dispersive Filters (AOPDF change the laser contrastshape and average energy flux by introducing chirp and asymmetries. Modifying GVD and TODnumerically on an idealized spectrum shows that the distinct pulses can also be suppressedon either the rising or falling ramp of the pulse while making them more pronounced on theother side. It is important to note that these simple manipulations do not directly translate tothe temporal pulse evolution in laboratory experiments where the phase term changes arecoupled, may have higher-order effects and be subject to change throughout the rest of the
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laser chain. Determining the exact pulse shape in the focal plane of a fully amplified UHI laserpulse remains a highly difficult undertaking to this day.

(a) Examples of measured intensity contrasts of selected,consecutive shots at the DRACO laser[G1] using theSRSI-ETE technique[308]. The dashed blue line marksan ideal 30 fs FWHM Gaussian. With changes to the2nd and 3rd order phase terms, GVD and TOD, appliedvia Acousto-Optic Programmable Dispersive Filters(AOPDF, here Mazzler and Dazzler from Fastlite[309])the temporal evolution of the laser pulse can beshaped. The broadening of the peak is introduced bothby the changes to the TOD, which can partly be cor-rected for with careful GVD adjustments, as well as thephase reconstruction from the SRSI-ETE measurementwhich had a temporal resolution of Δtres = 50 fs.

(b) Temporal pulse shapes used for the simulations inthis study. Identified from commonly occurring inten-sity ramps, they were simplified and used as input forPIConGPU. The different pulse shapes reach relativis-tic intensities at different points in time: –51.82 fs (PC),–53.20 fs (R5), –60.76 fs (R4) and –159.52 fs (R3). Theamount of energy, calculated from the intensity enve-lope, that the ramps add to the 28.17 J main pulse are0.04 J (R5), 0.17 J (R4), and 0.77 J (R3), respectively. Sincethe pulse broadening in Fig. 4.10a is likely exaggerateddue to the relatively low temporal resolution of the re-construction, the main pulse is still modeled as a 30 fsGaussian. Evidence for better compression in reality isgiven with the SPIDER measurements (Δtres = 5 fs) in[10].
Figure 4.10.: Last picosecond intensity contrast for 3D simulations on Piz Daint.

In the results of the 2D pre-runs (see Sec. 4.2.4) it became apparent that the first 700 fsof the contrast curves shown in Fig. 4.9 were much less significant than the next 300 fs. Af-ter a scheduled maintenance on the DRACO laser where degraded optical components wereexchanged and the total laser energy output saw an increase of almost 100 % new contrastmeasurements with SRSI-ETE technique[308] directly before the last off-axis parabolic mirror(OAP) led to the updated intensity ramps shown in figure 4.10.
Three different temporal contrast settings in addition to the purely Gaussian pulse wereinvestigated. Figure 4.10b illustrates the simulated settings that all share the same Gaussianmain pulse but the three settings of imperfect contrast feature an intensity ramp starting at

trel = –300 fs. Each intensity ramp exponentially interpolates between the starting contrast of10–5 and the contrast levels 10–5, 10–4 and 10–3. For the remainder of this manuscript, the fol-lowing shorthands will be used for the laser pulse settings from best (no ramp, Gaussian pulse)contrast to most energetic ramp case: PC, R5, R4, and R3. The main pulse is τL = 30 fs long,has a wL = 3µm spot size (both intensity FWHM), at the central wavelength of λL = 800 nm.The a0 was varied between 20, 36.5 and 63.25 which also covers the (ideal) range of laser in-tensities delivered by the two arms of the DRACO laser that offer 100 TW and 1 PW operation.As such, the results obtained in this simulation campaign describe the physics occurring with3 J and 30 J class short-pulse laser systems. Although characteristic representatives of consec-utive shots with TOD changes were chosen for Fig. 4.10a, the exact shape of the real intensityramps underlies a strong shot-to-shot fluctuation.
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4.2.3. Foil Target Setup

Figure 4.11.: Schematic representation of target types. Left: copper foil with only rear-side contaminant. Middle:copper foil with organic contaminant on both sides. Right: “mixed” target like the LCT

Parameter Copper LCT Formvar

Composition Cu + organiccontaminant (CnH2n)x 8CB – (C21H25N)x Polyvinyl (formal +alcohol + acetate)
Total ne (nc) 1414 192 229
Laser a0 20, 63.25 63.25 36.5
Target thickness
d (nm) 8 to301 10 to221 (736) 37 to309 (617)

Table 4.1.: Physical properties for the three different target setups that were run in the PRACE campaign at Piz Daint.Themajority of simulations focused on the the copper targets where the beneficial effect of section 4.2.5was observed. The liquid crystal targets (LCT) as well as the Formvar foils have already been successfullyused in experiments performed at HZDR (see e.g. [124]). Target thicknesses in parentheses did notrun to completion and only results from early times are available (see 3.2.2 for discussion of simulationstability at extreme scales). Reduced data and selected raw data was archived on the HZDR tape storagewith IDs listed in Tabs. C.1 and C.2 of the appendix.

Copper Targets Figure 4.11 shows the general simulation setup of the simulations performedon Piz Daint. The laser pulses are incident under θL = 0° and irradiate metal and hydrocarbonfoils of varying thickness d. Table 4.1 shows an overview of the physical parameters that wereinvestigated with the three target types, copper, Formvar and LCT. The considerations in 3.2.1showed that a reduction in simulation size and resolution had to be made to fit the problemto the Piz Daint supercomputer. Since the optimum target thickness dopt for maximum protonenergies was expected to be on the order of the skin depth Ls, only ultrathin, submicron foilswere simulated.
At a drive laser wavelength of 800 nm, Copper has a total electron density of ne = 1414 ncand was chosen to represent high-Z metal targets. With its heavy ions and high density it wasexpected to withstand the early radiation pressure and also reach relativistic transparency onlyvery late in the interaction, if at all. As is illustrated in 4.11, even a single-element metal foil is inreality a compound target where the copper serves as themain source of electrons and carrierof the proton source layers. For the organic contaminant a CH-compound similar to Paraffinswas configured. The latter have a mass density of 0.88 to0.92 g cm–3 at room temperature,which is close to the density of liquid water. In many organic compounds, like e.g. alkanes(CnH2n+2), hydrogen is about twice as abundant as carbon atoms. With the following simple
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calculation
nions,cont = 3n(C) = ρcont

McontNA = 0.9 g cm–3
(12 + 2)g mol–1 · 6.022 · 1023 mol–1 = 22.22 nc (4.1)

=⇒ n(C) = 7.41 nc, n(H) = 14.82 nc (4.2)
The final electron density for the contaminant upon full ionization is then 6 · n(C) + 1 · n(H) =59.28 nc. TPS traces in experiments hint at the presence of oxygen in the contaminant (e.g.from water) but was neglected due to its similarity in charge-to-mass ratio and ionization dy-namics compared to carbon.A recent work by Sommer et al. [310] substantiates the findings of previous authors[311,312] that the hydro-carbon contaminant layer only measures very few nanometers. Whennow the thickness dtransp is considered upon which the target turns transparent (see 2.2.1) itbecomes apparent that dtransp as well as the proton source layer are on the same order ofmagnitude. Using the relation dtransp = λLa0nc/πne, the copper target is predicted to becometransparent at 3.60 nm (11.39 nm) for a laser a0 of 20 (63.25). If the critical electron density ncis replaced by the relativistic critical density γenc and the electron energy scaling of Kluge et al.[74] (Eq. 2.9), γe,hot = Thote = π2K(–a20) – 1, is employed, dtransp becomes 25.93 nm (205.03 nm),
respectively. Since the interaction is mainly in the TNSA regime, the accelerated protons areexpected to originate in the rear-side contaminant but with decreasing foil thickness the 3 nmthin contaminant might increasingly influence the overall plasma dynamics.In reality however, it is unclear if the nanosecond ASE, the picosecond pedestal or distinctpre-pulses already ablate the laser-facing contaminant layer before it can contribute to themain interaction. Therefore, two scenarios were extensively tested: one with and one withoutthe front-side hydro-carbon layer. Later on, the front-side and rear-side originating protonswere configured to be in two separate ion species. This allowed for separate in-situ diagnosticoutputs and an immediate way to account the proton dynamics to their point of origin. Asdescribed in 3.1, using this technique sacrifices more GPU memory and with that, possiblyendangers simulation stability. Hence, the separation in Hfront and Hrear was only used in thelatest simulations to exactly pinpoint the physical dynamics around the optimum observedtarget thickness dopt.Ultrathin copper nanofoils are also in reach of recent material science production capa-bilities[313]. Furthermore, past experience with SAXS and resonant SAXS, where the X-rayphoton energy of LCLS was tuned to an inner-atomic transition, in recent pump-probe experi-ments[G13] make them a promising candidate for future studies concerning their heating andproton-acceleration performance.
Hydrocarbon Targets In addition to copper, two lower density targets were simulated tostudy the behavior of materials that likely become transparent earlier and are homogeneouslyabundant in hydrogen. The first is the liquid crystal 4-octyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl (also called 8CB)which is a material that has performed very well in the past as both a renewable plasma mir-ror[306] as well as a a target for laser-ion acceleration[124, 314]. The liquid crystal target (LCT)molecules are composed of chains represented by the chemical formula (C21H25N)x. Upon fullionization, the target has a density of 192 nc which is about one seventh of the copper den-sity. It offers a solution to one of the major challenges in laser-ion acceleration, i.e. achievinga high repetition rate of shots as is required by some of the future applications. The materialcan be dispensed from a valve and drawn out as a thin film across an aperture by a movableknife-edge or wiper. By adjusting the flow and wiper speed as well as material temperature, aprecise and repeatable selection of film thickness is possible which allows for the adjustmentof the target in the vacuum chamber without breaking the vacuum first.
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Secondly, a plastic target was simulated in the interaction with a 10 J laser pulse. The mate-rial with 229 nc is made up of Formvar, a composition of three organic substances: polyvinylformal (PV1), polyvinyl alcohol (PV2) and polyvinyl acetate (PV3). Their relative molecule abun-dances are (PV1|PV2|PV3) = (412|63|113). From this results an average atomic content of(H|C|O) = (7.19|4.49|1.89) permolecule andnumber density ratios of (14.59 %|9.11 %|3.84 %)with respect to total electron density.In contrast to the LCT above, the handling of such film targets requires no intricate targetapparatus and the production process is cheap and fast[315]. While they lack the repetitionrate of LCT, they have become a regularly used target in laser ion experiments at HZDR, es-pecially in studies aiming to obtain the optimum temporal pulse shape by variation of second(GVD) and third order dispersion (TOD)[10]. As such, full 3D PIC simulations for all of the abovethree target types have very active relevance for ongoing research in laser-ion acceleration.

Technical realization of the setup Table 4.2 displays the extensive technical details of thesimulation campaign. Of the 5704 compute nodes with each a single NVIDIA Testa P100 GPUavailable on Piz Daint only about half was available for use at the same time in one job. Thiscut the possible simulation volume for distribution to the compute resources in half.As was described in detail in 3.2.2, foil targets are unfavorable in terms of simulation load bal-ancing and especially with several thousand nodes, the risk of crashes is high. In the followingthe considerations for domain decomposition of the 3D volume are presented on the exam-ple of the copper target cases. All the particles are located on a very thin plane compared tothe rest of the simulation volume and initially, the compute problem is field-dominated. As thelaser pulse starts to ionize the foil, moremacro-particles are produced and the load imbalanceincreases.As per traditional convention in PIConGPU, the laser propagates along the y-axis and tar-get foil extends in an x – z-plane. With the amount of available total GPU memory of 2400 ×16 GB = 38 400 GB, a simulation volume of (10× 11× 10) µm was chosen as a compromisebetween available ion acceleration distance and transverse space for resolving the laser spotof w0 = 3µm without running the risk of possible boundary effects. To lower the load for theGPUs that carry the target initially, it is placed near a GPU layer boundary. Furthermore, thesimulation domain is decomposed as such, that as many GPUs as possible hold the initial tar-get. In the beginning, a full “spaghetti”-setupwas considered (meaning, each GPU extends alongthe full y-direction. Unfortunately, the surface-to-volume ratio grows for such a distribution andincreasing amounts of device-memory are contributed only to communication purposes be-tween the GPUs. This would have reduced the possible physical simulation volume. Since thelaser-heated plasma expands mostly along the target normal directions, in first order approx-imation, the number of particles per transverse patch should stay constant. A division of thelaser propagation and primary target expansion direction into three GPU layers was selected.When looking at the combined memory requirements of particles and cells in tab. 4.2, thelargest setup would only require about 20 % of the available memory. However, that numberis still misleading due to amuch heavier load close to the initial target and also due to the issueof memory being reserved for a full frame per species and supercell whenever a new species ofparticles enters a supercell (see Section 3.1.1). So as particles begin to spread heavily throughthe simulation volume, the GPUmemory is being used up in a way that is challenging to plan forbut the most critical regions are still the ones being handled by the GPUs in the ellipse aroundthe laser propagation axis where plasma accumulates due to ponderomotive displacementand radiation pressure.For these reasons, the simulations of the overall thickest targets of micrometer scale (com-parewith values in parenthesis in tab. 4.1) could not run to completion and crashed in-between.
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Parameter Copper LCT Formvar

Box size (µm) (10× 11× 10) (10× 10× 10) (10× 20× 10)
Cell size (cubic, nm) 2.667 2.667 4.402
No. of cells (x|y|z) (3840|4272|3840) (3840|3744|3840) (2400|4544|2240)
No. of GPUs (x|y|z) (20|3|40) (20|3|40) (20|6|20)
Macro-particles percell 26 (e), 10 (H), 5 (C), 1(Cu) 23 (e), 2 (H), 2 (C), 1(N) 32 (e), 4 (H), 4 (C), 4(O)
Simulation time (fs) 310, 620 310, 620 300, 510
Time step (as) 5.134 5.134 8.474
No. of time steps 6 · 104, 1.2 · 105 6 · 104, 1.2 · 105 3.5 · 104, 6 · 104

No. of particles 2 · 109 to5 · 1010 2 · 109 to1 · 1011 3 · 109 to5 · 1010

Total memory:particles (GB) 650 to2400 1000 to3600 700 to2000

Total memory: cells(GB) 4600 4000 2000

Run time 4 to12 h 6 to12 h 6 to18 h
Table 4.2.: Simulation parameters for the three different target setups that were run in the PRACE campaign at PizDaint.

Even much thinner targets were observed to become unstable once the foils were explodedby the laser andmore particles were pushed outside of the central focus region. Nevertheless,the large majority of simulations ran up to a point where the ion acceleration process waslargely completed and all the physics dynamics could be extracted.

Choice of Initial Conditions

Based on the 2D pre-studies it was determined to focus the fully 3D simulations on the last300 fs intensity ramps. To study the interaction following a natural ionization and pre-plasma
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formation, no initial pre-plasma gradient or electron temperature was assumed. This is rea-sonable given that there are neither pre-pulses nor a plateau phase in the laser contrast thatdeliver intensities above the ionization threshold causing expansion over a multi-picosecondduration. Additionally, two-color probemeasurements of the expansion dynamics at themuchless dense (30 nc) cryogenic hydrogen jet target at HZDR confirmed that with a plasma mirrorno ionization occurs prior to trel = –700 fs[316, G14].

Figure 4.12.: Prediction for the ionization of copper following the BSI model. The four different pulse shape setupsare depicted with laser intensity versus time. The colored areas represent the shells of the groundstate configuration of copper [Ar]3d104s. Transitions between them are at the appearance intensities(see 2.1.4) of the last bound electron in that respective shell.
With the start of the simulation the laser intensity quickly increases to 10–5 I0. At this inten-sity level the BSI model predicts that most of the copper 3d-shell charge states are saturated.The ionization prediction for respectively the first and last electrons in each shell is shown inFig. 4.12. By the same reasoning the lowest charge states of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen andoxygen in the other target setups are also pre-ionized. Additionally, the ionization predictionof the Thomas-Fermi model as well as the 0D atomic physics simulation suite FLYCHK[184] aredepicted by figure 4.13. Even at low temperatures, an average charge state of 〈Z〉 = 4.41 re-sults from this model. Copper at room temperature has one quasi-free valence electron withinthe conduction band, but both the temporal intensity contrast as well as the TF model, aftersurpassing the low-energy threshold introduced in section 4.1.2 is surpassed, justify a pre-ionization to Cu4+. This saves additional resources for particle memory since multiple, initiallyfree, electrons need to start at the same position to ensure quasi-neutrality and can hence becombined to a single macro-particle with higher weighting.Subsequent field ionization is modeled via a combination of both the tunneling ionizationADK model with the classical BSI model, to ensure a natural ionization progression.Another important consideration to take is always that the laser pulses are initialized withconsideration of the temporal ionization prediction of the target (compare Fig. 4.12). There-
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Figure 4.13.: Average charge state prediction for copper ions at solid density of ρ0 = 8.96 g cm–3 using the Thomas-Fermi collisional ionization model[90] (solid line) that is implemented in PIConGPU. Even for an elec-tron temperature of Te = 25 meV (room temperature), the predicted average charge state is already
〈Z〉 = 4.41. The 0D atomic physics code FLYCHK[184] shows very similar predictions (x-markers).While the prediction is technically unphysical, quasi-free electrons in metals behave plasma-like andthe initial state is valid for the PIC simulations.

fore, all laser pulses have been initialized before they reach the intensity that is large enoughto make the pre-ionized charge states abundant, thus ensuring a physically valid evolution offree electron density.
4.2.4. Influence of the Intensity Ramp

The laser pulses in this campaign are configured such that all share the same main pulse andreach the same maximum intensity. Real changes to the laser shape based on manipulationsof the phase terms broaden or shift the pulse which affects the maximum a0. However, theramps added here only deliver more energy to the target at earlier times at the same centralwavelength. Based on the existing literature that was reviewed in chapter 2.2.2, more energyduring earlier stages of the interaction usually means earlier ionization, expansion and oftenlower maximum energies. With increasing energy prior to the last picosecond, existing protonenergy maxima have been observed to shift to larger target thicknesses (e.g. [141]).
2D Pre-study at HZDR

The early 2D studies of pulse ramps with the parameters given in figure 4.9 showed that thetime interval from –1000 to –300 fs only affects the maximum energies to a few percent. There-fore, the simulations were repeated with updated ramp shapes from more recent measure-ments, with a focus on the last 300 fs.
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Figure 4.14.: Maximum proton energies from 2D PIConGPU simulations of copper foil targets irradiated by a 30 J,30 fs laser pulse in different leading intensity ramp configurations. Protons from front (×markers) andrear (dots connected by lines) side contaminant layers are represented by separate particle species.Extremely low energies for front-side protons at lower thicknessesmean that themost energetic front-side protons were accelerated in backwards direction and left the box already.

Figure 4.14 shows the maximum proton energies at trel = 180 fs from 2D PIConGPU sim-ulations of copper targets with various intensity ramps, starting at 10–5 I0 and growing expo-nentially to 10–5, 10–4, 2 · 10–4 and 10–3I0. The lines connect maximum energy values of rear-surface protons. Narrow maxima at d = 20 nm and 30 nm appear at around 200 to250 MeVfor all cases except the R3 case where the maximum reaches only 115 MeV. The expectedshift to larger thicknesses with increased ramp energy is already visible and coincides with adecrease in maximum proton energy of ramps shallower than R4. The R4 and R5 case bothshow the overall optimum with a 30 nm foil at almost 240 MeV, which is 30 MeV more than thePC case. Since 2D simulations usually show increased energies by a factor of about 3/2[198],the maximum energies from the copper targets in 3D are expected at Emax ≈ 150 MeV. Crossmarkers show maximum energies of front-side originating protons in these simulations. At30 nm, the R5 case shows the overall maximum with 289 MeV, followed by the other config-urations in the order of increasing ramp energy with the exception of R3, where the perfectGaussian contrast still produces higher energies. Front-side originating protons are reachingoverall higher maximum energies than the rear-side originating ones. Only for thicknesses of20 nm and below, as well as the PC case at 300 nm, this was not observed. For the thinnesttargets, the maximum front-side proton energies were recorded in backwards direction andprotons quickly left the simulation box there because the vacuum region before the target wasset up to be much smaller than the region behind.
Hydro-Carbon Targets

The first results from the 3D PIConGPU campaign presented here consider the effect of theintensity ramps on the observed proton acceleration performance from hydrocarbon targets.The initial hypothesis stated that possibly more energy inside the ramp could lead to higherfront-side expansion, higher absorption and thus higher proton energies. It was formed basedon early SPIDER measurements of the laser pulse shape during the last 300 fs taken at the
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DRACO PW laser system at HZDR, Dresden. For the chosen shape of intensity ramps, however,already the R5 case with the least energy inside the ramp (i.e., a plateau of 10–5 contrast)showed that increased energy in the leading edge ramps leads to lower final proton energiesdue to actually strongly decreased laser absorption.

Figure 4.15.: Absorption efficiency of Formvar targets irradiated by laser pulses with a maximum a0 of 36.5 andshapes according to Fig. 4.10b.
Formvar Targets Figure 4.15 compares the absorption efficiency of Formvar targets irradi-ated with laser pulses of the R5 and PC variant. The thickness was varied between 37 nm and309 nm. It becomes immediately apparent that in the cases with perfect Gaussian (PC) con-trast the laser couples into the electrons with more than twice the absorption efficiency thanthe ramp cases showed. The optimum of η = 19.6 % was observed at d = 105 nm. Already thebest contrast ramp case R5 shows only between 6 to8 % conversion. An absorption efficiencybelow ten percent as well as clear signatures of the laser electric field in electron phase spacesat the time of maximum intensity indicate that the targets became transparent to the laser asa result of the leading ramp.

(a) Proton cutoff energies obtained at trel = 120 fs. (b) Evolution of proton cutoff energies with respect to thetime of laser maximum on target.
Figure 4.16.: Proton cutoff energies in the contrast cases PC and R5 from PIConGPU simulations of formvar foilsirradiated by a 10 J, 30 fs (a0 = 36.5) laser pulse.
Becoming transparent too early resulted in a directly adverse effect on the proton acceler-ation performance, as figure 4.16a shows. All simulations show an energy optimum for 62 nm
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targets with all ramp cases coming out 20 MeV lower than the ones with a Gaussian drive laserpulse. The overall maximum proton energy was 96 MeV and at 309 nm it dropped to 37 MeV.
Liquid Crystal Targets The simulations with liquid crystal targets featured the same absolutegrid resolution as the ones run with copper that are presented hereafter. Due to more violentplasma dynamics caused by earlier expansion of the target in the case of leading intensityramps, several simulations did not make it past trel = 20 fs as the memory capacity of singleGPUs was exhausted. At this point in time the total energy transferred to all particles has notpeaked yet. Additionally, the proton energy is still strongly increasing and only at about 40 %or below of its final asymptotic value. A reliable comparison between the different intensityramps and their influence on ion acceleration from LCTs was not possible within this campaign.However, in Sec. 4.3.1, bremsstrahlung emission from these low-Z targets is compared to theradiation signatures from copper foils for several runs.
4.2.5. Optimum Proton Energies from Imperfect Contrast

Figure 4.17.: Maximum proton energies from 3D simulations of copper foils. Simulated laser parameters were:
λL = 800 nm, τp = 30 fs, w = 3µm and laser maximum amplitude a0 = 63.25 (20 for data points inthe lower, gray shaded area). The laser contrast setting was varied according to Fig. 4.10b. Solid linesconnect cases where the proton source layer was put on the rear side only. For the triangle markersboth target sides carried the contaminant layer. The proton energies for all 30 J laser pulse cases weremeasured 60 fs after the laser maximum hit the target front side. The lower energy, 3 J, cases weremeasured at trel = 120 fs.

In a thickness scan performed on copper targets with 3 J and 30 J laser pulses, a pronouncedmaximum in the final proton energy3 was found for each contrast setting of the 30 J case inFig. 4.10b. The results of the scan are shown in Fig. 4.17. Remarkably, every maximum inthe ramp cases R3–R5 is both more pronounced and higher than in the perfect contrast case,PC. With more energy in the intensity ramp, unlike the observation on Formvar before, the
3Criterion: N(E > Emax) u 500; the highest energy bin where only about 500 particles have higher energy marksthe maximum proton energy Emax.
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maximum proton energy optimum shifts to larger dopt as initially expected. This shift coincideswith a decrease in peak proton energy. Between the best result of the PC case and the highestoverall proton energy of all the ramp cases, an increase of ∼ 50 MeV is gained, amounting toa factor of about 1.5.All contrast settings show a similar target thickness dependence. From 300 to30 nm themaximum proton energy grows roughly by a factor of 2. Then, a very narrow energy peak isobserved where Emax varies strongly within the range of ten nanometers below and above dopt.Towards even thinner targets the energy drops rapidly again.

Temporal evolution of the acceleration process

Figure 4.18 shows an example of the total energy in electromagnetic fields and particles inabsolute units evolving over time on the example cases of dopt = 18.67 nm copper in the PCand R4 scenarios as well as Formvar with dopt = 62 nm in PC and R5 configuration. The EM-fielddata clearly shows the energy influx via the intensity ramp from –300 to –100 fs, followed by theGaussianmain pulse. In these cases, electrons gain energy very earl, roughly following the fieldcurve. The energy stored in copper ions becomes visible in the upper row of Fig. 4.18 beforehydrogen and carbon ions due to their relative abundance and comparably larger mass.

(a) Copper 18.67 nm PC (b) Copper 18.67 nm R4

(c) Formvar 62 nm PC (d) Formvar 62 nm R5
Figure 4.18.: Total energies of all particles and electromagnetic fields from 3D PIConGPU simulations of copper (up-per row) and formvar targets (lower row) irradiated by 30 J and 10 J laser pulses, respectively. Particlesare separated by species and energy values are absolute in units of Joule.
In comparison to the PC case, all simulations with intensity ramps showed the expectedearlier ionization and expansion of the target. For copper targets with thicknesses of 32 nmand lower, the flat target surface was not fully intact anymore when the laser maximum arrived.Nevertheless, the majority of rear side contaminant protons always detached as a layer to beaccelerated in the electron sheath. Increasing energy in the ramp or decreasing thickness
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accelerated this effect as figure 4.19 shows.

(a) PC case

(b) R4 case

(c) R3 case
Figure 4.19.: Electron and proton x–y density slices close (Trel = Tmax ± 2 fs) to the instance of maximum laserintensity on target (32 nm Cu-foil, a0 = 63) for different contrast settings. Electron 2ωL are visible in allcases but their spatial separation softens with increasing ramp energy. Especially the R3 case showsdisturbed foil surface integrity. The red boxes from y = –1µm and between –1µm < x < –1µm markthe volume over which densities and fields are averaged later in Fig. 4.22.
Prompt electron bunches accelerated by the ~j × ~B-force of the laser pulse are decreasinglywell-defined in space as the energy content in the intensity ramp increases. Initially formed pre-plasma is swept up by the main pulse, leading to a pile-up of electron density on the laser-axisshortly prior to the arrival of the maximum intensity.

4.2.6. Discussion and Explanation of Results

Spectral shapeFigure 4.20 displays the proton spectra at the observed optimum thickness dopt in the PCand R4 cases. The former shows an exponentially decreasing particle number for increasingenergy and a distinct cutoff at 112 MeV where the proton number per MeV drops off by sev-eral orders of magnitude. These features are both typical for a TNSA spectrum. The rampcase R4 shows a similar exponential decrease and then also a cutoff, but at reduced energy(91 MeV) when compared to the PC case. However, the spectrum does not drop off entirelybut instead continues with a tail of higher energy protons. In this tail, the particle number isalso exponentially decreasing with energy. The rate of decrease is slightly steeper than in the
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Figure 4.20.: Proton spectra from cases R4 (green) and PC (blue) at dopt = 17 nm. Solid (dashed) lines representcases with proton source layer on only the rear side (on both sides) of the target. Hatched and cross-hatched areas correspond to proton populations identified in Fig. 4.22.

lower energy part of the spectrum. All ramp cases over all thicknesses consistently show thisfeature with particles above the first TNSA cutoff, while the PC cases have only a negligibleamount of particles above the cutoff, if at all.
Absorption efficiency Since a front-side plasma gradient has been shown to increase thedistance over which the laser pulse is able to efficiently heat electrons, comparing the absorp-tion efficiency η for all the simulations is important to solidify the picture of the accelerationphysics at play. Figure 4.21 displays the absorption efficiency η versus target thickness for the

Figure 4.21.: Absorption efficiency η vs. target thickness. Similar to Fig. 4.17, solid lines connect cases with organiccontaminant at the rear, while triangle markers show cases with proton source layers on both targetsides.
30 J copper simulation series. The values for η were determined from the maximum total ki-netic energy of all particle species in the simulation divided by the total laser pulse energy (alsoaccounting for the ramps, see Fig. 4.10b). This maximum occurs roughly at trel = 1.3 .. 1.5 τp.At this point in time the laser pulse has been mostly reflected and traveled out of the simu-
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lation box again. Almost all of the particles, however, are still inside the simulation volumeand their combined kinetic energy represents the energy transferred by the laser. Except thesingle outlier of the 32 nm foil in contrast setup R3, the absorption efficiency of all ramp caseslie within an absolute range of Δη = 2 to4 % from the perfect Gaussian contrast case. Overall,the absorption of laser energy into particles ranges between 9 and 27 % which is within therange of expected values for highly overdense, ultrathin foils (see 2.1.3). The optimum of η liesbetween 20 nm and 30 nm foil thickness which coincides well with dopt for maximum protonenergy Emax in the PC case. However, the significant differences between the contrast settingsdo not show a direct dependence of η and indicate a different rationale.
Density profiles To study the origin of the differences in the high energy part of the protonspectra, the optimum thickness cases of PC and R4 concerning their accelerating field structureand evolution over time are compared. Especially the condition of maximum laser intensity ontarget is of interest to investigate if the increase in ion energy is related to TNSA enhancedby transparency of the target. The fields and particle charge densities, transversely averagedover a 4µm2 extent around the laser axis (red boxes in Fig. 4.19), are plotted against thelongitudinal position in figure 4.22 for the time trel = 0. The region is large enough to includeenough protons even in less populated regions but small enough that the surface and layercurvature resulting from target expansion are still negligible.In addition to the charge densities, the accelerating electric field component parallel to thetarget normal direction is displayed. Most prominently, the two cases differ in the degree oftarget expansion. The very steep increase in intensity in the PC case did not leave sufficienttime for the target to significantly heat prior to trel = 0, and subsequently expand into vacuum.The only brief exposure to 2ωL-bunches of electrons created by laser amplitudes of a0 > 1at the front side caused the protons at the rear to still remain in a thin layer that has pre-expanded only slightly (∼ 301 nm) by the time the laser maximum hits. In contrast to this,with realistic temporal contrast R4 the target was continuously heated during the ramp phaseof the pulse and expansion is more prominent. As long as the a0 is sufficient for the earliestionization levels but still below unity, the target expands more or less uniformly on both sides.The earlier but steady expansion causes the charge density distribution of both electrons andions to broaden, and thermal motion within the target leads to a mixing of previously layeredtarget and contaminant species. As seen in Fig. 4.22, themajority of protons (solid blue/orangeareas) in the ramp case has expanded significantly further into vacuum than in the PC case. It isbroadened and, vitally, protons have populated the whole depth of the target. At the instant ofmaximum laser intensity on target, the displacement of electrons is strongest, and the resulting2ωL prompt electron bunches can be seen clearly in the electron density modulations. Theelectric sheath field, however, exhibits a similar shape in both cases.
One can readily see that the acceleration of the main proton population of the rear sidecontaminant layer is exclusively caused by the electron sheath in front of it. Hence, the ac-celerating field is lower for the the main proton population in the ramp case, since they havealready expanded far at the moment of the most substantial contribution of electrons to thesheath. Consequently, they arrive at lower final energies. From now on, these protons will bereferred to as regular TNSA protons for the remainder of this manuscript.
However, the more interesting proton population is the one spread out throughout thewhole target region. Accelerating fields are strongest at the very instant when the electronspushed by the main pulse maximum exit the target rear, surpass the ion bulk and add to theorigin of the Debye sheath.In the R4 case protons are spread throughout the whole target within the laser spot region.Therefore, protons are also present at the position and time the largest fields are created
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Figure 4.22.: Charge densities and accelerating field for the moment of arrival of the laser intensity maximum onthe cold target front surface position, i.e., trel = 0 for the case of perfect Gaussian pulse (upper panel)versus best intensity ramp case, R4, (lower panel) at optimum foil thickness dopt = 18.67 nm. Theion charge densities are represented by the stacked, colored areas. The electron density is depictedby the dark green line. All densities and fields have been transversely averaged over a small region(r < rspot) around the laser propagation axis. The hatched population of protons in the ramp case canbe identified as the protons that are later found in the high energy tail of the spectrum. The positionof the rear side proton layer in the PC case is marked in the panel of the R4 case. Protons betweenthe origin of the sheath, identified by themaximum accelerating field, and this position (cross-hatchedarea) can later be found at energies higher than the maximum energy of protons in the PC case. Thesolid red lines show the accelerating field Ey in units ofMV/µm in longitudinal direction y. For reference,the electric field of the PC case is shown as a pale dashed red line in the lower panel.

and these are then able to see and travel down the full acceleration potential. With the pre-expansion in the PC case the protons there are already behind the region of largest fields, butthe capability to probe these fully in the R4 case is what leads to the higher energies
Thus, the fastest protons are the ones which are injected into the electron sheath at theright place and the right time, which will hereafter be identified by injected TNSA protons. Atthe moment displayed in Fig. 4.22, all protons in the on-laser-axis region have gained only amaximum of a few MeV of energy. Hence, almost all the energy the injected protons (cross-hatched population in Fig. 4.22) gain over the regular TNSA protons in the PC case stems fromthe difference in their starting point and the higher accelerating field there when they traveldown the acceleration potential.
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Accelerating Fields

The TNSA model of Schreiber et al. [44] uses the assumption of a quasi-static field structure inthe Debye-sheath that the fastest ions traverse before it is subjected to significant change. Forthe injected protons to reach the overall largest energies, they need to experience sustainedhigh accelerating fields as the field structure, opposed to the assumption before, may evolveover time. The overall size of the volumetric electric field data made it unfeasible to writethese files to disk with the required high temporal frequency. Instead, the accelerating fieldcan also be reconstructed from representatives of the proton populations of interest by takingthe discrete derivative of kinetic energy with respect to position.
Ey = ∂Ekin

∂y ≈ ΔE

Δy
(4.3)

Therefore, proton particle data outputs for both the species Hfront and Hrear in the contrastcases of R4 and PC have been created with increased temporal resolution, every 257 as.

Figure 4.23.: Spatial evolution of average accelerating field 〈Ey,acc〉y with respect to the position of the fastest pro-tons, separated by their classification as regular (indigo) or injected (magenta) as defined before insection 4.2.6. The position yrel is defined relative to the cold target rear surface. The magenta-coloredarea signifies the energy gain the injected protons of case R4 (solid line) gain over the regular protonsof the PC case (dashed line) . Vice versa, the indigo-colored area amounts to the energy the regularPC protons gain over the regular R4 protons (dotted line).
The evolution of the accelerating electric field over relative position yrel, with respect to thecold target front-surface, is shown in Fig. 4.23. Likementioned before, it was obtained from theaverage energy gain ΔE = ∫ E(y)dy ≈ 〈Ey〉yΔy the protons of the injected or regular populationexperience. The highest-energy protons travel close to the laser axis that coincides with thetarget-normal direction. The isothermal ion energy scaling models need to be compared tothese protons since the region in the center of the ion beam is the most similar to the 1Dapproximations from the analytical models.
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(a) R4, Trel = –16 fs, with contours (b) PC, Trel = –14 fs

(c) R4, Trel = 9 fs, with contours (d) PC, Trel = –16 fs, with contours

(e) R4, Trel = 35 fs
y (µm)

pre-exp. H+

overtaken by
fast e- bulk

(f) PC, Trel = 37 fs
Figure 4.24.: (a,c,e): Longitudinal (y –py ) phase space images of the Hfront (orange) and Hrear (blue) proton species inthe dopt = 18.67 nm R4 contrast case. (b,d,f): PC case, respectively. Phase spaces showing the stagesof acceleration are displayed on top of each other to illustrate the evolution of both species, butthe partly translucent Hfront is obscuring Hrear to a degree. Therefore, figures (a),(c) and (e) also showcontours as guides to the eye in dotted lines around the phase spaces, separating occupied fromempty phase space volume. The right side vertical figures show momentum spectra, respectively.

However, the energy spectra alone do not qualify to distinguish the different populationsat all times. For this purpose, the phase space timeline in figure 4.24 shows a more detailedview of the acceleration in the R4 contrast case at dopt = 18.67 nm. Three phases of the laser-proton acceleration process can be distinguished. Before trel = 0, the laser pulse compressesthe pre-plasma that formed during the ramp-phase. At the surface of critical density, the~j× ~B -force displaces a large number of electrons against the protons populating this region. Conse-quently, these protons are accelerated by the hole-boring process, which transports them intothe highly overcritical region of the still-intact copper foil where they detach from the laser. Thisconcludes the first stage of acceleration. A sharp spike in the electric field at this time signalsthe hole-boring which rapidly accelerates the protons to single-MeV energies. Around trel = 0,the target front side has reached maximum compression. Due to that, the interaction lengthof the laser with the overcritical plasma is minimized, and its resistance against the radiationpressure reaches a maximum. Once the region around the critical density surface, i.e. theregion the laser can most effectively interact with, is depleted, the supply of injected protons
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diminishes. When the electrons that were accelerated by the peak of the laser pulse reachthe rear side of the target, they create the strongest accelerating fields. Around 0.5µm theaccelerating field reaches a maximum for the injected protons (Fig. 4.23 solid magenta line).The majority of electrons accelerated by the peak of the laser pulse overtakes the injectedprotons in this second phase of acceleration. Only when these electrons also overtake the pre-expanded regular protons (dashed/dotted indigo lines), the latter experience their maximumin the accelerating field. In this third stage of acceleration the shoulder-like TNSA cutoff signa-ture in the final proton spectra is created. After about trel = 2 τp, the protons have reachedapproximately 85 to90 % of their final energy.
Contribution per Mechanism

Figure 4.25.: Regular TNSA cutoff proton energies from 3D simulations of copper foils with an organic contaminantonly at the rear (dots and solid lines) or on both sides (triangles) at laser maximum a0 of 63.25. Thecutoff energies Ecutoff have been identified from the proton spectra at trel = 60 fs.
After trel = 60 fs = 2τp the proton energies are largely stabilized and with about 90 % of theirasymptotic maximum. From the shape of the spectra the values for Emax and ETNSAcutoff were ob-tained. On the other hand, the proton and electron phase spaces revealed the locations of thecritical density (see 4.2.5). Figure 4.24 showed the detachment of the protons from the targetfront side and, finally, the end of the hole-boring process. The momentum gained from hole-boring for on-axis protons is mostly directed in the target normal direction. That is becausethe target is still intact at that point in time and in the inner spot area electrons are displacedagainst the ions forming two almost parallel fronts. If the hole-boring were to continue for pro-longed times, the indent of the foil would add more divergence to the proton momenta andalso a preferential shift towards the laser propagation direction emerge. However, since thehole-boring stage for front-side protons stops before the peak of the pulse, all the momentumis directed along the y-direction. After identifying which ion acceleration mechanisms are atplay at which times, the question remains how much energy they contribute and how this ra-tio scales with the parameters that were varied in the simulation campaign. Figure 4.26 showsthis comparison for the R4 case with only protons at the target rear side . The target thicknessof 18.67 nm is the optimum for both the regular TNSA population (dotted lines) as well as the
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Figure 4.26.: Proton energy contribution per acceleration mechanism for the ramp case R4 and a proton sourcelayer only on the rear side of the foil. The maximum energy and TNSA cutoff energy were determinedat trel = 60 fs from the proton energy spectra. The hole-boring contribution was identified fromprotonphase spaces at the instance in time when front-side accelerated protons detach from the region ofdirect laser influence and enter the highly overdense target region before they are injected into thesheath field.

injected protons (solid lines), which reach an overall maximum of 160 MeV. The overall contri-bution of hole-boring to the final energy was found to be below 5 MeV in all cases. The fact thatthere seems to be a dependence of EHB on the target thickness is counter-intuitive at first. Thisdependence can be explained with the fact that in the cases shown in figure 4.26 the protonsource layer was only on the target rear side. These protons need to travel to the target frontside first during the phase of relatively homogeneous pre-expansion while the laser pulse isstill non-relativistic, i.e. a0 � 1. With an increase in target thickness, the rear surface is heatedmore slowly and later in time and protons are less likely to arrive at the front surface until thehole-boring stage begins.
Even though the hole-boring stage of the acceleration process at the target front did not con-tribute significantly to the maximum proton energy, the number of protons at energies higherthan the first visible cutoff can be increased if a hydrocarbon contaminant layer is also placedon the target front side. This initial condition relies on the assumption that the nanosecondand picosecond pedestals of the laser pulse do not slowly ablate the front side contaminant.Solid lines in figure 4.20 represent this case. Dashed lines are the simulations with only arear-side contaminant. Furthermore, the blue and magenta shaded areas mark ranges in thespectrum where the ramp case lacks, or exceeds, protons compared to the perfect contrastcase, respectively. The exact moment of injection into the TNSA sheath fields is crucial forreaching the highest energies.
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4.2.7. Modeling of Final Proton Energies

Adapted Schreiber Model

Figure 4.27.: Kinetic energy evolution of the fastest representatives of the regular and injected proton populationsin the d = 17 nm R4 and PC cases. Markers represent measured data points from the simulation. Thecontinuous lines are predictions following a modified model based on Schreiber et al. [44]. Additionalenergy gained by R4 injected proton population stems from increased electric field due to promptelectron bunches at the beginning of the acceleration process close to the sheath origin (compare Fig.4.23).
To include the evolution of the proton energy based on the detailed dynamics of the protonpopulations into an analytic description, the well-known static sheath model by Schreiber etal.[44] is used as a basis. In the original model, the accelerating potential does not change withtime. It is an isothermal model which depends on time only implicitly. Knowing the laser power

PL and energy absorption efficiency η, it allows to predict a value for the maximum possibleion energy obtained by traveling down the full length of the potential.
Ei,∞ = 2qimec2

√
η
PL
PR (4.4)

Ei(ξ) = Ei,∞s(ξ) (4.5)
The authors also give equation (4.5) for the energy at a normalized distance ξ = y/B from therear side sheath origin. Here, y is again the longitudinal propagation direction along the laseraxis and B = rL+d tan θ is the sheath radius at the rear side foil surface, taking into account theelectron divergence θ and the foil thickness d. The laser power PL = EL/τL is readily available.In laboratory experiments, usually only an approximate value for the absorption efficiency intohot electrons η can be given and for solid density targets it ranges between 5 to50 %. One wayto determine the total energy absorbed by the target in the simulation would be to integrateover the reflected and transmitted parts of the laser light and subtract their sum from the
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total laser pulse energy. Due to the enormous computational cost of the simulations, the fulllength of the laser pulse L = cτL ≈ 10µm did not fit into the part of the simulation box thatwas allocated for the vacuum in front of the target. Instead, the sum of all kinetic energiesof all particle species in the simulation as well as the total energy in electromagnetic fieldswere separately monitored. As soon as laser energy is transferred into hot electrons, theycontinuously pass on that energy to the several ion species. Within trel = 1 .. 1.5 τL the totalkinetic energy of all particles peaks across all runs in the parameter study. Since the timeevolution of the acceleration process varies with target thickness and contrast setting, the
overall maximum kinetic energy sum Etotalkin = max(∑species,k Ekin,k

) was calculated separately
for each simulation (here k is the single-particle index) and chosen as the characteristic quantityto compare each simulation with. While the detailed plasma kinetics might differ from case tocase, the particle kinetic energy always peaks and as such is the feature that all simulationshave in common and can be compared by. The absorption efficiency is then calculated withrespect to the total laser pulse energy η = Etotalkin /EL. Now it becomes possible to calculate thetheoretical maximum energy for the R4 and PC case, respectively. With ηR4 = 21.77 % and
ηPC = 21.05 %, the resulting final energies are ER4i,∞ = 157.04 MeV and EPCi,∞ = 153.96 MeV,respectively. From Fig. 4.23 it becomes apparent, that only the injected protons of the R4 caseexperience a sheath field distribution as theorized by Schreiber et al. [44], i.e. a field of theform

E(ξ) = Ei,∞eB
[
1 – ξ√1 + ξ2

]
. (4.6)

In Fig. 4.22 the situation is depicted at trel = 0, when the electron sheath is about to be sup-plemented by the most energetic electrons accelerated by the main pulse maximum. The dif-ferent proton populations are already at different points in the sheath but have not yet gaineda significant percentage of their final kinetic energy. With a slight adjustment to the equation,the energy that these pre-expanded protons can gain, can be modeled again, however. Withthe sheath field shape as calculated from Eq. (4.6) assume that protons move along the field
starting from the measured origin positions yR4o,inj

!= 0 nm, yR4o,reg = 900 nm and yPCo,reg = 300 nm.Only the injected protons start at the exact origin of the sheath since they originate from insidethe target after pre-expansion or the target front side by a brief hole-boring phase. Since thesheath within the Schreiber model is constant in time, the resulting maximum proton energiescan easily be calculated from the new origin positions by subtracting the amount of energy theywould have gained until the position of origin from the result obtained with eq. 4.4.
Ẽredi,∞ = Ei,∞ (1 – s(ξo)) , ξo = yo/B (4.7)

Based on these adjustments, the new final energies follow Eq. 4.7, where s(ξ) = 1+ ξ –√1 + ξ2is the same as in the original publication. The adjusted energies from non-zero origin positionsare ẼPCreg,∞ = 126.29 MeV, ẼR4reg,∞ = 89.06 MeV and ẼR4inj,∞ = ER4i,∞ = 157.04 MeV. The sheath is,however, not static and the protons are probing an electron sheath whose origin and strengthis determined by the charge separation of the expanding copper plasma. At the same time, thelarge electron cloud that is accelerated by the peak of the laser pulse first needs to overtakethe already expanded proton populations before the sheath field they experience reaches itsfull strength. In Fig. 4.23, the regular proton population of the PC case show this effect plainly.Using the position where the electric field first reaches half of its peak value, the new origin ofthe reduced sheath in Fig. 4.27 is shifted. With that, a good agreement of the energy evolutionwith respect to the proton front position for the regular protons in both the R4 and the PC
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case is found. The measured proton energy from the simulation is depicted as single mark-ers, while the modified Schreiber prediction is shown with line plots. The adjusted model fitsbest for the regular proton populations and the energy increase with propagation distance fol-lows the prediction very closely for the first 4µm. For the injected protons of the R4 case, theadjusted Schreiber prediction underestimates the maximum energy by about 25 MeV. Twofactors could possibly be the cause for this mismatch. In the structure of the accelerating fieldat the injected proton front position in Fig. 4.23 regularly spaced spikes hint at the influenceof prompt electron bunches. The peaks are more visible for the injected protons since theyare faster than the others and also further down the sheath where the relative density per-turbation of the bunches is larger. At the same time, their increased speed causes them toco-propagate longer with the fast 2ωL-bunches. However, especially when the injected pro-tons are still close to their sheath origin, the bunches are much more condensed and theyaccelerate the protons more strongly. The latter fact in particular could be the reason for thesharp peak of the electric field that cannot be captured by the Schreiber model which doesnot cover 2ωL-bunches.However, the original publication of the model[44] and its follow-up[116] also predict thation energies are further limited by a finite acceleration time that comes from the limited du-ration of the electron cloud that is passing over the proton front to build up the sheath. Thenext section briefly discusses the effect for the adapted modeling presented here.
4.2.8. Discussion of the Model

Figure 4.28 shows a prediction of final ion energies Ẽredi,∞ in the adapted Schreiber model (Eq.4.7) with consideration of the starting position inside the Debye sheath. The solid curve showsthe energy normalized to the value Ei,∞ that would be reached if a proton were to use thefull acceleration potential for an infinite acceleration time. This ratio just reduces to the form√1 + ξ2 – ξ according to Eq. 4.7. Absorption efficiency η, laser energy EL and pulse dura-tion τL affect Ẽredi,∞ via the the original model prediction for the ion energy at infinity Ei,∞ =
qimec2 (ηEL/τLPR)1/2. According to the result of [44], the expectation for the real cutoff ener-gies would still be limited again by a finite acceleration time that stems from the longitudi-nal extent of the electron cloud cτL which is accelerated by the laser main pulse. With Eq.2.26, i.e. the solution of the equation of motion dξ/dt , a relation for τL/τ0(X ) is given, where
τ0 = B/vi,∞ = B/(2Ei,∞/mi)1/2 and X = (Em/Ei,∞)1/2 = √s, which predicts a lower final energy Em.This prediction was calculated for every single simulation and its ratio versus Ei,∞ is the inter-cept of the vertical axis in Fig. 4.28. All adapted predictions due to τL = 30 fs are representedby the grey-shaded area.Data points represent the TNSA cutoff energies from the simulations of copper targets pre-sented before, normalized to Ei,∞. To compare the model prediction to the simulations, thepositions of the proton front, regarding the regular protons that expand in the early-formedTNSA sheath, at approximately t = 0 were extracted. Assuming that these positions are the ori-gin positions inside a model sheath, normalized to the rear-side sheath radius B = rL+d tan θe,the measured proton TNSA cutoff energies at t = 60 fs were normalized to Ei,∞. Different col-ors mark the laser contrast configurations as before and different markers signify the differenttarget thicknesses. Most simulations only featured the organic contaminant at the target rearside while the empty, paler markers represent simulations that also had contaminant at thefront.
Ideally, all data points would lie within or close to the shaded area and below the solid curveof the model. Most data points are indeed below the solid curve of Ẽredi,∞ (ξ0). The better thelaser contrast, the more ideal the pulse and the less pre-expansion was observed. Further-
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Figure 4.28.: Prediction for the reduction of final ion energies Ẽredi,∞ due to pre-expansion of the regular proton frontduring the ramp phase of the laser pulse. The curve follows Eq. 4.7 without the leading factors, reduc-ing it to√1 + ξ2 – ξ. Proton TNSA cutoff energies obtained from simulations of copper targets at 60 fsafter main pulse irradiation were normalized to their maximum expected value Ei,∞ within the modelof Schreiber et al. [44], taking Eq. 4.4 and the absorption efficiency η measured in each simulation.The coordinates on the position axis were measured as close as possible to the instance of maximumlaser intensity at the target front side (t = 0) and normalized to B, the rear-side sheath radius thatis a function of target thickness and electron angle that was chosen to be 15°. Different target thick-nesses are encoded with different markers and the pulse ramp configuration is encoded as before incolor, according to Fig. 4.10. The three enlarged markers (PC: 8 and 18.67 nm; R4: 18.67 nm) identifysimulations where proton data of higher output frequency allowed to see when the electron cloudaccelerated at t = 0 actually overtook the pre-expanded ions, resulting in additional pre-expansionand thus updated starting position.

more, with more ideal laser pulse contrast the final proton energies vary stronger with targetthickness variation. However, there is no good agreement with the shaded area that indicatesthe limited acceleration time of τL = 30 fs and instead cases close to the respective optimumthickness are closer to the model prediction of τL →∞ while especially thicker targets deviatefar. This can be understood as the pre-expansion is reduced with increasing target thicknessand the delay until themajority of laser-maximum-accelerated electrons reach the proton frontalso increases. However, the laser absorption does not decrease substantially enough so thatthe predicted final energies from a low expansion and moderately high absorption (∼ 15 %,compare Fig. 4.21) are still high.
In reality, protons expand further until the sheath is actually supplied with more electronsand this distance also increases the longitudinal spread of 2ωL–bunches, reducing their effec-tiveness for acceleration. The effect of these bunches is, however, not reflected within any ofthe 1D isothermal models. Also, while the number of laser-accelerated electrons is limited andthe sheath is re-supplied only for a limited amount of time, it is upheld for much longer than τL.Any form of pre-expansion also causes the protons the co-propagate with the evolving sheath,which increases the temporal overlap and therefore the interaction time with the sheath. Es-pecially thickness scans around the optimal thickness are challenging to describe with only asingle 1D model. Necessarily, the nature and contributions of different acceleration mecha-
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nisms changes there which is especially substantial if the laser intensities are strong enoughto also trigger radiation pressure acceleration. In that case, the detailed dynamics of the ac-celeration process for each parameter combination have to be taken into account to matchparts of the acceleration with the model. Such a detailed treatment beats the purpose of suchmodels, however, which retain their use for the prediction of general trends of ion energiesover a wide range of laser intensities, given that TNSA stays the dominating process.The three enlarged markers in Fig. 4.28 mark simulations where additional proton data withhigher output frequency was written. With this data, it was possible to identify the delay be-tween t = 0, the moment at which the strongest sheath is forming, and the instance whenthe pre-expanded proton front would experience the field of the electron cloud once it over-takes the front (see Fig. 4.23). This delay accounts for additional pre-expansion and thus thepositions in Fig. 4.28 are updated, as the pink arrows indicate. In the model, the sheath isstatic but in reality the origin moves forward as also heavier ions like copper expand and theelectron cloud accelerated at t = 0 moves as well. However, its center of mass is slower thanthe speed of light since only the most energetic electrons move at approximately c and escapethe sheath whereas less energetic electrons recirculate.In effect, parts of the acceleration of ions can still be described very well with the adjustedmodel of Schreiber et al. [44], despite the fact that a 1D model is used to describe a 3D pro-cess, but only if the acceleration stages can be identified in the data. Unfortunately, this wasnot possible for all simulations of the campaign described here since the available output fre-quency only allowed for a very rough estimate of when the pre-expanded proton front actuallysaw the freshly supplied electron sheath. The increasingly detailed picture such simulationsdeliver also emphasizes how the complex spatio-temporal coupling of a realistically shapedlaser pulse is challenging to encapsulate in simple model parameters. Especially if the leadingintensity ramp were to have an even higher fraction of energy compared to the main pulse itis questionable how to define the pulse length, and consequently, the acceleration time. Forultrathin targets, the energy content of the electrons varies strongly over 10s of femtosecondsaround t = 0 which makes the choice for a single absorption efficiency η, or alternatively anelectron temperature Te (interchangeable since η ∝ neTe), difficult. Lastly, different target thick-nesses around dopt change the timing of the acceleration process enough that the descriptionwith a single model requires adjustment and detailed insight.

4.2.9. Transverse Proton Profiles

The results so far showed that changes in laser contrast on the last few hundred femtosec-onds before the arrival of the ultra-high intensity maximum can already have a large impacton the proton acceleration performance from ultrathin targets. But since this acceleration per-formance is a result of the spatio-temporal coupling of laser energy into the (pre-)expandingplasma it is conceivable that the transverse profile of the accelerated particle beams are like-wise affected.Figure 4.29 shows an extrapolation for the total proton number deposited on a virtual de-tector in 55 mm distance from the point of laser-matter interaction. Proton data has beenrecorded with the ParticleCalorimeter diagnostic of PIConGPU in a 3D histogram binningthe dimensions of energy, yaw– and pitch angle (see [206] for documentation). The detectormeasures (50 × 50)mm2 such that the full opening angle is about 40° in both angular direc-tions and the laser propagation axis is normal to the detector surface and directed at its center.Fig. 4.29 compares the three different contrast settings of PC, R4 and R3 at a 32 nm coppertarget with organic contaminant at the rear side. It becomes apparent that the acceleratedproton beam has two separate centers aligned in the plane of laser polarization. With de-
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Figure 4.29.: Extrapolation for total proton number deposited on a virtual planar detector with its center on thelaser beam axis at a distance of 55 mm and extent of (50×50)mm2. The simulated target was a 32 nmcopper foil with organic contaminants on the rear side that was irradiated by a0 = 63.25 laser pulsesof decreasing contrast quality (from left to right) in the configurations PC, R4 and R3 as shown in Fig.4.10b. The warped grid shows lines of equal yaw (φ) and pitch (θ) angles.

creasing contrast quality, i.e. with increasing energy inside the exponential ramp precedingthe Gaussian main pulse, these two centers separate more in the direction of the yaw angle
φ. For the PC case, they are about 5° apart, for R4 it is 7.5°, and 14.5° in the R3 case. Thereby,the temporal laser contrast not only affects themaximumproton energies but also the generalpointing of the beams. The virtual detector dimensions are chosen such that it corresponds toradiochromic film (RCF) stacks (like in [10]) which are often used for measuring proton energyin laboratory experiments. It is customary to perforate these stacks with pinholes for guidinga part of the beam to a Thomson parabola spectrometer (TPS) which can deliver shot-to-shotenergy measurements while RCF stacks need to be read out manually after extraction fromthe experimental chamber. Even with such small changes in laser contrast as they were variedhere, the majority of the proton beam might completely miss the pinhole (often around 2°–5°opening angle) when ultrathin targets of the same thickness are irradiated.Figure 4.30 display a set of virtual RCF layers from3D simulations of laser-irradiated 18.67 nmcopper foils with organic contaminants on both surfaces. Hydrogen atoms on both surfacescould be clearly distinguished, since they were configured as two physically identical but sep-arated ion species in PIConGPU. These are the simulations that showed the overall highestmaximum proton energies (compare Fig. 4.17) following the interaction with laser pulses ofmaximum a0 = 63.25 and τL = 30 fs Gaussian main pulse (PC), only – as well as with addedexponential leading ramp (R4) (see Fig. 4.10b).The virtual RCF layers just show intervals of ΔE = 0.146 MeV and do not account for theeffect that higher energy particles also partially deposit dose in lower energy layers. Neitherdo the virtual RCFs account for the increase in proton beam divergence which comes fromdifferent layer distances that are separated by absorbing layers in reality. In other words, thevirtual RCF stack here is infinitesimally thin while a real stack can be several centimeters long.In Figure 4.30, each layer shows an automatically scaled proton number that is normalizedbetween 0 and the maximum value in the image which is written in every bottom right corner,given in (MeV and steradian)–1, respectively.Both contrast cases in Fig. 4.30 show very similar transverse proton profiles throughout thedifferent energies. A very prominent feature is the ring of higher proton number and depletedcenter region which was observed in experiments and simulations before[310, 317]. At thecenter of the sheath its curvature is strongest and with increasing distance from the beamaxis the normal vectors point increasingly away. At some distance from the axis, the transversecomponent of the normal vectors begins to decrease again until the target is fully flat, again.Therefore, the expanding protons are focused into a ring structure. As described earlier, the
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Figure 4.30.: Set of chosen virtual RCF layers from simulations of copper foils irradiated by a0 = 63.25 laser pulsesat the optimum thickness of dopt = 18.67 nm. In the left (right) panel the stack layers of the PC (R4)contrast case are displayed. Virtual detector dimensions are the same as in Fig. 4.29. Each layer’senergy width is ΔE = 0.1 MeV and is normalized linearly to its maximum value given in protons perMeV and steradian which is shown in each bottom right corner, respectively. Warped grid lines aredrawn every 5° for both angles. The laser is polarized vertically here.

PC case shows a much lower number of front-side protons accelerated in forward directionthan the R4 case with less ideal contrast, where there are about an order of magnitude morein each layer ΔE. The ring feature of the rear-side protons is much more pronounced in theideal contrast case whereas the profiles are more blurred out with the initial R4 intensity ramp.The fact that they are still very clean in both cases originates in the very limited contaminantlayer thickness of only 3 nm. The profiles of the Formvar cases hereafter in Fig. 4.31 show otherfeatures as well since the complete expanding target is abundant with protons. Some layers ofthe R4 case exhibit a slightly larger ring radius than the PC case (except the rear-side protonsat 80 MeV that are very collimated), indicated stronger pre-expansion and sheath curvature. Inboth cases, the rear-side originating protons show a ring of increasing radius with increasingenergy until between 60 and 80 MeV the radius decreases again. The exact forward direction
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is also populated for higher energies than 100 MeV but the layers are so thinly spaced with
ΔE = 0.146 MeV that no features but single-proton speckles remain.

(a) PC (Perfect Gaussian contrast) case.

(b) R5 ramp case (plateau of 10–5 I0 from –300 to –100 fs before the main pulse). Images marked with an asterisk arelayers where the last visible signal was found at slightly lower energy (34 MeV and 52 MeV, respectively).
Figure 4.31.: Virtual RCF stack images from PIConGPU ParticleCalorimeter output of 3D simulations modelingFormvar targets of varying thickness irradiated by laser pulses of a0 = 36.5 in two different contrastconfigurations. RCF distance and spatial scales are the same as in Fig. 4.29. Warped grid lines showequal yaw and pitch angles every 5°.
Figure 4.31 shows example layers from virtual RCF stacks created from ParticleCalorimeterdata of the thickness scan performed on Formvar foils that were irradiated by laser pulses ofmaximum a0 = 36.5. The detector dimensions are chosen the same as in Fig. 4.29 and allimages in Fig. 4.31 share the same color scale.Three energies (15, 35, and 55 MeV) are shown to compare the five target thicknesses amongeach other as well as with the two simulated contrast settings of PC and R5 (according to Fig.4.10b). Under both contrast settings the optimum observed target thickness was found at
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62 nm (compare Fig. 4.16a). It becomes immediately apparent that for target thicknessesabove the optimum thickness the spot on the virtual detector is circular and the beam is well-collimated. With increasing target thickness the beam spot diameter decreases which hints atless pronounced target expansion such that most normal vectors of the target rear side arewell aligned. In the case of an intensity plateau of 10–5 I0 for 200 fs preceding the Gaussianmain pulse (case R5), less particles reach higher energies and the edges of the beam spot aresoftening and frayingmore, like the layer of 35 MeV at d = 105 nm shows. While the beam spotis saturated in many of the lower energy layers4, almost all transverse proton profiles show theaforementioned ring feature. This ring structure is most prominent for the lower energy partof the spectrum since these protons experienced the accelerating potential of a pre-formedsheath.Beam spots at a target thickness of 37 nm, i.e. less than dopt, are extending beyond the limitsof the virtual RCF and are highly structured. Whereas in the lower energy layers the center re-gion is clearly depleted of protons, the higher energy layers show the protons in a three-lobedstructure, also at lower divergence angles, again, but with a preferential direction along thelaser polarization axis. This is because the 2ωL electron bunches that were accelerated by the
a0 > 1 half-waves of the laser pulse increasingly contribute to the acceleration of protons. Theyare traveling through the target under a preference angle of alternating direction, dependingon where the electric field pointed during their creation, and are divergent themselves. Boththeir energy spread as well as their angular divergence causes them to be smeared out alongthe polarization axis.

4.2.10. Campaign Summary and Discussion

The simulations in this chapter revealed a mechanism that showed how proton energies canbe boosted to 150 % of their final energy if instead of a perfect Gaussian laser pulse a pulsewitha leading intensity ramp is used. This energy increase is due to better timing and placement ofprotons in the expanding Debye sheath caused by the main pulse that was not synchronizedoptimally in the PC (perfect contrast – Gaussian) cases. Only when they are present at theorigin of the Debye sheath, protons can subsequently gain kinetic energy throughout the fullacceleration potential and reach the final final energies predicted by Schreiber et al. [44] andother models. If proton layers pre-expanded away from the sheath origin, they reach a lowerasymptotic energy and an adapted model was introduced to account for this behavior. Thedependence on pre-expansion implies that the model only applies to multi-layer targets likemetal foils coated with organic contaminants. Plastic targets are homogeneously abundantwith hydrogen and are also populating the sheath origin. Additional pre-expansion effects likelower accelerating fields due to softened plasma gradients as described by Grismayer andMora [120] can still occur at the same time and overlay the beneficial effect described above.To avoid this and get increased ion energies from intensity ramps, heavy, high-Z ion species arebeneficial since they provide more resistance against radiation pressure even at lower targetthicknesses while being less prone to complete depletion of electrons which would result inCoulomb explosion effects.The large-scale 3D simulations of plastic targets irradiated by a 10 J laser showed that themaximum proton energies decreased with increasing energy in the intensity ramp, alreadywhen just a constant contrast plateau was added in the R5 case. This resulted from consis-tently lower absorption efficiencies over all scanned target thicknesses. Even though plastictargets showed ion species demixing in later stages of the acceleration process, it is not promi-
4Owing to the choice of the colorbar range to ensure that the proton signals of both very thin and very thicktargets are clearly visible.
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nent during the time of strongest accelerating fields. However, as expected, the heavier ionspecies separate clearly in the energy spectrum due to their lower charge-to-mass ratio. Re-cently, amodel has been proposed by Huebl et al. [G15] to predict maximumenergies from ho-mogeneous two-species planar targets. There, hydrogen and deuterium were chosen for theirsimple ionization physics but themodel could in principle be extended to other ion species andadjustments for different charge states could be made. While not in the scope of this thesis,the 3D simulation data that was obtained will be subject to further study after the conclusionof this work.
The large-scale simulation campaign described in this section was the first study that pro-duced high-resolution, high-quality data of the full 3D laser-ion acceleration process from foilsunder the consideration of realistic laser intensity ramps within the last picosecond prior tolaser peak arrival. In the wake of this one-year computation project, all three involved institu-tions of HZDR, ZIH and CSCS built up new capabilities for data-intensive simulation workflows(e.g. JupyterHub) and transport (e.g. GridFTP) that future projects and users will be able tobenefit from. But the simulations also delivered valuable information of the divergence andspectra of ions and electrons that can be used to maximize the high-energy ion yield withmagnetic focusing optics like demonstrated recently at HZDR by Brack et al. [318].The simulation campaign showed another peculiarity that was not studied inmuch detail butwill give rise to further investigations. Different laser pulse shapes influence the evolution oftarget ionization and expansion. Subsequently, the target front and rear surfaces are indentedor bulging out, respectively, at different times with respect to the arrival of the laser maximumwhich geometrically affects the acceleration of ions.In laboratory experiments, diagnostics for particles and electromagnetic radiation usuallyonly cover a very limited part of the full solid angle. Proton diagnostics like Thomson parabolaspectrometers (TPS), for instance, will admit particles only through a tiny pinhole. Under suchcircumstances, the measurements become very sensitive to the transverse proton emissioncharacteristics which can only be appropriately modeled in 3D simulations. Furthermore, thecomparison between 3D simulation results and experimental measurements can be furthercomplicated by the detection thresholds of available detector systems such that the real max-imum energies cannot be observed.However, being able to accelerate protons from thin foil targets has often been an unofficialquality indicator for the laser contrast and standard targets can give a general clue about thelaser performance on the beginning of a given experiment day. In this sense, an extensive char-acterization of transverse proton profiles accelerated from a standard thickness ultrathin foiltarget and measured on a scintillating screen after different absorbing layers at the same time(to account for different proton energies) could as well be an indicator for the last picosecondcontrast of the system on that day.

Concurrent Experimental Campaigns In parallel to the simulations of the author, experi-mental work at the DRACO laser system studied the influence that ΔTOD and ΔGVD dispersionadjustments have on the ion acceleration performance from various targets.Figure 4.32 shows the results obtained in these experiments[10]. Depicted is the maxi-mum proton energy from changes of ΔTOD, after a stable, best-compression (initial) settingwas found, using a Wizzler-Dazzler feedback loop and SPIDER measurements. It can be seenthat in all target types positive values of ΔTOD lead to increased proton energies. Especiallyin the case of Formvar targets the energy gain surpasses 50 %. Further changes to ΔGVD (notshown here) return the pulse to better compression from the TOD-caused broadened shape,increasing the gain even further. Ziegler et al. [10] conclude that short, asymmetric laser pulsewith a shallow intensity ramp can effectively double the maximum proton energy while also
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Figure 4.32.: Experimentally obtained maximum proton energies from various targets with respect to ΔTODchanges (ΔGVD= 0). Different laser energy (EL) and contrast settings (with PM / without PM) werealso employed. The upper panel shows the relative energy gain compared to the initial settings ofbest laser pulse compression. Originally in [10].

increasing the proton flux significantly.While the intensity ramps varied in the simulations are common, averaged representativesof the measured intensity profiles at DRACO, the trend of increasing proton energies withshallower ramps was not observed for plastic targets. In the simulations maximum energiesare decreasing due to much lower laser absorption in the ramp cases and the early onset oftransparency. However, a direct comparison between the idealized conditions and the muchmore complex experimental dynamics remains challenging.

4.2.11. Conclusions

The 3D simulations with realistic intensity ramp shapes performed in this thesis work revealedthat commonly used initial conditions for PIC simulations do not sufficiently describe the stateof the target following the interaction with an intensity ramp within the last hundred femtosec-onds prior to the main pulse arrival. Non-trivial density– and electron energy distributions aswell as particle drifts caused by the leading edge can significantly enhance the maximum pro-ton energy from metal targets over the performance achieved with a perfect Gaussian laserpulse in the short-pulse ∼ 10 J regime. If the available resources do not prohibit such a study,a more realistic leading edge should always be included into the parameter scans for a lab-oratory experiment to ensure that possible effects from the interaction are not missed. Onthe other hand, more suitable initial conditions can possibly be identified that allow for a laterinitialization point with respect to the pulse maximum.The spectral feature of the high-energy tail observed in simulations with copper targets canbe found in several other works that were published before this thesis which also used metalfoils (e.g. [21, 23, 319, 320]). Revisiting these target and laser setups could provide new insighton how to control and enhance the number of protons and proton maximum energies by
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exploitation of the process described above. Especially with metal foils of varying thicknessand possibly a proton-rich layer on the laser-facing side, experiments are conceivable thatmay allow to distinguish protons of front-side and rear-side origin based on their location inthe energy spectrum or their spatial profile. Protons injected into the sheath from the frontside would be accelerated to high energies but would likely remain very collimated. Lowerenergy protons could exhibit a transverse profile that is spatially structured due to instabilitiesor disturbances inside the Debye sheath.Comparing the results of recent experiments at HZDR and the simulation results with plastictargets from this study, opposite trends for maximum proton energies were observed. Thisindicates that the simulations still do not reflect all significant features of the laser pulse pro-vides cause for further, careful study. Changes to GVD and TOD in the experiment do notdirectly translate to the fully-compressed, fully-amplified laser pulse in the focal plane and nei-ther do the measured intensity shapes reflect the full spatiotemporal structure of the laserpulse. More diagnostics in both simulation and experiment as well as close collaboration be-tween both are necessary to shed light on the complex acceleration dynamics to ultimatelygain precise control over the ion beam parameters.

4.3. Novel Diagnostics Accessing the Nanoscopic Ultrafast
Processes in Laser-Driven Solid-Density Plasmas

Most of the currently available diagnostics during a laser-ion acceleration experiment sufferfrom a lack of either spatial or temporal resolution. But the precise state of the target duringthe short period of time including and around the arrival of the main pulse with its peak inten-sity needs to be known to fully characterize the acceleration process. Posterior electron andion detection methods as well as most of the radiation diagnostics are largely time-integratingand, therefore, cannot give direct insight into the few ten to hundred femtoseconds aroundthe main pulse interaction. Probing methods using optical light contain valuable spatial infor-mation but fail to penetrate the overdense plasma regions. Characteristic X-ray radiation fromatomic transitions, e.g. Kα, inside the target has been shown to yield spatial information aboutionization states and the plasma temperature[321, 322], but again only in a time-integratedfashion with large contributions after the main pulse interaction has already happened. Ad-ditionally, limited capacities in experimental vacuum chambers only allow for detectors to beplaced in fixed locations, subsequently covering only very limited regions of the full solid angle.During the large-scale simulation campaign described in the previous section, a subset ofsimulation runs featured self-consistent bremsstrahlung radiation generation. These X-raysare produced when laser-accelerated electrons traverse the target and scatter off atomic nu-clei (scaling with Z2) and shell-electrons (scaling with Z). In PIConGPU, the module was im-plemented in the course of the diploma thesis of H. Burau [194]. Recently, bremsstrahlungdirectly generated from the laser-driven target has been proposed to give insight into the dy-namics of the laser-ion acceleration process[190]. While radiation signatures in the integratedmeasurements of ejected electrons, ions and photons can all be used to deduce specific con-ditions of the acceleration process, bremsstrahlung X-rays are especially of interest. Due totheir low interaction probability with the target, they hold the potential to decode very directinformation about the state of the target during the time of their creation, whereas electronsand ions can be deflected in the strong fields that are inherent in laser-ion acceleration.This section shows only a selection of the results that were obtained in the simulation studymentioned before. Unfortunately, the creation of bremsstrahlung macro-photons that propa-gated through the target volume was an additional source of instability for the already compu-
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tationally very expensive simulations. As several simulations did not run to completion, param-eter scans were left fragmented and incomplete. Nevertheless, to the knowledge of the author,these are the first fully 3-dimensional simulations of laser-ion acceleration frommetal and plas-tic targets with realistic laser contrast conditions and unprecedented resolution featuring in-situ bremsstrahlung generation. Therefore, the results presented here are of general interestand may serve as a motivation to continue the research of the option to use bremsstrahlungas a novel diagnostic to finally access the femtosecond timescales of the main-pulse-targetinteraction.
4.3.1. Radiation Signatures from the Target During Interaction

Figure 4.33.: Middle panel: Photon macro-particle count of two copper simulations with perfect Gaussian laser con-trast (PC) and identical setup, apart from their target thicknesses of 11 nm (blue line, lower panels)and 32 nm (orange line, upper panels). The maximum a0 was 63.25. The lower and upper panelsshow example photon macro-particle density slices from the plane spanned between laser propaga-tion and polarization direction. While the density for each image is in arbitrary units, the differentdegrees of target indentation as well as differences in bremsstrahlung creation hot spots becomealready apparent.
Figure 4.33 shows photon density slices obtained from the simulated interaction of a Gaus-sian laser pulse (a0 = 63.25) with copper foil targets with thicknesses of 32 nm (top row) and11 nm (bottom row), respectively. Each image is normalized to its maximum value and whilethe three images in both time series cannot be compared quantitatively, they show very differ-ent photon distributions, qualitatively. This hints at different states of the target, with respectto expansion and transparency. For the first snapshot, at trel = 11 fs after the arrival of the
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main pulse maximum, the 32 nm foil is still structurally intact and so bremsstrahlung photonsare created in a very confined layer. Target indentation becomes already visible at 21 fs, closeto the time at which the photon count inside the simulation is maximal (see middle panel) and47 fs after the main pulse interaction, photons are created in a spatially bunched structure in-side a bulk plasma that has expanded at least 2µm past the original rear surface of the target.The thinner foil on the other hand already shows strongly localized photon creation at the earli-est shown time. This hints at a strong disturbance of the foil surface and bulk where the targetwas already (or is being) burned through in its center. By the latest shown time of 47 fs, nostrongly featured structure can be identified, anywhere, indicating that the target expansion isso pronounced that bremsstrahlung photons are not efficiently created, anymore. These earlyobservations already show that the bremsstrahlung emission depends strongly on the targetconditions over the very short time that the laser is strongest until only very shortly after, whichis also the period that is of highest interest and importance for the ion acceleration process.In the following, selected angular photon distributions and energy histograms are shown andexamined for their connection about the target conditions.
Energy Spectra

Figure 4.34.: Energy histograms of bremsstrahlung photons from four simulations of Copper targets irradiatedwith a linearly (*circularly) polarized 30 fs Gaussian laser pulse of a0 = 63.25 (PC in Fig. 4.10b ). Targetthicknesses are 11 nm, 32 nm, and 101 nm. Thin lines represent temperature-like fits to the high-energy part of the bremsstrahlung distributions.
Figure 4.34 shows total bremsstrahlung energy histograms of four different simulationsof Copper foils at 170 fs after the peak of the laser pulse interacts with the target front sur-face. The respective high-energy parts were fitted with exponential functions of the form

f (E) = Nph,0/kBT tailph · exp
(–E/kBT tailph

). Among the simulations with linear laser polarization, the
fitted photon tail “temperatures”5 T tailph decrease with increasing target thickness d whereas
the overall photon number increases. The 11 nm case with circular polarization exhibits a
5The author would like to emphasize, again, that the fits to photon, electron and proton spectra in this sectiondo not represent real temperatures in a thermodynamical sense. While the high-energy tails in the spectraare approximated with a Boltzmann law, the particle energy distributions originate in highly non-equilibratedphysics.
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lower photon temperature than even the 32 nm case and shows the lowest overall photonnumber. Since electrons experience a rather constant driving force in this case, high-energy2ωL–bunches are not created which translates to a lower-energy bremsstrahlung signal.

Figure 4.35.: Total energy histograms of electrons emitted in four simulations of Copper targets irradiated witha linearly (*circularly) polarized 30 fs Gaussian laser pulse of a0 = 63.25 (PC in Fig. 4.10b ). Targetthicknesses are 11 nm, 32 nm, and 101 nm. Thin lines represent temperature fits to the high-energypart of the distributions.
Figure 4.35 shows the accompanying electron energy histograms of the simulations dis-played in Fig. 4.34 and Fig. 4.36 shows the spectra of all protons. The trends observed inthe photon spectra can also be seen in the electron spectra, i.e. temperature fits showing de-creasing values of T taile for thicker targets. The high-energy part of the electron spectra consistsof the prompt electrons created at the target front which are energetic enough to overcomethe restoring forces in the charge separation zones at the target expansion surfaces. For ref-erence, the scaling of Kluge et al. [74] gives Te = 8.6 MeV for a0 = 63.25 (see Eq. 2.9) whereasthe ponderomotive scaling yields 22.3 MeV. However, these values are not directly comparablebecause they describe the characteristic “temperature“ of electrons directly after the interac-tion with the laser field but prior to the interaction with the target. According to Kluge et al.[73], the prompt electron bunches exhibit a spectral structure that is proportional to 1/γe andpeaks again around their maximum energy. Only in convolution with the temporal intensitydistribution of the laser pulse, the collective of all prompt 2ωL–bunches has a spectral distribu-tion that can look similar to a thermal distribution with a temperature. As the interaction withthe laser comes to an end, the electrons remaining in the larger target area equilibrate anddevelop a real temperature. The multi-10 MeV tail of the prompt bunch electrons has a lowinteraction probability with the bulk of typical micron-sized targets and is also able to escapethe sheath field. As such, its spectral structure is mostly preserved. It creates highly energeticbremsstrahlung during a short period in time and the following considerations will show howtarget state is imprinted into this radiation which is promising for allowing to reconstruct moredetails about the proton acceleration mechanism (see Figs. 4.37, 4.38, and 4.39). The lowerenergy part of the bremsstrahlung, on the other hand, is also of interest but should give moregeneral information about the total absorption efficiency, for instance.Finally, the proton spectra in Fig. 4.36 show exponential distributions with clearly identifiablemaximum energies. The single circularly polarized case has the overall highest proton ener-gies that were detected in this simulation study with close to Emax = 200 MeV. This is because
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Figure 4.36.: Total energy histograms of protons emitted in four simulations of Copper targets irradiated with alinearly (*circularly) polarized 30 fs Gaussian laser pulse of a0 = 63.25 (PC in Fig. 4.10b ). Targetthicknesses are 11 nm, 32 nm, and 101 nm. Thin lines represent partial fits to the distributions.

the interaction process strongly exhibits Light-Sail RPA. For the linearly polarized cases, themaximum energies decrease from 105 MeV (11 nm), over 70 MeV (32 nm) to 40 MeV (101 nm).The temperature fits to the spectra follow the same trend as before with the exception of thecircularly polarized case. It has the the highest value since the electrons there are displacedas a single layer with a relatively low energy spread which leads to strong proton accelerationin LS-RPA. The dip in proton number at the very beginning of all the shown spectra accountsfor the fact that the proton source are the organic contaminant layers of the targets. There-fore, the particle number is very limited and a significant amount of all available protons getsaccelerated.The information that can be gained from integrated spectra is still very limited. In the fol-lowing, angularly resolved spectra are shown which yield more information about the targetstructure during the time of maximum laser intensity.

Angular Emission Characteristics and Energy Spectra

Figure 4.37 displays angular distributions of bremsstrahlung photons, electrons and ions forthe four simulations from Fig. 4.34. The imageswere obtained from the ParticleCalorimeterdiagnostic of PIConGPU6 and show relative particle numbers in the respective energy intervaldistributed over the yaw angle, i.e. the angle in the y – x plane7 which coincides with the po-larization plane in the cases a)-c). The distributions were integrated for the pitch angle outsideof the polarization plane. Only a single circularly polarized simulation was performed with atarget thickness of 11 nm and the results are shown in the top row (a*) of Fig. 4.37.In all cases, the highest energy bremsstrahlung is directed in the general forward directionbecause high energy electrons accelerated by the laser radiation pressure and ~v × ~B–forceare driven through the target bulk where the bremsstrahlung is created. Also, the overall
6The particle calorimeter diagnostic maps all occurring particle momenta to an angular bin, regardless if theparticle has already left the simulation volume. For all particles still inside the simulation this is done on-the-fly.Once a particle leaves, its emission direction as well as energy contribution to an energy bin is frozen in time.7In PIConGPU the laser propagates along the y-axis
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Figure 4.37.: Angular distributions of bremsstrahlung photons (left column), electrons (middle column) and protons(right column) in the the plane of polarization (“yaw”, i.e. y – x), integrated over the angle around theorthogonal transverse axis (“pitch” ) at 170 fs after main-pulse-target interaction. Shown are relativeparticle numbers, normalized to the maximum value in the respective energy interval. Copper targetswere irradiated with a linearly (*circularly) polarized 30 fs Gaussian laser pulse of a0 = 63.25 (PC inFig. 4.10b ). Target thicknesses are a) 11 nm, b) 32 nm, and c) 101 nm. The legends shown next to theangular distributions of the circularly polarized case in the top row describe the energy intervals forthe entire column, respectively.
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emission characteristics show that different angles of preference exist for the each of theenergy intervals. In both the circular polarization case a*) as well as the linearly polarizedcases a)-c) the laser propagation direction under 0° exhibits a dip in particle numbers overalmost the complete range of energies. Furthermore, the angular distribution of photons with
Eγ > 44 MeV were observed to not change anymore after about trel = 42 fs, or ∼ 1.5 τL inevery case. The time span between τL and 1.5 τL was also found to exhibit the highest aver-age electron energies 〈Ee〉crop = ∫∞

E(βγ>1) E · dN/dE dE / ∫∞
E(βγ>1) dN/dE dE for electrons with

momenta above βγ = 1. This shows that the highest energy bremsstrahlung photons are onlycreated fromwhen the laser pulse is strongest, until electron energies peak and then emissionquickly ceases, again. The emission probability also scales quadratically with the electron en-ergy, p(Ekin,W , cos θ) ∝ γ2e , and so the contribution to the overall bremsstrahlung signal is verystrong during that time. As such, these photons provide a strong signal with virtually undilutedinformation about the most important time period of laser-ion acceleration.
In linear polarization, the bremsstrahlung signal is forked into two lobes, symmetrically point-ing away from the axis of laser propagation. This pattern is caused by the 2ωL-bunches thatare accelerated at the target front when the normalized laser amplitude satisfies a0 > 1. Simi-lar to the 2D simulation study of Vyskočil, Klimo, and Weber [190] on micron-sized aluminumtargets, the emission angles from sub-micron copper targets also generally decrease with in-creasing foil thickness d. Especially very thin foils become indented earlier and together withelectrons already gaining some radial momentum away from the laser axis due to the spatiallyGaussian intensity shape, the bremsstrahlung opening angle in the circularly polarized casecan be explained as well. The aforementioned study[190] showed the photon emission char-acteristics only up to 10 MeV for targets irradiated by a laser of a0 = 86. For higher photonenergies it becomes apparent that there is a clear energy cutoff above which no bremsstrah-lung photons are emitted in laser-backwards direction. That the backwards emission direction(180°) is populated at all for lower energies stems from the fact that electrons can recirculatein the TNSA sheath behind the target and return to again interact with the bulk and producebreaking radiation. Above Eγ = 25 MeV, almost no counter-propagating photons are found. Itis conceivable that a closer study of the backward-directed bremsstrahlung and its cutoff overa more extended parameter scan can give insight that would allow reconstructing the strengthof the TNSA sheath and its lifetime, which decides for how long and below which kinetic energy

Ee can recirculate.
The second column of Fig. 4.37 displays angular normalized electron number distributions.A striking feature is again that different energy intervals show very different emission patterns.For the thinnest targets of 11 nm the preferential direction where themost high-energetic elec-trons are detected is generally forward. For 32 nm and 101 nm, most high-energetic electronsof Ee are found to be propagating in two very narrow angular lobes between 20 to25° awayfrom the laser backward direction. An analysis of the time evolution of the detector signalreveals that these lobes only begin become so pronounced once the laser has been mainlyreflected. As long as the laser pulse still applies radiation pressure to the target, a front-sidesheath is strongly suppressed and electrons expand towards the outer regions of the laserspot where the pressure is smaller. When the laser pressure decreases, the strongly heatedtarget also expands more in laser backwards direction. In laser-forward direction however,the sheath field not only accelerates ions but also keeps electrons back unless their energy istoo great to be retained. For this reason, electron numbers in the higher energy intervals arereduced in forward-direction .
The angular distributions of total proton number in all cases, displayed in the third columnof Fig. 4.37, show a behavior similar to the photons throughout the different energy intervals.Protons are accelerated in both forward and backward directions but to visibly higher ener-
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gies in forward direction. For the lowest energies below 20 MeV, protons are well collimatedtowards 0° and 180°. The emission angle increases with increasing energy up to 59 MeV. Pro-tons with higher energies are emitted to slightly smaller divergence angles, again. In general,the proton emission half-angles decrease with increasing target thickness from up to almost40° (d = 11 nm circ. pol.) down to 5° (101 nm).
Temporal Analysis of Acceleration Dynamic Encoding Figure 4.38 shows a temporally re-solved analysis of the bremsstrahlung distribution shown in Fig. 4.37 in the case of the 11 nmfoil. In the upper part (I), distributions for newly created bremsstrahlung photons are shownfor chosen time intervals between consecutive outputs of the ParticleCalorimeter diagnos-tic (placed every 5.13 fs) which originally records the accumulated energy deposited over time.The lower part (II) shows the temporal evolution of total photon number Nph (blue line) and itstime derivative dNph

/dt (orange line) for photons currently contained in the simulation box.
The change in photon number is displayed in a spectral representation d2Nph /dEdt in thepanel below. This data arises from consecutive differences of the EnergyHistogram outputwhich is available every 0.25 fs. The pink area marks bins where the number of particles thatleave the box is larger than the number of newly created particles.In Fig. 4.37 it was already visible that the divergence angle of the high-energy photons coin-cides well with the opening angle of the highest energy protons for the 11 nm foil. The tempo-rally resolved analysis shows now that between 5 and 25 fs after the main pulse maximum hitthe target front bremsstrahlung with energies larger than 49 MeV is produced in these open-ing angles. From Fig. 4.24 it is already known that between trel = 0 and ≈ 40 fs protons gainalready most of their energy. Therefore, the electrons that produce bremsstrahlung duringthis time also contribute majorly to the acceleration of protons. However, seeing that medium-high energy photons (around 30 MeV) show a structure with two pronounced lobes of wideropening angles (not unlike butterfly wings) in Fig. 4.38 I b), already hints at larger target in-dentation and beginning transparency. In this case, electrons accelerated transversely in thelaser field already oscillate in relatively dense pre-plasma before being pushed into the over-dense region where they detach from the laser and produce bremsstrahlung in more narrowforward direction. Note that “spikier” structures represent less particles than smooth curvesin an energy interval. That is because the numbers in each energy band are normalized tothe band’s maximum number per angle bin. In the subfigures d) and e), i.e. after 35 to 45 fs,high energetic photons are produced less and less. After 98 fs, the production of medium-energy photons has ceased as well. The general emission pattern is also more homogeneous,indicating that only (re-)circulating electrons contribute to the bremsstrahlung signal. Asymme-tries with respect to the 0° axis in the bremsstrahlung emission at earlier times are the resultof changing laser field strength due to the Gaussian temporal profile and the output intervallength of 2 TL, which allows to see pronounced emission during specific laser half-waves. Thesharp gradient in dNph

/dt in the upper panel of 4.38 II) can be explained with the fact thatmany low-energy photons that were produced earlier are leaving the simulation box. Sincethey are always created in much larger numbers than the high-energy photons (due to theelectron bunch spectrum) they dominate this quantity. The 2ωL–bunch structure is well repro-duced in the creation of bremsstrahlung photons for which there are roughly 6 local maximaevery 10 fs, i.e. every 3 laser periods, as Fig. 4.38 II) shows.
Figure 4.39 shows the same analysis as Fig. 4.38 but for the 32 nm foil. Analogous to the11 nm case, the production of the highest energy bremsstrahlung is limited to the intervals b)through e), i.e. roughly within 1 to1.5 laser pulse durations after the arrival of the maximumintensity of the laser on target. However, in the 32 nm case the bremsstrahlung is directedmore towards the forward direction which indicates that the target plane is still mostly intact
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Figure 4.38.: I) Angular distribution of newly created bremsstrahlung photons during chosen time intervals a) – f)in the 10 nm copper foil PC case. Each polar plot shows all photons that are created between thesurrounding consecutive output iterations (red ticks in (II)) which are 5.13 fs apart. Photons are sortedinto energy bands (legend below, next to the panels in (II)) and the angular distribution is normalizedto the maximum signal within each energy band. II) Lower panel: Temporal evolution of the timederivative of photon energy spectra that are available every 0.25 fs. Upper panel: Temporal evolutionof the change in total photon number dNph
/dt (orange) and total photon number Nph (blue) within thesimulation box, at every 0.25 fs. The pink area marks bins where more photons leave the simulationbox than are newly created. The UHI drive laser is incident under 0° from the left (like in Fig. 4.37).
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Figure 4.39.: I) Angular distribution of newly created bremsstrahlung photons during chosen time intervals a) – f)in the 30 nm copper foil PC case. Each polar plot shows all photons that are created between thesurrounding consecutive output iterations (red ticks in (II)) which are 5.13 fs apart. Photons are sortedinto energy bands (legend below, next to the panels in (II)) and the angular distribution is normalizedto the maximum signal within each energy band. II) Lower panel: Temporal evolution of the timederivative of photon energy spectra that are available every 0.25 fs. Upper panel: Temporal evolutionof the change in total photon number dNph
/dt (orange) and total photon number Nph (blue) within thesimulation box, at every 0.25 fs. The pink area marks bins where more photons leave the simulationbox than are newly created. The UHI drive laser is incident under 0° from the left (like in Fig. 4.37).
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and not as indented as with the 11 nm. Only in subfigures c) and d) the “butterfly wing” struc-ture from before starts to become visible, speaking again for the onset of target transparency.During the time between b) and c) that is most crucial for the energy gain of accelerated pro-tons, it can be seen that a majority of electrons produce medium-energy bremsstrahlung inmore narrow forward direction than in Fig. 4.38 I b), c). These preference angles are the onesthat the fastest accelerated protons imprint on and which do not change much later since theprotons will already be moving too inertly to be influenced by later, lower density, regions ofthe electron sheath. This analysis confirms the general impression about the laser-solid inter-action dynamics that already the photon density slices in Fig. 4.33 for the 11 and 32 nm casescreated.In the 101 nm case of Fig. 4.37, any bremsstrahlung but the lowest shown energy bands isdirected in forward direction with only very narrow opening angles. Also, there are no “butterflywings” to be seen which indicates that the target was intact for all of the time that energeticelectrons probed the bulk density. Therefore, the opening angles of the high energy protonemission and the highest energy photons mainly coincide, as well.

Conclusion

This section has shown how in-situ generated bremsstrahlung could possibly be used in the fu-ture as a bremsstrahlung tomography diagnostic of the target during the previously inaccessibletime period shortly after the laser peak interaction with the target. When both the bremsstrah-lung and proton emission are known, there is promising indication that the state of the targetduring maximum laser intensity irradiation (and shortly after) could be reconstructed. Thisdiagnostic, supplemented by existing on-shot diagnostics will hopefully lead to an even moreaccurate picture of the interaction dynamics that would in turn allow for better control overaccelerated proton beam parameters in the future.Unfortunately, the detection ofmulti-10 MeV photons is not a simple feat. Either, scintillationdetectors would require a large amount of absorber material to shield away the lower-energyphotons or detection techniques like they are used in high-energy physics require large de-tection volumes. Both factors make it likely unfeasible to place an on-shot detector into thetarget chamber while the low particle number of high-energy photons make the detection fur-ther away outside the chamber very challenging. On-shot detectors developed at HZDR area work-in-progress diagnostic tool and variants currently reaching up to ∼ 10 MeV have beenrecently employed in laser-matter interaction experiments at DRACO and other facilities[192].Since realistic target chamber geometries usually only allow for very specific angles to be cov-ered for X-ray detection, accompanying simulation support will continue to be important forthe selection, planning and interpretation of experiments.With the advent of X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) in recent years, ultra-brilliant X-raysources have become available that produce coherent X-ray beams that are short enough(∼ fs) and carry enough photons (Nph ∼ 1012) to feasibly conduct pump-probe experimentsof laser-driven solid density plasmas. Like Sec. 4.3.2, the next section shows simulation workperformed within this thesis to explore these novel diagnostic methods for the probing oftransient laser-driven plasma processes on nanometer scales.

4.3.2. Probing Plasma Expansion Dynamics of Structured Foil Targets with SAXS

Ion acceleration from laser-driven solid density plasmas includes transient phenomena andnon-equilibrium physics that occur at femtosecond and nanometer scales, such as the targetionization at the critical density surface or the creation of plasma waves. After being inaccessi-
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Figure 4.40.: Artist impression of Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) experiment performed at SLAC shown laterin Fig. 4.42. A silicon foil with pre-inscribed grating surface is driven by a high-intensity laser pulse(red) and subsequently the evolving plasma structure is probed by a perpendicularly impinging X-raypulse (blue, different delays expressed by the several slices). Simulation images created by the author.Scattering patterns below were obtained in the experiment and indicate the gradual disintegration ofthe sharp grating surface structure. Image originally in HZDR press release [323].

ble to experimental diagnostics for a long time, these scales have now simultaneously becomeavailable for study due to the unparalleled peak brilliance of X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs).In order to gain deeper understanding about the complex process of laser-ion acceleration, itis sensible to study a more basic process first. The expansion of a heated solid-density plasmainto vacuum is the prerequisite to the most robust ion acceleration process, TNSA, and istherefore a suitable phenomenon to characterize. In particular, the temporal evolution of theplasma scale length Lp is of interest, as it allows direct validation of particle-in-cell simulationswhich are widely adopted to model laser-ion acceleration processes. In two pilot experiments,Kluge et al.[G16] showed the feasibility of Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS, see 4.3.2) onplasmas for validating physics models and simulations on the aforementioned scales. In thefirst experiment, aluminum wires were irradiated with a circularly polarized Ti:Sa laser pulse(a0 = 2.45, τ = 60 fs) and the sharpness as well as the degree of indentation of the wire’ssurface were then assessed by probing the target perpendicularly with the LCLS X-ray beam.In the second experiment, a shock was induced in a multi-layer silicon slab via a nanosecondlaser pulse. It was possible to measure the change in the crystalline structure from the tar-get compression that way. Both experiments already established a spatial resolution on theorder of nanometers. To achieve a significant sensitivity to the femtosecond timescales ofnanometer changes in plasma expansion, silicon targets were specifically designed to exploitthe increased scattering signal and characteristic scattering pattern of a pre-inscribed surfacegrating.
In the following, preparatory 2D PIC-simulations are presented that tested the feasibility ofthe SAXS experiment performed at LCLS which was published in [G8]. Resulting from thesesimulations, the expansion profiles, and –velocity were extracted and the necessary detectorsensitivity, q–range and time resolution could be derived. As a main result next to the generalsurface-structured expansion dynamics, priorly unexpected plasma jets were found that haveamajor influence on the applicability of simple analyticmodels used for forward calculation and
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fits of the scattering patterns. With this knowledge, several experimental shots were later iden-tified that strongly hint at the presence of these plasma jets. In a second step, post-experimentsimulations were used to interpret the experimental results and explain the spatiotemporalexpansion dynamics that were observed.
X-ray Scattering from Plasmas

X-rays have long been an important tool for studying the structure of matter which is mainlyowed to their ability to penetrate materials of solid density due to short wavelengths on theorder of Ångströms (1Å = 10–10 m). As such, significant scientific discoveries were and arecontinued to be made regarding the lattice structure of crystals, the architecture of our DNAand more recently, complex protein structures and even functional building blocks of livingorganisms (for a review, see [324]). But unlike the direct photographic X-ray images that firstrevealed the interior of the human body and its bones[325], all of the above benefit from theproperty of X-rays to resolve structures on the nanometer to micrometer scale via X-ray scat-tering and diffraction. Here, the initial propagation direction of a particle or wave, respectively,is changed due to the interaction with an obstacle in its path and images in reciprocal spaceare created on a detector that measures the scattered intensity.Small-Angle Scattering with hard X-rays is a well-known technique[326, 327] in the retrievalof structural information between 1 to1000 nm in the fields mentioned above, but was only re-cently proposed for application to laser-driven solid-density plasmas[50, 51]. First experimentsalready demonstrated that the technique qualifies to study the ultra-fast (fs), ultra-small (nm)scales of transient plasma processes[G8, G16].
Thomson-Scattering from Free and Bound Electrons The basis for SAXS from solid-densityplasmas is the elastic scattering of X-rays from single charged particles. The Compton ef-fect[328] describes the energy that is transmitted from the scattered photon to the charged
particle, ΔEph = Δpph · c = (p2ph,i · c2/mS

)(1 – cos(1 – 2θ)) in the rest frame of the charged par-
ticle with mass mS. The main contribution to the scattering signal from such plasmas comesfrom free and bound electrons. Under small scattering angles (sin(2θ) ≈ 2θ) and with X-rayphoton energies Eph of a few kiloelectronvolts the scattering can be treated as fully elastic. Forextended information on the following derivation see [G16] or [287, 327]. The interaction isnow independent of the particular value of the photon energy and can be described by the
Thomson scattering cross section.(

∂σ
∂Ω

)
Th

= r
2e 12
(1 + cos2(2θ)) ≈ r

2e (4.8)
The classical electron radius re = e2/4πε0mec2 ≈ 2.82 fm sets the scattering length scale andthe rest of the right side of Eq. 4.8 is the polarization factor that scales the amplitude of thescattered wave φout. In first Born approximation, the phase difference of two scattered planewaves whose scatterers are separated by ~r can be expressed via φ = –~r(~k – ~k0) ≡ –~r~q.

φout(~q, t) = re
d

∫
φin(~r, t ′ (z)) n(~r, t ′ (z)) e–i~q~r d3r (4.9)

n = ne,free +∑
Γ

Γnion,Γ +∑
γ

nion,γFresion,γ
(
Eph
) (4.10)

If each photon is scattered only once and the distance to the detector is much larger thanthe distance between individual scatterers, the scattered waves are given by Eq. 4.9. The
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density of scatterers n(~r, t ′ (z)) is defined with respect to an arbitrary origin at t ′ = t + z

c
. Inconventional SAXS, the variation of n with time is negligible. While it is still possible to getstructural information of a plasma sample before it is destroyed, the notion is valid that dueto the femtosecond timescales of interest, this change should possibly be taken into account.Section 4.3.2 presents Monte-Carlo photon scattering simulations where this was realized ina first approach.Equation 4.10 illustrates that in general the density of scatterers is composed of both freeelectrons and a number of Γ = Z–Q electrons that are still bound to the ion, the latter of whichmight be susceptible to resonant bound-bound or bound-free transitions in the ionic potential,which depend strongly on the X-ray photon energy Eph and the number of shielding electrons,

γ. The scattering intensity Iout is the square of the scattering amplitude and the product of
structure– and form factor of the scatterer distribution.

Iout(~q) = (reφ
d

)2(
Sfree(~q)Ffree + Sbound(~q)Fbound

)2 (4.11)
Sbound = ∫ ni(~r exp(–i~q~r))d3r (4.12)
Fbound = ∫ion ne,bound(~r exp(–i~q~r))d3r (4.13)

It is most important to note that the scattering signal is not sensitive to absolute scatteringlength densities8 butmodulations of it. The structure factor S(~q) describes the degree of spatialcorrelations between these modulations and the form factor F(~q) holds information about theaveraged geometrical shape of a single feature. SAXS on solid density plasmas relies heavilyon the coherence of the source and has therefore a lot of similarity with the conventional
coherent X-ray diffraction (CXD). Apart from any resonant transitions, free and bound electronscontribute similarly to the scattering signal which means that it mainly depends on the totalelectron density fluctuations Δne,total in the plasma. The resonant interaction depends on thecomplex form factor Fresion,γ = F

′ion,γ+ iF′′ion,γ . The imaginary part is proportional to the absorptionand so to the opacity which can be calculated with 0D atomic physics codes like SCFLY[184,185] based on LTE plasma conditions. The real part is then usually inferred from the imaginarypart via the Kramers-Kronig relations if the energy dependence of the absorption cross-sectionis known (see Ch. 8.3 in [327]). For an experiment that aims at studying just the spatial structureor plasma modulations, the X-ray photon energy is tuned to be far off from any resonances.But resonant scattering (or RCXD) also promises to deliver spatial information about plasmatemperatures and ionization states[51] which could be a direct benchmark to the collisionaland atomic physics modules in PIC codes.
Reconstruction of Scattering Images and the Importance of Forward Calculations

With the assumptions of X-ray source coherence, small scattering angles and only a single scat-tering event per photon, one finds that the scattering amplitude corresponds to the Fouriertransform of the scattering length densities.
φout(~q) ∼ re · FT [n(~r)] (4.14)

I(~q) = φoutφ∗out (4.15)
= I0 · r2e

∣∣∣∣∫ n(~r)e–i~q~r d3r
∣∣∣∣2 (4.16)

8i.e. the product of the number density of scatterers and the individual scattering length
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As mentioned above, the scattering signal is the absolute square of the scattering amplitudewhich results in the loss of the phase information e–i~q~r once the intensity is measured on a de-tector. This problem is well-known in the X-ray scattering and diffraction community. Severaltechniques exist to retrieve this information and reconstruct the full 3D structure of the sam-ple. Already established optical probing techniques overcome the phase problem by eitherprobing the same target multiple times, like it is done with ptychography9, or by added initialinformation from a regular substructure, like in crystal diffraction. Alternatively, holographicmethods use the interference of a probe and a reference beam and allow to either record orreconstruct the 3D phase information. X-ray Fourier-transform holography (FTH) is already arobust single-shot measurement technique but the known reconstruction algorithms suffergreatly from missing information such as it would occur for high-brilliance XFELs where theunscattered beam is typically cut out by a beam block. X-ray FTH is in principle promisingfor the study of transient phenomena and even though several challenges remain, continousprogress is made that hopefully allow its use for study of laser-solid plasmas in the future[329].
Due to the extremely transient nature of plasmas that are driven by ultra-high laser inten-sities, they neither exhibit an inherently regular structure, nor do they form structures thatexist long enough to be readily probed multiple times. Therefore, it is important that not onlythe experimental methodology but also simulation tools are developed for these new experi-ments, to predict both the target dynamics as well as the scattering signals. For many cases,forward calculations using Fourier transforms and simple analytic models provide a valuabletool for first studies of plasma expansion into vacuum that exploit the enormous spatiotem-poral resolution that SAXS experiments are able to provide. For these experiments, targetshave to be specifically designed to increase sensitivity for the expansion process while low-ering the signal-to-noise ratio. While previous studies have shown that front-side structurescan enhance the laser absorption and X-ray emission[330], higher-harmonics generation[331]and creation of resonant plasma waves[332], their main purpose for this study lies elsewhere.The regular ridge-valley structuring of the surface acts like a simple line grating when the totalelectron density is projected in XFEL-probing direction.A schematic view of a total electron density grating profile and its defining parameters areshown in Fig. 4.41. The ridge edges, softened via plasma expansion ensuing the interactionwith the high power laser, can be analytically described with sigmoid functions.

nr⊥ = ne,02
(erf(x/(√2σ)) + 1) (4.17)

or approximately
nr⊥ = ne,0(1 + exp(–x/σ))–1 (4.18)

The simple forms of Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18 agree very well with the numerically obtained expan-sion profiles seen later in this section and therefore allow to describe the grating fully withonly 3 parameters. These are the ridge width b, the edge softening scale length σ and the ridgeperiodicity, or pitch g.When such a target is irradiated with an ultrashort X-ray pulse, it produces a well-known andanalytically defined scattering pattern on the detector. In reality the idealized solution from aninfinite line grating is additionally convolved with the finite illumination of the target, resultingin a finite grating pattern G(q), the scattering pattern of a single slit S(q) due to the finite widthof the ridges and, vitally, the effect of the edge sharpness E(q) of the ridges. Equation 4.19
9post-measurement, a numeric algorithm extracts the phase information from a superposition of all measure-ments
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Figure 4.41.: Schematic depiction of the total electron density grating profile used in 2D PIC simulations and itscharacteristic parameters that define the analytic model used in forward calculations and fits for theexperimental data obtained in the experiment at LCLS. Plasma expansion following high-power laser ir-radiation softens the ridge edges of the grating and ismodeled via the sigmoid function 1/(1+exp(–x/σ))
as an approximation to the error function profile 12

(erf(x/(√2σ)) + 1). To account for realistic surface
roughness, an initial scale length of σx,0 = 5 nm was configured.

shows the one-dimensional function that fully characterizes the expected signal at unit lengthdistance. In Fourier space, the convolution of the aforementioned influences can be expressedas the product of the normalized Fourier transform squares of each structure, that all dependon the scattering vector q.

I(q) = I0
q2 · G(q) · S(q) · E(q) (4.19)

with (4.20)
I0 = IXr

2
e

(
2NNb

b

)2 (4.21)
G(q) = [ sin(Nqg/2)

N sin(qg/2)
]2 (4.22)

S(q) = sin2
(
qb

2
)

(4.23)
E(q) = e

–q2σ2 (4.24)

With a finely controlled delay between pump-pulse and X-ray probe, the temporal evolutionof the decrease in the edge-sharpness of the ridges, i.e. the plasma expansion, can be di-rectly inferred from the measurement. The edge scale length σ can be retrieved from fits of
the envelope E(q) = e–q2σ2 of the overall scattering pattern that suppresses the grating peaksat higher q-values. With this, predictions for plasma expansion by particle-in-cell simulationscan be directly benchmarked and, hopefully, better modeling will allow for quantitative predic-tions of the averaged electron energy and ion sound speed that enable accurate quantitativepredictions for the ion energies in TNSA.
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PIC Simulation of Grating Targets Irradiated with Near-Relativistic Laser Pulses

In preparation for the experimental realization of a pump-probe SAXS experiment on a laser-driven grating target, the author performed a simulation study on the Hypnos cluster10 at HZDR.The simulations confirmed the feasibility of the experiment[G8, G9] that was then performedat the MEC end station of LCLS at SLAC[333]. Figure 4.42 displays the general setup of theexperiment, a scanning electron microscopy image of the target surface, and shows a timelineof typical scattering patterns obtained in the campaign.

Figure 4.42.: Schematic of the experimental SAXS setup. left The near-infrared drive laser pulse is focused on asilicon grating target where it creates a plasma that is subsequently heated. With a controlled delay(Δtdelay = ±119 fs), the X-ray pulses probe the plasma dynamics. The pump laser is incident under 45°and the probe laser is offset by 90° in the same plane that is parallel to the grating ridges. Both laserswere polarized perpendicularly to the grating ridges and the pump-probe plane. A scanning electronmicroscopy image of a representative target sample with grating period 500 nm is shown in the inset(targets were covered with Cu only for imaging). right Examples of scattering patterns of a grating withperiod g ∼= 300 nm and ridge width b ∼= 150 nm for different XFEL delays (rotated by 90°, normalizedto the respective intensity in the second scattering peak - the first one was sometimes over-saturated).Originally in [G8].
The questions that were answered in detail concern the performance of the planned gratingtargets, different target materials and laser intensities, varying pulse durations and features inthe laser contrast. For these, the plasma expansion evolution was observed, the expansionspeed was measured and the necessary temporal resolution in the experiment could be de-termined. Of special importance is the finding of an unexpected expansion feature11 that isstable against the change of parameters and provides unique opportunities to further diag-nose the expansion process even though it complicates the analysis of the scattering signalsbecause it ends the applicability of the single-grating model past a certain point in the expan-sion history. The 2D particle-in-cell code PICLS[54, 182], including field and impact ionization[94], was used for the simulations. 12

Pre-Experiment Results Three different target compositions were tested: T1 - pure silicontargets, T2 - silicon gratings buried under a layer of copper, T3 - same as T2 but flipped witha flat silicon front side and a grating on the back that is covered with copper. However, allconsiderations described in this chapter are based on the pure silicon gratings T1 for which
10decommissioned in 2020, since 2018 gradually superseded by the supercomputer Hemera11see dedicated discussion of the electron jet feature at the end of this section12See the appendix B for access to a copy of the code and the input parameter sets.
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the studies, both experimentally and in simulation, were most extensive. Table 4.3 shows thephysical parameters that were varied for this study.
a0 τL(fs) ne(nc)

σx,0(nm) Lx × Ly(µm× µm) b|g(nm) tsim(ps)
3.0 · 10–2 (pre∗)0.2160.2570.305

0.383

45
8230 (pre∗) 403

51050
1.6× 2.46.4× 12.8

25 | 5050 | 100
100 | 200200 | 400

2520

Table 4.3.: Physical properties of the preparatory 2D PICLS parameter scan of surface-structured silicon foils per-formed on Hypnos at HZDR. The bold-faced values are the ones for the simulation that is most repre-sentative for the experiment. Experimental and simulation results are reported in [G8, G9]. The valuesmarked with (pre∗) signify the pre-pulse study that was based on the initially specified laser parameterswhich later were corrected for the lower values from the experiment.
All simulations were performed in a quasi-1Dmanner, where the transverse simulation sizewas reduced in order to increase performance while keeping the resolution high. Since thetarget surface structure is periodic, the box size was chosen to be an integer multiple of thegrating pitch g and the transverse boundary conditions were set to periodic. The assumptionsfor this manner of simulation are that the simulated volume is in the very center of the laserspot, while the laser spot size is also large compared to the transverse box size. Therefore, thelaser pulse was simplified to a plane wave with only an explicit temporal pulse shape. Theseassumptions were also valid for later simulations that followed the experiment since the actualspot sizes at MEC were 16µm× 30µm for the near-infrared drive laser and 5 to10µm for theLCLS XFEL probe.The first batch of simulations started out with a laser a0 of 3 and pulse duration τL = 45 fs,since this was the initial expectation of themaximum laser amplitude during the experiment atMEC. During the simulation campaign and throughout the analysis phase after the experiment,the exact laser main pulse parameters and the contrast curve were subject to several changes.The campaign at MEC was the first experiment that required a tight IR laser focus from thelaser that was still in its commissioning phase and the Sequoia contrast measurement toolhad broken down shortly before the beamtime. The early parameter scan from table 4.3 wasfor the envisioned laser specifications which had to be corrected for lower intensity values later.Thus, the electron temperatures, expansion speeds and density gradient evolution observedin the first simulations were used as a first estimate of the upper energy limit to the dynamicsthat were likely to occur in the experiment, until the final laser measurements were made later.Fig. 4.43 shows two example cases of the temporal evolution of average electron kinetic en-ergy Te and free electron density nfreee at different grating feature sizes b of 100 nm (4.43a) and200 nm (4.43b), where b = h = g/2 applies for both cases. The depicted quantities representlineouts through the grating ridges parallel to the target plane at the height of h/2. Alreadythese lineouts show the emergence of a transient grating structure (marked by pink arrows)between the original grating ridge positions, but at different times with respect to the arrivalof the laser maximum. These structures also become visible in the projection of the total elec-tron density in probe direction. Otherwise, the general evolution and shapes of the densitydistributions were observed to be similar between different grating feature sizes.Finally, as reported in themethods section of [G8], a spatially plane wave laser (λL = 800 nm)with Gaussian temporal shape, a0 = 0.38, τ = 80 fs was used. The grating pitch g was varied
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(a) (b|g) = (100|200)nm, h = 100 nm. (b) (b|g) = (200|400)nm, h = 200 nm.
Figure 4.43.: Example lineouts through (b|g) = (100|200)nm (left) and (200|400)nm (right) gratings at h/2 of thegrating height h from 2D PICLS simulation results at different points in time trel relative to the lasermaximum on target. blue: Free electron density ne in critical densities nc = 1.74 · 1021 cm–3. Perfectgrating total electron density is shown in gray dotted lines. red: Free electron average kinetic energy(logarithmic) log10 Te. Laser parameters: a0 = 3, λL = 800 nm, τ = 45 fs. Single example features ofemerging transient grating structures are marked with pink arrows, respectively.

between 50, 100, 200 and 500 nm, the ridge width b and height h were chosen to be g/2.Initially, it was also reported that the laser contrast would have a pre-pulse at trel = –10 ps of
Ipp/I0 = 10–4 intensity. In order to resolve the plasma oscillations well, resolutions of λL/768

Figure 4.44.: Early contrast model built from measurements of the high-intensity Ti:Sa laser at MEC. The early pre-pulse at –37 ps was identified as a ghost pulse, a mirrored image of a post-pulse with the square rootof the actual intensity. The later pre-pulse at –10 ps was likely real and its influence was studied in theearlier campaign where amain0 = 3.
and λL/512 per cell were chosen. For the silicon targets, the maximum electron density at fullionization is ne = 403 nc. Using the relation λpe = √nc/neλL, these resolutions correspond to38.4 and 25.6 cells per electron plasma wavelength λpe, respectively. Since in PICLS the lengthof the time step is directly coupled to the cell width in a 1 : 1 ratio, the temporal sampling of theplasma period is identical. Due to the accumulation of small numerical errors and impendinginstabilities of the algorithms over millions of iterations, the 10 ps history prior to the mainpulse is usually not simulated with PIC. To estimate the influence of the ∼ 30 fs pre-pulse at–10 ps on the main interaction, dedicated simulations with just the latter were performed aswell.
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At four orders of magnitude less intensity than the main pulse, the pre-pulse does stillhave 1015 W cm–2 (in case a0 = 3) and be therefore above the ionization threshold at around1014 W cm–2. In dedicated simulations with PICLS, a sigmoid shape of the expanding plasmadensity of the form n(x) = n0 (1 + exp{–x/σ})–1 was observed. Therefore, the longitudinal pre-expansion with the scale length σz was varied as shown in Fig. 4.45. Later, the whole grat-ing was convolved in all directions with this s-shape to model the initial surface roughness of
σx,0 = 5.4 nm that was measured in the XFEL pre-shots in the experiment.

Figure 4.45.: Free electron density at trel = 192 fs after the laser pulse (τ = 45 fs, a0 = 3) would hit the unexpanded,sharp grating surface. Pure silicon grating targets are pre-expanded in target-normal direction with
n(x) = n0 (1 + exp{–x/σL})–1, and (l. to r.) σL = 5 nm, 10 nm and 50 nm. Simulations performed withPICLS[54].

Given the microscopic geometry of the target, two profiles with characteristic expansionscale lengths Lp can be defined. One is in target-normal direction and the other is on theside walls of the grating ridges, in x-direction parallel to the foil plane. Analytically, they can bebe expressed by sigmoid functions such as the error function. However, the scattering signaldepends on the projection of the electron density variation in XFEL-probing direction, herecalled z.
n(z) = A

2
[
1 + erf

(
z√2σz
)]

(4.25)
n(x) = A

2
[
1 + erf

(
x√2σx
)]

(4.26)
The scaling parameters σz and σx in Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26 need to be transformed to the plasmascale lengths Lp,x/z after extraction from the fits with respect to the probing angle.
Throughout all simulations the following dynamics were observed. When the grating is irra-diated by the laser pulse its surface is ionized and the plasma expands from all edges of thegrating. While the free electron density increases at these edges (as seen in Fig. 4.43), the totalelectron density which is relevant for the Thomson-scattering signal keeps its shape. Sincethe drive laser is polarized perpendicularly to the grating ridges, the electric field can easilypull out electrons which quickly heat the material in the ridges upon reentering. In the valleyregions, the average electron energy quickly reaches several 10 to100 keV due to the missingbulk plasma which would otherwise thermalize these electrons. Reaching the main pulse max-imum, the grating starts to expand more rapidly in both target-normal and parallel directionwith approximately cs ≈ 0.76 nm fs–1. When the laser a0 is relativistic, the plasma compressioncaused by the ~v× ~B-force causes an increase of the maximum electron density to about 600 ncor 3/2 ntotale in the density profile along the target normal. As the grating quickly disintegratesover the next 100 to200 fs, the formation of a secondary, regular electron density structure
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can be observed. The ablated and expanding plasma of the original grating overlap in thevalley regions which can be seen in the lower two panels of the lineouts in Fig. 4.43.Over the next ∼100 fs, plasma jets, emanating from the corners of the original grating, cre-ate a transient grating whose ridge density profiles look very similar to the softened originalridges. The structure is longitudinally stable enough that also in the projection these plasmajets produce a significant density modulation. For a very brief time interval (∼ 10 fs), the gratingridges of the newly formed grating as well as the ablated original one appear to have the sameheight, while the edge shape is also very similar. This leads to an effect where the whole pro-jected structure can be described with a grating pitch of g/2. This was an unexpected featurethat occurred very stably over all the simulations that were performed. Later, the projectedplasma jet density exceeds the magnitude of the remainder of the expanding ridges. Afterthe first overlap and crossing of the jets they overlap with the jet from the ridge after the nextand so forth, causing an oscillating density pattern. Once the rest of the original grating hasablated, the jets and secondary grating mostly dissipate over the course of the following halfpicosecond. The rest of the interaction is characterized by a plasma compression wave thathas no grating features, anymore, and keeps ablating the target for the next several ∼ 10 ps.

Post-Experiment Simulations In contrast to the earlier simulations with the relativistic laserpulse, the pre-pulse of the drive laser at the final parameters did not cause significant targetpre-expansion. Therefore, the initial grating sharpness was set to σ = 5.4 nm. That is theexperimentally determined average value that was obtained in the two XFEL pre-shots thatwere performed before eachmain shot event. Pre-shots are the two lower-intensity XFEL-onlyshots that 1.) measure the cold target structure and 2.) ensure that the first shot did notdegrade the target.Due to the lower – now non-relativistic – intensity, the speed of target ionization and plasmacompression due to the ponderomotive force were lower. This allowed for a reduction of theresolution to λL/256, thus reducing the calculation time for 1 ps to 27 h. The later simulationswere complemented by low-resolution (λL/32) runs that each took about one and a half weeksfor 600 000 steps. Irrespective of the possible algorithmic instabilities leading to inaccuratedetailed dynamics, they allowed for an observation of the more general plasma evolution over50 ps.With a decrease of the original grating period g, the oscillations of the density modulationbecome faster which can be explained with the shorter distance until the plasma jets over-lap. At the same time, the kinetic energy equilibration between ridge and valley regions alsotakes less time. When the longitudinal pre-expansion was varied in the earlier simulations, alarger plasma scale length σz effected a less pronounced transient grating structure later on(compare Fig. 4.45). The decrease in the laser intensity from a relativistic a0 = 3 to the sub-relativistic a0 = 0.38 did not result in a qualitative change of the observed plasma dynamicsapart from the lack of initial plasma compression during themain pulse interaction phase. Thiscompression would be invisible in the scattering experiment since it is uniform along the targetsurface. The smaller laser intensity did, however, increase the resiliency of the original gratingstructure. Transient grating structures appeared about 30 fs later than in the preparatory sim-ulations.Figure 4.46 shows fits of the analytic edge and grating models to the projected total elec-tron density from the PICLS simulations. The dissertation of Melanie Rödel [287] extensivelydescribes the fitting method and also the analysis of the experimental data. Up until the ap-pearance of the plasma jets, the single grating model describes the projected density verywell. During the early time of expansion, forward calculations produce an unambiguous signal.Once the expansion, i.e. the grating softness σx surpasses b0/8, the edges of the original grat-
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Figure 4.46.: 1st row: Plasma scale profiles from lineouts of the PIC simulations and scale length (Lp) fits in z′– (blue)and x-direction (orange). 2nd row: Error function fits (black) from the projected density (red) as definedin Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26. 3rd row: Forward calculations of the analytical model using the error function fits(black), the projected density from PICLS as a scaled lineout (grey) and the integrated scattering peaksignals from this lineout as a scatter plot (red). The horizontal line represents the Fourier transform ofnoise from the real space projection that was added to the analytical model. bottom panel: Temporalevolution of the error function fits (black line and plus markers). The red vertical bars mark the timesshown in the three rows above. Once the edge softness reaches σ = b0/8 (dashed black line) the edgesmerge and the plateau of the ridges vanishes. Together with the appearance of plasma jets at t = 30 fs(vertical black line) the single grating model becomes unreliable to still describe the projected grating.Then, a two-grating model is used. However, the number of visible scattering maxima becomes toosmall to identify a unique solution with the 6 parameters of themodel. Analysis performed byM. Rödel[287], based on initial PICLS simulation campaign of the author.
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ing merge. The flat ridge-top vanishes and now it becomes possible to describe the remainderof the original grating with a Dirac comb of Gaussians. The original model can be correctedfor the now different height Δx ∫ ntotale dz between valley-bottom and ridge-top but as soon asthe transient grating from the plasma jets arrives at a significant magnitude, at t = 30 fs, thesingle-grating model is not reliable, anymore. Unfortunately, as the expansion continues, theforward-calculated scattering signal is strongly suppressed for higher q-values. This resultsin ambiguous predictions for the still visible intensity ranges due to the 6 parameters of thetwo-grating model. In other words, measurements and reconstructions of the expansion scalelengths do not yield a unique solution within the confines of the model, anymore.

(a) Plasma expansion is shown as the decrease of the edgesharpness σ–σ0, accounting for the initial ridge sharpness σ0versus the delay of the XFEL probe to the IR drive laser. blue
circles Experimental data obtained from fits of the envelopethrough the peaks of the scattering maxima. gray crossesData from PIC simulation, omitting influence of transient grat-ing due to plasma jets. The gray dotted line extrapolates σbeyond the maximum simulated time of 2 ps. orange solid
lines Simulation data including the signal of the plasma jetswhere it dominates the remaining original grating.

(b) Total electron density from PIC simulation inunits of nc = 1.74 · 1021 cm–3. A transient grat-ing formedby plasma jets emerging from the val-ley corners of the original grating (white dashedlines) as seen at trel = 270 fs.

(c) Lineouts through experimental scattering pat-tern for (a) a XFEL-only preshot and (b) a mainshot 6 ps after the 400 mJ HI laser pulse hit thetarget. The second peak in the main shot showsa much larger signal than the first peak whichis forbidden given there is only a single gratingwith the scattering vector q0.
Figure 4.47.: Temporal evolution of plasma expansion extracted from PIC simulations and compared to experimen-tal X-ray scattering results. Figures originally in Kluge et al.[G8].
Comparison to scattering experimentIn the 2016 beamtime at LCLS, silicon grating targets that were specifically fabricated for thepurpose of diagnosing the plasma expansion were shot with an XFEL pulse of τXFEL = 40 fsand a spot size wXFEL of 5 to10µm. Since this is much smaller than the drive laser spot wIR of16 to30µm, it is valid to assumeahomogeneous expansion of the grating over the probed areaand only consider the XFEL illumination function in the model of the scattering signal. Figure4.47 shows the major results of the experimental campaign complemented by the numericalresults the author obtained in the PICLS simulation study. In order to compare both studies,the scattering peaks obtained in the experiment were first located semi-automatically by an
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algorithm (see [G9, 287] for details) and the random underground was removed. The peakswere then fitted to an analytical model (Eq. 4.19) containing a regular grating with softenedridges. The analysis of the edge sharpness parameter σ was found to be very robust withrespect to the exact shape of the density gradient (see [334] for further reading). From thesimulations, σ could be directly measured after the total electron density was integrated alongthe probing direction and the plasma expansion was defined as σ – σ0, where σ0 was theaveraged value of the initial grating sharpness.Figure 4.47a shows very good agreement of the grating expansion versus the delay betweenpump and probe laser pulse. The simulation shows that it takes only 30 fs after the main pulsefor the ridges to soften enough to intersect. After another 100 fs, the original ridges are mostlyablated and just remain as density modulations inscribed on the plasma layer behind whichis then persistent for at least a picosecond, leaving σ virtually unchanged from during thistime. These observations from the simulation fit very well to the time scales of expansionseen in the experiment. A major result is the experimental evidence found for the existenceof the very transient secondary grating that is formed by the plasma jets mentioned before.With the timing jitter between XFEL and HI laser being Δt = 119 fs, and the oscillations of thetransient grating on the same order but confined to mostly happening within a picosecond,the phenomenon was less likely to be captured in one of the shots. After a careful search ofthe data, a scattering image could be identified where the second scattering peak signal wassignificantly larger than the first peak. As such a pattern is forbidden in the model of a singlegrating and with the stable prediction of the feature throughout all the simulations, there isa strong indication that the projected transient grating created via the expanding plasma jetshad the same ridge height and shape as the disintegrating original one which would havecaused the observed double-grating-frequency signal. Owing again to the timing jitter, only alower limit for the plasma expansion speed of 0.04 nm fs–1 could be identified. The simulationsyielded an estimate of 0.19 nm fs–1.

Conclusions The combined simulation- and experimental study demonstrated clearly thatprobing the fs-nm scales of solid density plasmas is possible with Small-Angle X-ray Scatteringat the new and powerful XFEL machines. For the first time, numerical simulations could bevalidated directly by the experiment at simultaneously high temporal and spatial resolution.Additionally, a transient density modulation spawning from non-equilibrium plasma dynamicsand the specific target geometry was predicted and convincing evidence for its existence wasthen found in the experimental scattering pattern that cannot be explained in themore simplemodel of a single grating. The transient structures and ongoing plasma expansion also causedthe failing applicability of the simple models for larger interaction times.While these results are promising, they show that even with simple models and specificallydesigned targets the expectation of clear signals might still not bemet. The geometric origin ofthe plasma jets and their transient nature make the grating targets a very suitable candidatefor diagnosing the laser intensities and interaction delays if the experiments are repeated withbetter time resolution. Recent developments[G13] in the analysis of the connected experi-ment and its successor in 2017 reveal that there were scattering images in which the signalintensities mirrored at the q = 0 direction were not always symmetric. This could only becaused by a non-zero imaginary part of the scattering form factor Fion which is an indicationfor absorption processes in the plasma. As such, more complex processes can make the inter-pretation of these novel pump-probe experiments much more challenging. The PICLS studyhas also shown that many conditions need to be improved that currently limit the number, thescale and the reproducibility of supporting simulations to achieve predictive capabilities withina reasonable time prior to an experiment.
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Previous other studies[155] have shown that quantitative predictions for e.g. accelerationtime scales, field strengths and maximum particle energies require a full-scale modeling in3D. The study of this section was performed in 2D, though, since this version of the codecontained advanced solid density plasma physics. Furthermore, the resolution necessary toresolve the plasma oscillations would result in an increase in computational effort by easilythree orders of magnitude were the simulations performed in 3D. That would quickly lead be-yond the scope of a common university-scale computing cluster and fit only to the currentTop500[203] petascale HPC systems. Since the code also was only parallelized in laser trans-verse direction, the simulation of a more extended target in propagation direction would haveincreased the time to solution linearly. With calculation times of days to weeks, the possible re-action speed to new measurements of experimental parameters and the whole extent of theparameter scan is severely limited. At HZDR, a very modern, scalable and fast particle-in-cellcode PIConGPU[52][G7] is constantly being developed and improved. It has been proven toscale very well[155] on the largest supercomputers to date that lead the Top500 lists of thepast 5 years. It is also developed in an open-source, open-science, collaborative fashion whichmakes it less prone to errors not being traceable and therefore especially promotes repro-ducibility of simulations using the versioned releases of the code. Following this initial study,it is therefore very desirable that advanced methods for treating solid density plasmas andextracting the relevant physics also be implemented in this code. Lastly, to complement thesedevelopments, new and scalable methods for predicting the XFEL probe signal beyond FastFourier Transforms for novel SAXS experiments are needed as a next step that goes beyondsimple analytic models and allows for explorative start-to-end simulations.
Further Discussion of Plasma Jets While the occurrence of previously unexpected plasmajets caused the breakdown of the simple description of the grating projection, the scatteringsignal from the transient grating provides the unique opportunity of an extraordinarily clearsignal that could lead to increased precision in the expansion measurement. Normally, theeven scattering peaks at n · 2q0 are strongly suppressed. They only begin to appear when theexpansion causes the exact relation of b = g/2 to fail. However, the transient grating is an oscil-lating structure that only for a very brief moment in time (< 10 fs) exhibits the samemagnitudeas the ablating original grating. During that instance, the 2 q0 signal is much stronger than thepeak at 1 q0. The appearance of the jets depends strongly on the grating geometry and featuresizes as well as on the laser intensity and plasma parameters. With more in-depth study of thisphenomenon it is likely possible that simulation and experiments can be compared evenmoreclosely, yielding a spatio-temporal benchmark of previously unknown quality.On a more speculative note, it could even be possible to use this phenomenon as an ultra-fast switch for the XFEL pulse. Since the divergence of the scattered beam is still low andthe signal from a line grating structure are well-defined scattering peaks, the transient gratingcould potentially be used as an optical element that shifts the direction of the XFEL pulse fora duration on the order of 10 fs or below. The oscillation frequency of the grating is faster,the smaller the grating features are. As such, a new class of ultra-fast experiments could beopened up if this phenomenon could be made use of.
Forward Calculations for X-ray Scattering off Grating Targets with X-ray Free Electron
Lasers

One of the most significant challenges of X-ray probing is the loss of depth information fromthe target due to the well-known phase problem. The previous section already stressed theimportance of hand-in-hand development of the methods for predicting and analyzing both
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the highly transient plasma dynamics as well as the scattering signals.
A relativstic (a0 ≥ 1) laser pulse creates bunches of prompt electrons at the surface of thetarget that are highly directional. The laser pressure and counter-flow of “hot” and “cold” elec-trons is known to be the seed for plasma instabilities that rapidly evolve on the same time- andlength scales intended to study with SAXS experiments. The increasingly complex density struc-ture is not only rapidly changing while it is being probed, X-ray photons are also more likelyto be scattered multiple times or absorbed in the highly overdense plasma when its extentis comparable or larger than the photon mean free path (typically micron-scale). Traditionalforward calculations of the probing signal like Fourier transforms cannot account for these ef-fects. Hence, proof-of-concept simulations with the PIC-like photon tracing code ParaTAXIS[56,G17] are presented. With this code, photons move as particles through a simulation volume,offering the ability to take these additional physics into account. As a first step prior to a fullyintegrated pump-probe simulation, time-resolved density output from the particle-in-cell sim-ulations mentioned before serve as an input to the photon scattering code. These simulationsare embedded in the larger framework of complete start-to-end simulations for future ex-periments at European Advanced Laser Light Sources (simex_platform[G18] of the SIMEX[G19,G20] workpackage of the EUCALL project). In this context, the work presented here is alsoa preparation for upcoming plasma pump-probe experiments of the Helmholtz InternationalBeamline for Extreme Fields (HIBEF) at the recently commissioned HED end-station of the Eu-ropean XFEL[335].

Predicting Scattering Signals Beyond Employing Fourier Transforms Predicting the signalof an X-ray scattering experiment is often done via Fourier transform of the projected scattererdensity, as was mentioned before in Sec. 4.3.2. . However, the targets that are most oftenused for laser-ion acceleration are micron-sized metal or plastic foils. The Fourier transformapproach for predicting the signal of such a process, if it were probed, has several shortcom-ings. The first and most striking issue is the loss of depth information about the target. Thisstems from phase problem that is well-known from 2D image reconstruction (see Eq. 4.16).Since the signal on the detector panel is an intensity measurement and I ∝ | exp(iφ)|2, thedepth information, that is also encoded in the phase φ of the scattered wave, is lost. Second,the X-ray pulses that modern XFEL machines can produce are ultrashort but with ∼ 10 fs du-ration they are on the same order of magnitude as the transient processes in the plasmasthat are driven by equally short laser pulses. Furthermore, for an X-ray pulse to traverse amicron-sized target, a duration on the order of 1 to10 femtoseconds is necessary, as well.This has two implications: the target changes while it is being probed and different parts ofthe probe pulse can see different states of the target. Additionally to these complications, therealistic X-ray pulse is likely to not have a top-hat spatial and temporal profile which results innon-equally weighted scattering signal from the illuminated area and temporal plasma dynam-ics. In plasmas of high density and energy density it becomes increasingly likely that an X-rayphoton is scatteredmultiple times. A plasma with this property is called optically thick. Multiple-scattering, however, would violate the initial assumption of far-field propagation that allows forthe forward calculation of the scattering signal by Fourier transform of the assumed scattererdensity distribution. A different method of forward calculation is necessary to adequately sup-port novel experiments designed to probe the transient fs-nm dynamics of HED plasmas. Apromising new approach is the PARAllel Tracer for Arbitrary X-ray Interaction and Scattering-ParaTAXIS[56, G17]. It discretizes the wavefronts of the probing X-ray pulse to PIC photons,effectively simulating the scattering process on a grid where these photons interact with thescatterer densities on a numerical cell level. Just like in a particle-in-cell code, this approachavoids the unfeasibly massive computational effort of direct particle-particle interaction while
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allowing to address the challenges mentioned above.
ParaTAXIS ParaTAXIS is an open-source code that allows for multiple scattering of X-ray pho-tons on arbitrarily complex 3D density distributions from PIC simulations. It is based on thesame particle-mesh methods as PIConGPU and directly enables reading density data of thelatter into ParaTAXIS via the openPMD standard[255]. The reason for why such an approach isviable can be seen from the radiation transport equation which describes the flow of radiationthrough a medium[336].
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It can also be interpreted as a Boltzmann equation for photons of frequency ν with αν theabsorption coefficient and ην the emissivity.
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Equation 4.28 is a direct analogy to the governing equations for describing charged particles ina plasma through PIC. But here, the left side describes the flow of radiation in phase space andthe right hand side describes absorption and emission which depend on atomic physics. Themacroscopic specific intensity Iν is here represented via the microscopic photon phase spacedistribution function fγ . In this framework, Thomson scattering is modeled self-consistentlythrough the local interaction cross-section. Elastic scattering is the simplest process for itconserves the number of photons. There are, however, other caveats that such a Monte-Carlosampling technique introduces. As in PIC, the ParaTAXIS photons are not physical particles but
rather samples of the distribution that carry photon properties like energy E, direction ~k, phase
φ and weighting. This implies that they take only one classical path to the detector. As a pathclassifies also: being absorbed or scattering off a charged particle. While real photons can takemany paths at the same time, this sampling technique actually requires more photons than in
reality to satisfy the same statistics. Macro-photons in the simulation are propagated towardsa detector once they leave the simulation volume. They then hit a distinct virtual pixel on thedetector plane. Only photons that hit the same pixel can interfere, adding their contributionto the signal in that pixel and accounting for their phase.In order to arrive at a physical scattering pattern, coherent interference of each of thephotons is necessary. That requires a massive summation of photon contributions while cor-rectly considering each of their phases. As such, phase summation errors could be a show-stopper for this technique. Therefore, in ParaTAXIS, once the photons leave the simulationvolume around the direct vicinity of the target, a ray-tracing approach is employed to over-come this problem[56]. This approach avoids that after photons traverse the highly-resolvedsolid-density plasma region (physically, about 1 to10µm) in around 104 simulation steps, thesame cell-wise propagation has to be computed for the whole, substantially larger, vacuumdistance to the detector. With the latter usually being centimeters to meters away in an ex-periment, the number of necessary steps would exceed 107 to109. The numerical precisionof the phase and the summation errors would be significantly changing the result, renderingit useless for interpretation. To overcome the described challenges and enable a kinetic scat-tering treatment, GPUs turned out to be a very suitable hardware for ParaTAXIS. Their largememory bandwidth facilitates the massively parallel summation of phases, the simultaneouslyhigh floating point performance keeps cross section calculations fast and a high numericalprecision suppresses numerical phase errors.
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Figure 4.48.: ParaTAXIS scattering geometry for a silicon plasma grating as described in 4.3.2 that is driven by a HIoptical laser and probed with an XFEL pulse in perpendicular direction. As the XFEL pulse traversesthe target, the total electron density ne changes due to the HI laser interacting with the grating whichdegrades over time. Delay times Δt are given between HI pump and XFEL probe. The area illuminatedby the XFEL pulse is 2 λHI × 2 λHI, with the corresponding SAXS image, assuming 3µm target depth,seen in Fig. 4.50. Adapted from image published in [G10].
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Figure 4.49.: Workflow demonstrating the very first successful connection of simulation codes for X-ray scatteringfrom laser-driven plasmas within simex_platform. The simulation data was flavored in the openPMDstandard[255], thus greatly facilitating the exchange between different codes. Figure published in[G10].

Loosely Coupled Start-to-End Simulation of SAXS on Silicon Gratings

In first proof-of-concept simulations, ParaTAXISwas employed during this thesis work to demon-strate the viability of its Monte-Carlo scattering treatment to model a realistic SAXS exper-iment performed at LCLS (see 4.3.2). The simulations were done in the greater scope of
simex_platform[G18, G20], the modular software environment for start-to-end simulationsof EUCALL. The international EUCALL[258] collaboration13 brought together the major photonscience laboratories in Europe to develop common strategies for experiments and simulationsat existing and novel light-source facilities. The code project simex_platform14 is a collectionof photon science codes from various optical laser, free-electron laser or synchrotron lightsources. It covers beam creation and propagation, light-matter interaction simulations, trans-port of the interaction products (e.g. charged particles or scattered radiation) to the detectors,and ultimately detector simulations. The main incentive is the complexity of real experimentsand the need to mirror this complexity in virtual experiments to be able to account for allthe different influences that can affect the final scattering images. These virtual experimentsare complemented by a python-based framework with common interfaces that connect thesecodes, aiming at a unification of input and output data formats. This unification is vital for theinteroperability of the simulation codes and to ensure that parallel development of the codesdoes not break the whole chain.The workflow employed for the X-ray scattering fromhot, dense plasmas is depicted in figure4.49. In particular, the open particle-mesh data standard openPMD[255] was adopted by manyof the participating codes, also PIConGPU and ParaTAXIS.ParaTAXIS was used by the author to model a SAXS experiment with silicon gratings aimedat measuring plasma expansion with simultaneous femtosecond-nanometer resolution. Atfirst, the Thomson cross section was implemented into the code so that realistic electron den-sity input could be used. The input data was obtained from the PIC simulations described in4.3.2. To account for the temporal evolution of the target during the probing process, 959subsequent PIC outputs (ΔtPIC = 1.042 · 10–17 s) were stacked in propagation direction of theXFEL pulse. The density slices were combined into a 3D simulation volume that measured512×512 cubic cells (ΔxPT = ΔxPIC = 3.125 nm) in transverse direction. Due to the original PICsimulations being 2D, and ParaTAXIS so far being able to probe only directly along one axis,
13European Cluster of Advanced Laser Light Sources – was active from 2015 to 2018 and was continued in 2020as PaNOSC[259], the Photon and Neutron Open Science Cloud14a result of EUCALLWP4 SIMEX – Simulation of Experiments at Advanced Light Sources, now adopted into PaNOSC

https://panosc-vinyl.github.io/SimEx/
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the XFEL propagation direction is exactly aligned with the grating ridge-lines and not tilted by45° as in the experiment (compare Fig.4.42). The scattering pattern was, therefore, expectedto differ and show structure in the direction parallel to the target normal while the original onlyshowed a pattern along one direction. As probing time the interval from –5 fs to 5 fs aroundthe arrival of the drive laser main pulse maximum on target was chosen, which correspondsto Δtdelay = 0. The thickness of the target in probing direction was 3µm owing to the cubiccells and the number of density slices such that they would account for the spatial length ofthe 10 fs probe pulse. The virtual detector was put at ddet = 1.4 m distance with 2048× 2048pixels of size aD = 13.5µm. The scattering angle within ParaTAXIS is randomly determined,but follows a uniform distribution over the whole solid angle that is user-limited by θmax. Themaximum scattering angle for these simulations was chosen to be θmax = 0.01 rad. Such alimit is crucial for the time to convergence of the code (see also Ch. 4 of [56]) as it increasessampling of the relevant detector area. All input and output data are openPMD-compliant andwere published at [G21].
Two conceptually different cases were simulated, i.e. the optically thin and the optically thickcase. A plasma is optically thin (thick) when its dimensions are smaller (larger) than the radia-tion mean free path λmfp = 1/nxσx(ν), see also [183]. Here, nx is the density of scatterers and σxis the interaction cross section that depends on the frequency ν of the radiation. To model theoptically thin case and actually suppress multiple scattering while also drastically decreasingcomputation time, the density slices were all integrated into a single slice, reducing the simula-tion box to 12 cells in probing direction with only one non-zero cell. For the optically thick case,the simulation box measured 1024 cells in probing direction and contained all the 959 densitylayers surrounded by vacuum. Furthermore, the scattering cross-section was increased by afactor of 103, as would be reasonable in a resonant scattering (RCXD) scenario where a bound-bound or bound-free scenario is targeted by the specifically chosen X-ray wavelength. Whilethese two scenarios were still relatively idealized, they serve well to show the two extremesin first proof-of-principle simulations. The interoperability of workflows of the loosely coupledsimulation codes was published in [G10–G12, 288].

Comparison of the Scattering Signals from ParaTAXIS to Experimental Data

Figure 4.50 compares the virtual detector signals of two simulations, one in the optically thinand one in the optically thick setup. The grating target in real space is structured in y-directionwhile the target normal is aligned with the x-direction. According to the expectation, both theoptically thick and thin cases show line-shaped scatteringmaxima at qy = q0 = 2π/g, with g thegrating period of 200 nm. In the experiment from [G8], the probing direction was under 45°with respect to the target plane and the grating was laser-heated throughout the whole field-of-view of the X-ray pulse, thus integrating the signal along the grating ridge direction, resultingin a line of bright scatteringmaxima. In the simulation, due to the different projection direction,only the central x-region of the actual grating is similar to the experiment, while the y-directioncan be described by a step function. The Fourier transform of a step is a Sinc-function whichexplains the in qx-direction elongated scattering peaks on the qx = 0 position all over qy seenin Fig. 4.50. At the stripe that marks the first scattering maximum of the grating (q0 = 2π/g),a minimum in qx-direction appears at qx = 2π/h which corresponds to the grating height of
h = 100 nm. To be able to compare the simulation results to the experimental result and theanalytical solution in Eq. 4.19, the 2D scattering image was integrated over qx. The comparisonwill mostly be qualitative since the absolute peak heights and the signal-to-noise ratio dependalso on the thickness of the target and its density perturbations in the direction of the probebeam. Since the projections are different, the scattering signal lineouts need to be scaled to
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Figure 4.50.: Left (right) Simulated SAXS image for the optically thin (thick) target at 1.4 m detection distance usingParaTAXIS. Detector pixel size aD = 13.5µm, X-ray wavelength λXFEL = 1.47Å and 1012 photons in theilluminated area. The vertical separation of scattering lines corresponds to the grating period g of200 nm, the horizontal to the grating depth h of 100 nm. For the optically thick target, the scatteringcross section σTh was increased by a factor of 1000 to account for resonant scattering at the iondensity. All other parameters remain the same. Published in [G10].

allow for a comparison.
Figure 4.51 compares the scattering pattern in the experimental shot (violet) with the ana-lytic solution (dark blue), the qx-integrated Fourier transform of the projected density in theParaTAXIS simulation (orange) and the simulation results in the optically thin (annotated; darkgreen) and two simulations of the optically thick case (annotated; turquoise and light green).All the 1-dimensional data is normalized to the height of the first scattering maximum of theexperimental data which is given in units of 10–10 scattered photons per incoming photon andpixel. The background-corrected example data15 chosen from the experiment was measuredat a pump-probe delay of Δt = 0 fs and from the fit, the expansion parameter was determinedto be σ = 7.64 nmwhich served as input for the analytical single-grating model. The peaks thatmight seam like maxima in the experimental data that occur at smaller q than the first majorscattering maxima are results of the light scattering around the beam block that is usually in-serted to avoid the central maximum from mostly unscattered X-ray laser light to destroy thedetector or over-saturate the image.The scattering peak locations of the scaled data from the simulations (annotated) are in verygood agreement with the analytical solution (dark blue) at nq0. The heights of the even scatter-ing peaks of the density Fourier transform (orange) also agree very well with the experimentalresults (violet) and the analytical solution up until the third scattering order. It can be seen,however, that the scattering peaks at larger absolute q-values have not developed fully in thesimulation and the level of noise between the visible scattering peaks is almost as large as thepeaks. Compared to the analytical solution where the even numbered peaks are completelysuppressed, the simulations and the experimental data show peaks there, too. In the simula-tion, the grating is already slightly expanded and therefore the initially perfect ratio of b/g = 0.5is now smaller which causes the even-numbered peaks to appear. In the experiment, this can-not be determined with certainty, but it is very likely that the reason for even-numbered peaksto appear is also the b/g ratio.A most striking difference between the optically thick and optically thin simulations is that
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Figure 4.51.: Comparison of ParaTAXIS-simulated scattering patterns (annotated with arrows) against the Fouriertransform (orange) of the projected electron density in these simulations. One simulation enforcedsingle scattering from a quasi-2D density while the other two featured fully 3D multiple scattering.In dark blue is shown the analytic solution to the finite grating (see Eq. 4.19) and an experimentalshot (violet), both reported in [G8]. All signals are taken at Δtdelay = 0 and have been normalized to theheight of the first scattering peak from the experiment I(q0)exp. The signal in between for the ParaTAXISsimulations is dominated by the noise owing to the finite number of quasi-photons in the simulation.For the experimental example shot at, an imperfect peak-to-valley aspect ratio b/g 6= 0.5 of the frontside grating may be responsible for the emergence of even-numbered scattering peaks.

the signal-to-noise ratio is much lower in the former than in the latter. This can be explained bytwo reasons: the overall scattering cross-section was increased by a factor of 103 to simulatea resonant scattering case. Furthermore, the optically thin case enforces single-scattering byjust one non-vacuum layer of integrated, projected density whereas multiple scattering is pos-sible in the optically thick case with the 3D electron density. The latter better represents theexperiment where the projection of the target is really a density grating, offset by a constantdensity, creating additional incoherent background. However, since in reality the scatteringpattern is created by the non-local collapse of the photon wave function on the detector, thescattering pattern is created much more quickly than in the simulation where a signal is onlycounted coherently if two macro-photons reach the same detector cell. A faster emergenceof the scattering signal was found in a simulation where the detector pixel size was four timesas large as in the other optically thick case (√AD = 27µm instead of 13.5µm) which comes ata trade-off in q-space resolution.
This confirms the prediction that actually many more simulated photons are necessary thanthe real number of photons in an X-ray pulse to approximate the scattering pattern to a levelof signal-to-noise ratio that is acceptable. This means that a predictive simulation would needto run longer if the structure size or correlation length of interest is small and the expectedsignal would appear at larger q values.
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Conclusion The results shown above constitute to the first-ever proof-of-concept looselycoupled start-to-end simulations that model the XFEL probing of a laser-driven solid-densityplasma. Small-angle X-ray scattering patterns from kinetic simulations with ParaTAXIS proveto resolve nanometer-scale density modulations well and were shown to agree qualitatively toa Fourier transform of the 3D electron density projection as well as the analytical scatteringpattern solution built with experimental shot data. However, a quantitative agreement wasnot achieved, yet, since the proof-of-concept simulations varied in the scattering geometry. Atthe European XFEL, generated pulses contain of about 1012 photons[49]. In the simulationsshown here, roughly 1013 macro-photons were used and it can be seen that a much largernumber is still necessary to increase the signal-to-noise ratio to see the scattering features,depending on the location in q-space. As such it can be foreseen that a 3D pump-probe simu-lation of a laboratory laser-solid density plasma experiment could easily be an exascale effort,exceeding the computing capabilities available today.
Outlook While the target was assumed to be invariant over time here, the method itselfpromises to be capable of covering the temporal evolution of it as well as the probe pulse asit traverses the plasma. For better feasibility, the convergence of the scattering signal needsto be improved, possibly with a treatment of the non-local collapse of the photon wave func-tion. Integrating ParaTAXIS into PIConGPU is desirable for a truly “online” pump-probe simula-tion. While ParaTAXIS is already based on libpmacc, the particle-mesh library that PIConGPUuses, the densities are still static and offline from the plasma dynamics simulation. For a fullmodeling of an X-ray pump-probe experiment, including the reaction of the plasma to theprobe pulse, the scattering framework needs to be incorporated into PIConGPU. However, toachieve this goal, additional challenges have to be overcome. One of these is to propagatea massive number of photons through the particle-in-cell volume which would very likely re-quire sub-stepping of the PIC-cycle as both the plasma particles as well as photons are heldin the same memory. Currently, the radiation transport implementation into PIConGPU is anongoing effort within theMaster’s thesis of Ordyna [337] and beyond. Meanwhile, two projectshave already emerged to calculate X-ray scattering alongside a running PIConGPU simulation.The xrayScattering plugin calculates the complex scattering amplitude of available particlespecies from their respective density field data which can post-run be summed up coherentlyat a virtual detector[338] to produce a scattering signal. This approach supports also the im-plementation of absorption processes. On the other hand, PIConGPU streaming output wastightly coupled to the GPU-accelerated code GAPD[339] that calculates an X-ray scattering sig-nal via an Ewald-sphere approach from each particle and its position.Both of these projects are immensely important steps toward a full pump-probe start-to-end simulation of a laser-driven ion acceleration experiment and will be able to cover manyscenarios while offering significant performance and reasonable accuracy. ParaTAXIS and theensuing implementation in PIConGPU, however, still remain the first true prospective solutionsto include multiple-scattering. The detailed example for a typical PIC-setup given in section3.2.1 demonstrates how easily today’s (petascale) top 10 supercomputers[203] can still bebrought to their limits with laser-solid simulations. Adding an X-ray probingmodulewith≥ 1012
photons to such simulations would easily make them an exascale16 effort. On the other hand,local particle splitting and merging17 are promising techniques that could be used to mitigatethe computational demand somewhat by putting emphasis on interactions and phase spaceregions that are otherwise not sampled well.
161 exaFLOPS = 1018 floating point operations per second, (peta– = 1015)17These methods are also developed in and for use with PIConGPU: particle splitting [337], probabilistic particlemerging[340] and particle reduction library[341].
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5. Summary

This thesis investigated the role of realistic intensity ramps for the interaction between ultra-short, ultra-high intensity laser pulses and ultra-thin foil targets with respect to their effecton the laser-ion acceleration performance in the (extended) TNSA-regime. To achieve this,3D3V particle-in-cell simulations of massive scale and very high resolution were performedon the Swiss supercomputer Piz Daint and in the wake of the project, around 4 Petabytes ofdata were produced and analyzed. It was found that a realistic laser contrast during the lastfew hundred femtoseconds alters the intra-pulse dynamics of the ion acceleration processsignificantly when compared to a perfectly Gaussian laser pulse. By including the intensityramps, maximum proton energies could be optimized to the highest overall values in excessof 160 MeV, whereas an ideally shaped Gaussian pulse resulted in generally lower maximumenergies (110 MeV at the optimum thickness). However, the spectral shape in the realistic lasercontrast cases exhibited a TNSA-cutoff at reduced energy, typically followed by a higher en-ergy tail. Premature expansion of the rear-side ions leads to this reduced TNSA cutoff-energyin both the Gaussian and the ramp cases. But the latter also create an ion population thatis placed at the origin of the sheath when it is strongest. There, the 2ωL–electron bunchesaccelerated from the target front side are still very dense and have the largest effect on theaccelerating field the ions experience. This effect is not covered by any of the common ana-lytical or empirical models that are used to predict ion energies. For pre-expanded protonsfurther away from the sheath origin, electron bunches have already dispersed more and ana-lytical models are able to reproduce the remaining ion acceleration well if the pre-expansionis accounted for, as the adapted model in this thesis shows. Whereas the behavior describedabove is clearly visible in copper targets, the simulated plastic targets did not have the sameobserved high-energy tail. While a phase space analysis of the plastic targets shows that thehighest energies also occur in protons briefly accelerated in the front and then injected intothe sheath, there is no clear spectral separation since originally protons occur everywherethroughout the target. Only with the initial spatial separation with metal targets having theirproton source layer in their organic contaminants, this becomes visible.
Within this thesis project, the highly-parallel ionization methods in the open-source particle-in-cell code PIConGPUwere improved and extended to statistically model collisional ionization,thus enabling the aforementioned simulation campaign. In support of an optical-pump– X-ray-probe experiment that studied the melting process of colloidal crystals at LCLS, the Thomas-Fermi collisional ionization implementation was directly used by another simulation campaign,that the author contributed to. From these and accompanying MHD simulations, a three-stagemodel was built and plasma expansion speeds could be obtained thatmatched the experimen-
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tal observations well, thus also benchmarking the PIConGPU code.The enhanced field ionization framework, on the other hand, served a simulation campaignthat provided detailed insight into the injection process of a laser wakefield accelerator operat-ing in the self-truncated ionization injection regime, which had previously been demonstratedin experiments at HZDR.Furthermore, the large-scale 3D PIC simulations on Piz Daint featured self-generated brems-strahlung which was recorded by synthetic radiation diagnostics that produced a high-qualitydataset that is the first of its kind with the inclusion of realistic pulse contrasts at simultane-ously high simulation resolution. In particular, it was found that the high-energy signatures(Eph > 20 MeV) encode the target state and plasma conditions during the brief period of max-imum laser intensity on target. Whereas electrons are deflected by the sheath fields that areaccelerating ions, bremsstrahlung photons sample the plasma and then leave the interactionregion virtually unperturbed. Yet, bremsstrahlung at such high energies is currently still verychallenging to measure and the technical development of on-shot detectors is ongoing. Suchpassive methods of probing laser-driven solid-density plasmas on extreme scales are gradu-ally being complemented by active probing using large-scale X-ray Free Electron Lasers thatpush the resolution to the femtosecond-nanometer level.However, experiments are still rare and extremely elaborate while the results are obtainedin the form of scattering images that encrypt spatio-temporal information of highly transientprocesses in Fourier space. As such they are hard to interpret and often allow for ambiguousreal-space representation. Therefore, a separate a-priori PIC simulation campaign performedduring this thesis enabled and guided the first experimental observation of an expanding, opti-cal laser-driven, solid-density plasma distribution at simultaneous femtosecond and nanome-ter resolution. The accompanying experiment with structured grating targets was performedat LCLS. A previously unexpected electron jet signature was first observed in the simulationswhich, in XFEL projection, leads to the formation of a transient, staggered grating structure.In the experimental data, convincing evidence was found that such a structure and therebypossibly the transient plasma jets were observed. At the same time, the existence of this fea-ture limits the valid time frame during which the initially conceived analytical model can beapplied to reconstruct density distributions from experimental scattering images. As such, arefinement of the model was necessary that accounts for the newly found feature.Analytic modeling and Fourier transforms of the target density projection have further limitsin their predictive power of X-ray scattering experiments, however. For these techniques to ap-ply reasonably well, single-scattering of the X-ray photons is assumed. Furthermore, the probepulse duration as well as the time to traverse the target need to be much shorter than thetime scale of the probed plasma dynamics. But for micrometer solid-density plasmas drivenby ultra-intense optical lasers these assumptions can be violated. Spatial inhomogeneity of theX-ray laser profile, a limited coherence time and the interaction of X-ray photons with the tar-get as it is probed further increase the challenges to predict the scattering image. In the finalpart of this thesis, the author used the PIC simulation data of the structured grating targets toperform the first start-to-end simulations of Small-Angle X-ray Scattering from a laser-drivensolid density plasmawith theMonte-Carlo photon scattering code ParaTAXIS. As part of the EU-CALL collaboration, these simulations proved the interoperability of several simulation codesfrom the creation of the X-ray pulse via the optical laser-matter interaction and the probingof the laser-driven target, dynamically creating a virtual scattering image on a synthetic detec-tor. As a proof-of-concept they showed that analytical and Fourier transform results couldbe reproduced well by the code in single-scattering mode. With activated multi-scattering,the amount of virtual photons during the campaign was just large enough to reproduce themain scattering features but the signal-to-noise ratio was still too low to resolve peaks at largescattering vectors. Many more virtual photons are necessary to suppress the level of statis-
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tical noise far enough that the relative peak heights of the scattering maxima of the gratingbecome comparable. Nevertheless, with the connection of a multitude of different codes into
simex_platform, the Python library providing control over the codes and communicating theiroutputs between each other based on the openPMD standard, an essential step has beentaken towards complete start-to-end simulations of laser-plasma pump-probe experimentsthat can be performed by a single researcher and allow for scattering image predictions of anevolving target beyond the Born approximation.
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6. Conclusions

The particle-in-cell simulation campaign run by the author on Piz Daint remains to this date oneof the largest ever performed on thematter of laser-ion acceleration froma solid-density targetwhere realistic laser pulse shapes are included. It produced a wealth of high-quality data thatstill provides opportunity for further analysis pursuing questions like the Z-dependence of theacceleration performance under the influence of last-picosecond intensity ramps. The cam-paign was originally motivated to explain the significant energy gains seen in the experimentsperformed at the DRACO laser system at the HZDR DRACO laser that were recently publishedby Ziegler et al. [10]. SPIDER measurements of the few hundred femtoseconds around thepeak intensity indicated that a pulse that is initially shallower than the shortest possible pulseleads to higher proton cutoff energies and that especially the last picosecond of laser contrastis decisive when working at a target’s optimum thickness. Indeed, the results obtained in thisthesis confirm that the last picosecond intensity contrast has a substantial effect on the pro-ton acceleration performance. However, whereas the same manipulations of the temporalpulse shape lead to higher experimental proton energies for both metal and plastic targets inexperiments, there was no direct evidence for an energy increase from hydro-carbon-basedtargets in the simulations. The laser absorption was consistently lower in cases that had addedenergy in front of the Gaussian main pulse. On the other hand, metal targets showed an im-proved proton maximum energy from pulses preceded by an intensity ramp which is causedby better placement of protons in the accelerating sheath field. A direct measurement of theseincreased proton energies could currently still be lying below the detection limit of commonlyused Thomson-parabola spectrometers (TPS) or radiochromic film stacks (RCF). On the otherhand, experimentally measured proton beam spots, especially from ultrathin targets, can beangularly shifted when the target becomes transparent during the interaction[5, 342]. Theyare often warped or structured by surface– or counter-streaming instabilities[23, 320, 343] orfield structures in the residual gas in the vacuum chamber which gets ionized by light leakagepast mass-limited or wire-targets[G22]. All of these effects make it especially challenging toreliably align the high-energetic parts of such ion beams towards diagnostics through, e.g. pin-holes for TPS measurements. However, a characteristic spectral feature with a distinct cutoffand the high-energy tail, such as was found in this thesis, was also observed in other previousworks utilizing metal targets[23, 141], but at micrometer target thicknesses. With the newlyobtained results it could be conceived that such proton spectra may result from protons ofdifferently accelerated populations from the target front and rear sides. Specifically designedmulti-layer targets could be promising in increasing the proton number when the effect foundin this thesis work is specifically exploited and a variation in target thickness would result in
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a delay between the differently accelerated proton populations, thus possibly probing undis-turbed or structured sheath fields.
Moreover, themethods developed in this thesis improve the capability of doingwide-ranginglarge-scale 3D parameter scans of laser-solid interactions with PIConGPU including the laserintensity ramp phase and realistic ionization dynamics. Since the results obtained in this thesiswork show how sensitive the laser-ion acceleration performance is under realistic pulse con-ditions, more simulation work at full scale and dimensionality is necessary to reach predictivecapabilities. The workflows for large-scale data transport an analysis that were establishedbetween the HZDR, ZIH and CSCS continue to be valuable for the increasing demand of large-scale simulations.Furthermore, this thesis contributed to the development of simulations and workflows forpassive and active probing of transient plasma dynamics at femtosecond-nanometer scales.With X-ray free electron lasers and especially the newly commissioned ReLaX laser at the HI-BEF end station[344] of the European XFEL, the plasma dynamics at such scales have finallybecome accessible. But as was initially motivated, the interpretation of X-ray scattering imagesis not straightforward and therefore simulations have been performed that guided the firstexperiment to ever dynamically measure plasma expansion of a known grating structure atthe fs-nm level and showed how previously unexpected dynamics require newly designed ex-periments that can deliver clear signatures as a basis for plasma models. The study of morecomplex laser-target interaction dynamics, such as instabilities, requires dedicated forwardsimulation tools that allow to model pump-probe processes, including, e.g., the earlier stagesof pre-plasma formation due to a realistic laser temporal intensity distribution of the drivelaser, as well as X-ray photon scattering beyond the Born approximation. With this thesis, astep toward start-to-end simulations operated by single researchers was taken in a proof-of-concept manner. It showed that a connection between different simulation codes from thesources of laser radiation via beamlines and target interaction towards detection is possiblewithin the framework of EUCALL’s simex_platform. With the end of the project, this simula-tion suite was continued under the umbrella of PanOSC[G18]. The incorporation of Monte-Carlo scattering of photons during a running particle-in-cell simulation is possible but requiresnew solutions for the modeling of the photons’ quantum character to arrive at good signal-to-noise ratios with reasonable photon numbers under realistic scattering conditions. Next tothe active probing techniques, radiation signatures from self-generated bremsstrahlung andsynchrotron radiation promise to be interesting plasma diagnostics once the higher energyparts become accessible for measurements in experiment, especially on a shot-to-shot ba-sis. But to access the full potential of deriving a target’s state during the FWHM of laser mainpulse interaction, again 3D simulations are necessary to correctly model the influence of laserpolarization and energy dissipation.
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7. Outlook
The results obtained from the work of this thesis show that the study of the intricate laser-plasma dynamics connected to the temporal laser contrast, specifically during the last picosec-ond, promises to remain of great interest. A strong influence of the last picosecond intensityramp on the laser-ion acceleration performance was shown and even higher energies thanwith a perfectly Gaussian shaped laser pulse could be achieved under the right circumstances.In a most recent study beyond the scope of this thesis, new quasi-1D1 simulations performedby the author using the PIC code Smilei[224] have shown very promising results thatmirror thetrend of proton cutoff energies with temporal laser shape manipulation as reported in [10]. Incontrast to the strategy employed before, where the measured temporal pulse contrast wastranslated into characteristic features like ramps and pre-pulses, the laser contrast curve wasconstructed via Fourier transform from the spectral phase and spectral amplitude (see 2.2.2).This approach allows to create more realistically complex temporal pulse shapes that can trig-ger interactions that are more challenging to understand but they allow for the direct changeof ΔGVD and ΔTOD to manipulate the pulse shape, as was done in [10]. While the parameterchanges are not directly translatable between the low-dimensional, still idealized simulationsand the experimental values, a similar trend was observed as can be seen in Fig. 7.2. Simu-lations were first performed with pulses from an idealized 4th order super-Gaussian spectralamplitude A(ω) for which an increase in ΔTOD did not result in overall higher proton cutoff ener-gies. They were then repeated with amodified spectral intensity modeled after measurementsat DRACO, featuring a more narrow 10th order super-Gaussian with a parabolic dip which wasblue-shifted by 12.5 nm to be exactly at the central wavelength of λ = 800 nm. Examples forpulses from the idealized (more realistic) laser spectral amplitude input and ΔGVD = 0 areshown in Fig. 7.1.The simulation results in Fig. 7.2a of an unexpanded 400 nm Formvar target, irradiated bya laser of maximum a0 = 50 (decreases by up to 40 % for ΔTOD 6= 0 and much more when
ΔGVD 6= 0), show that the maximum proton energies increase with increasing values of ΔTOD.The same behavior was observed in the experiment (see Fig. 7.2b). Early analyses suggestthat the non-ideal spectrum reduces the quality of the temporal compression of the laserpulse. Especially after the plasma mirror, the spectrum is narrower than before which causesa longer pulse. Under these conditions the leading and falling intensity ramps are less steepthan previously expected.These new developments give rise to more simulation scans that systematically study howthe interaction with these more complex laser pulse shapes can again be replaced by analytic
1quasi-1D means here two-dimensional simulations with narrow transverse dimensions of Ltransverse < λL.
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Figure 7.1.: Artificially created laser intensity envelopes from spectral phase and spectral amplitude input. Left:Pulses created with an idealized spectral amplitude of 4th order super-Gaussian shape. Right: Pulsescreated with A(ω) as a 10th order super-Gaussian with a parabolic dip, modeled after an example shotat DRACO at a position behind the plasmamirror (red line in the inset). The gray lines in the insets showsynthetic spectral amplitudes A(ω). The spectral phase φ(ω) in the ideally flat (blue, ΔTOD = 0 fs3) andmodified (orange, ΔTOD = 30 000 fs3) cases are schematically shown in arbitrary units.

(a) Maximum proton energies from quasi-1D PIC simu-lations with the code Smilei[224]. The target wasa 400 nm unexpanded Formvar foil. Laser pulseswere created via Fourier transform from a spectralamplitude, modeled after a measurement behind theplasma mirror in the experiments of Fig. 7.2b, and aspectral phase with manipulations of ΔTOD and ΔGVD.Examples for ΔGVD = 0 are shown in the right panel ofFig. 7.1.

(b) Maximum proton energies measured in experimentsat DRACO with varying target types and laser energies(separated by color and marker). The laser temporalprofile was manipulated with changes of ΔTOD. How-ever, the values cannot be directly compared to Fig.7.2a where the pulse starts from an ideally flat spec-tral phase. The upper panel shows relative energy gaincompared to the settings at ΔTOD = 0. Originally in[10].
Figure 7.2.: Comparison of maximum proton energies from quasi-1D PIC simulations (left) and laser-proton accel-eration experiments at DRACO with varying target materials.
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features such as ramps and pre-pulses or initial density and temperature distributions. Thesestudies are in progress and while the remaining work is beyond the scope of this thesis, theresults are very promising with respect to explaining the substantial energy gain that was ob-served in the experimental work of Ziegler et al. [10]. However, since the new parameter scansrequire a much longer time excursion of possibly several picoseconds around the main pulsemaximum, mainly quasi-1D parameter simulations are performed first due to their low com-putational cost. Additionally, magneto-hydrodynamic simulations (MHD) can deliver the initialconditions that arise from the interaction with the nanosecond ASE and picosecond pedestalof the laser pulse. From the resulting parameter maps, chosen scans have to be repeatedin higher dimensions for which PIConGPU is well-suited with its exceptionally fast computingspeed compared to other PIC codes. Here, modern machine learning methods like transferlearning[345, 346] can guide the search for trends by transferring them from1D via 2D to large-scale 3D simulations that will be necessary to create surrogate models or analytical descrip-tions of the acceleration process with predictive capability. While still presenting a challengingendeavor for the next decades in general, start-to-end representations of at least selectedlaser-ion acceleration experimental setups by digital twins seem to be in reach and promiseto finally provide the necessary understanding to give control over the beam parameters oflaser-accelerated protons for applications. The increasing fidelity in laboratory experiment di-agnostics and their parallel operation on a shot-to-shot basis is a most vital part to achieve thisgoal. It is foreseeable that both in experiment as well as simulation increased output rates andoutput sizes are demanding the continued development of in-situ data analysis and reductionmethods, especially where the computation will require next generation supercomputers ofthe exascale.
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Appendices

A. Equation conversion

This is an example calculation for how the equation for laser energy is converted to a unitsystem where e = me = c = ωL = kL = 1. The laser propagation direction is the y-directionlike in PIConGPU. Note here that wFWHM
r = √2 ln 2w0 = 2√2 ln 2σr . The parameter w0 is called

beam waist (in the focus) or also spot size which is not to be confused with the FWHM spot size
wFWHM
r .

EL = √2π3I0σxσzσt (integration over 3 Gaussians) (A.1)
σx=σz=σr= √2π3I0σ2r σt (A.2)
= ( √2π

2√2 ln 2
)3

I0(√2 ln 2w0)2tp (A.3)
= I0πw20tp

√2π
4√2 ln 2 (A.4)
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Calculating the Laser Energy

I0 = 1
2cε0E20 , a0 = eE0

mecωL (A.5)
= 1
2cε0 (a0mecωLe

)2 (A.6)
EL = I0 · A · tp ·

√2π
4√2 ln 2 A = πw

20 (A.7)
= 1
2cε0a20mec2ω2Le2 · πw20 · tp ·

√2π
4√2 ln 2 , ωL = 2π

TL (A.8)
EL

mec2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ẼL

= a202 πw
20
(
tp2π
TL
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
t̃p

ε0 · mecωLe2 ·
√2π

4√2 ln 2
∣∣∣∣ · ωLc2
ωLc2 = 2πc2

λLωLc (A.9)

ẼL = a202 π

(
w02π

λL
)2

t̃p · ε0 · mec3TLe22π︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε̃0

·
√2π

4√2 ln 2 (A.10)

= a202 πw̃
20 t̃p ·

√2π
4√2 ln 2

· 8.854 · 10–12 As/Vm
· 4.063 · 1017 Vm/As (A.11)

= a202 πw̃
20 t̃p · 3.6 · 106 ·

√2π
4√2 ln 2 (A.12)

B. PICLS LN04 Campaign Input Files and Code

The version of the code PICLS that was used for the simulations of the LN04 experimen-tal beamtime as described in 4.3.2 was uploaded to the private Github repository https:
//github.com/ComputationalRadiationPhysics/projects-ions/ under the branch name
prod-2016-LN04-picls. The input data sets are furthermore available upon reasonable requestfrom the HZDR archive with the ID 3273. The density profiles that were used can be found inthe file picls/code/src/density_profile.f. Different density profiles are chosen via an IDthat is configured in the main input file input.in New IDs corresponding to the cases fromthis campaign carry the date of their first creation.

• T1 (pure Si) : 20160616
• T2/T3 (buried layer) : 20160617
• T4 (pure Si - grating on back) : 20160618
• T1 - longitudinal pre-expansion : 20161025
• T1 - pre-expanded in all directions : 20161123
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C. PRACE Piz Daint Campaign Simulation Archives

ID Set Mat. d (nm) Contrast E (J) Notes Size (TB)
3791 003 Cu 30 PC 3 res.: dx = 1/12 λpe, I/O notoptimal yet 3
3792 005 Cu 30 PC 3 res.: dx = 1/12 λpe 11
3472 006 Cu 10 PC 3 13
3801 006 Cu 10 PC 3 w/o full I/O dumps 2
3477 006 Cu 30 PC 3 13
3806 006 Cu 30 PC 3 w/o full I/O dumps 3
3478 006 Cu 300 PC 3 30
3800 006 Cu 300 PC 3 only few full I/O dumps 11
3479 007 Cu 10 R3 3 14
3488 007 Cu 10 R4 3 17
3507 007 Cu 10 R5 3 9
3805 007 Cu 30 R2 3 2
3798 007 Cu 30 R3 3 16
3808 007 Cu 30 R4 3 6
3809 007 Cu 30 R5 3 6
3804 007 Cu 300 R2 3 3
3508 007 Cu 300 R3 3 32
4029 007 Cu 300 R4 3 10
4042 007 Cu 300 R5 3 24
3844 008 Cu 6 PC 30 43
3827 008 Cu 10 PC 30 4
3816 008 Cu 10 R3 30 9
3817 008 Cu 10 R4 30 4
3814 008 Cu 10 R5 30 7
3821 008 Cu 20 PC 30 44
4082 008 Cu 30 PC 30 6
3813 008 Cu 20 R3 30 53
4080 008 Cu 30 R3 30 36
3830 008 Cu 30 R4 30 7
3829 008 Cu 300 PC 30 7
4012 008 Cu 300 R3 30 11
3828 008 Cu 300 R4 30 21

Table C.1.: Archive IDs, description and size for simulation data obtained on Piz Daint during the large-scale cam-paign detailed in Sec. 4.2 (Part 1).
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ID Set Mat. d (nm) Contrast E (J) Notes Size (TB)
4135 009 Cu 9 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung 12
4136 009 Cu 9 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung, circu-larly polarized laser 11
3846 009 Cu 30 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung 8
3845 009 Cu 100 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung 8
4041 010 Cu 30 R4 30 with bremsstrahlung 1
3786 011 LCT 10 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung 13
3788 011 LCT 63 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung 14
3787 011 LCT 221 PC 30 with bremsstrahlung 18
4077 015 Cu 6 PC 30 contaminant layers distin-guishable (front/back) 12
4062 015 Cu 17 R4 30 contaminant layers distin-guishable (front/back) 19
4063 015 Cu 17 PC 30 contaminant layers distin-guishable (front/back) 13
3715 016 FV 37 PC 10 16
3700 016 FV 37 R4 10 19
3623 016 FV 37 R5 10 18
3763 016 FV 62 PC 10 17
3780 016 FV 62 R5 10 8
3782 016 FV 62 R4 10 13
3764 016 FV 309 PC 10 14
3622 016 FV 105 R4 10 21
3767 016 FV 105 R5 10 14
3773 016 FV 185 R4 10 17
3775 016 FV 185 PC 10 16
3779 016 FV 309 R4 10 22
3757 016 FV 617 PC 10 early crash (out of memory) 7
3765 016 FV 617 R5 10 early crash (out of memory) 3
5070 Compilation Archive (all run directories w/ inputs, synthetic diagnostic out-put, analysis scripts and analysis results, jupyter notebooks for analysisfrom Piz Daint (CSCS), Taurus (ZIH), Hypnos & Hemera (HZDR)data reduc-tion scripts, log files)
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Table C.2.: Archive IDs, description and size for simulation data obtained on Piz Daint during the large-scale cam-paign detailed in Sec. 4.2 (Part 2)
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